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ABSTRACT

studies which have examined how social skitl is mani-

fested in behavior have typically produced sparse findings.

This investigation used a variety of constructs, measures,

and behaviors to test the social skill-behavior relationship.

A large group of undergraduates completed three self-

report instruments measuring shyness, social anxiety, and

loneliness. Some vùere subsequently recruited to engage in

two videotaped laboratory social conversations " study I

focused exclusively on observing conversation behavior.

In Study II, attention (self-directed or other-directed)

was manipulated prior to the second conversation. After

the conversations, participants evaluated their own social

skil1 and comfort in the situation, as well as how wel-l

they liked each partner. A group of untrained undergraduate

judges rated participants' social skiIl, and trained raters

recorded selected behaviors. Rsults showed that skilled

participants talked more than unskilled participants.

Attention direction correlated to several indices of social-

skill, but the nature of the relationship was dependent on

the skill measure. These results suggest that social skill

may have few general behavioral referents. Several suggestions

are make on how to account for inter-person dependency in

studies of social skill.
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The importance of social relationshíps to

psvchological well being has long been recognized' It is

only recently that clinicians have begun to vier'¡ an inadequate

repertoire of social behavior as one source of psychological

disturbance and to directllz teach social skilts to their

clients. This approach is used to ameliorate imrnediate

problemsandequippeoplewithskitlswhichwillprove

personalty valuable and rewa::ding after the terrnination of

theraplz. The use of social skilts training for people

whose interpersonal skil1s are deficient has become an

increasinglYpopularclinicalintervention.Ithasbeen

used with a wide variety of people fror¡ sociallv unskilled

psychiatric patients (Trov¡er, Bryant & Arg:/Ie' 1978) to

college stud.ents r^rith dating problems (Arkorvitz, L977) '

clinicians initial-ly developed social skills training

programs based on their personal and clinical observations

ofrvhatbehavj-orsconstitutedsocialskill.EvaluatÍons

of the effectiveness of social skills training have shorvn

mixed results (Marziltier, 1978) ' Clinicat researchers

have begun asklng the more basic question concerninq which

behaviors are actually involr¡ed in social skill ' r¡Ihen

behaviors forming the content of social skilts training

programs \^7ere tested. for their differential appearance in

socialtv skilled and unskilted. people, results \fere disap-

pointing.Studiestypicallyfoundeitherthatonlya
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small minority of these behaviors discriminated people

of differing social skill levels (Arkowitz, Lichtenstein,

McGovern ç Hines, 1975¡ Glasgow & Arkowitz, 1975; l4andel

I ShraugerrNo¡.1, or that none of the tested behaviors

discriminated significantly (Borkovec, Fleischmann & Caputof

Ig73; Borkovec, stone, o'Brien & Kaloupekr L974). Slightly

greater success has been achieved in studies using the

social skilts subconcept of assertiveness (Eisler, Miller

& Hersen, 1973). The rvorking definitions of assertiveness'

however, typically emphasize verbal behaviors which are

situation-specific (e,g", giving compliments, refusing

requests). when the components of basic social skills

remain largely unknown, it seems premature to focus on

the assertiveness construct.

The task of discovering what specific behaviors com-

prise social skill is more d-ifficutt than it would first

appear. The first problem is to find behaviors rvhich are

of trans-situational importance. Human behavior differs

greatly across situations (Mischel, l96B)' The degree

to which someonetS behavior matches the situation and

complements the behavior of others is important in evalu-

ating the appropriateness and skillfulness of that behavior'

such situational appropriateness is, hov¡ever, difficult

to capture in an investigative program" self-report instru-

ments for the assessment of social functioning often incor-

porate the idea of situational variability (e.g', Bryant
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& Trovler , 1974¡ Zinbardo , Lg77) , but the actual recording

of overt social behavior has been restricted to the two

person laboratory conversation or a simulation of social

behavior.

A second difficulty in this kind of research is that

the methodology for the assessment of ongoing interactive

behavior is in its infancy. t"lost statistical techniques

are geared to the detection of differences in the static

behavior of single persons. The assessment of social

behavior, horuever, calls for data analytic techniques

rvhich can ASSess dependency between interacting persons'

detect sequences of behavior, and analyze exchanges between

persons,

A third cifficulty involves the selection of a criterion

variable. The concept of social skill has everyday socíal

validity but this is informal, Yet, Lf we want to

observe the specific behaviors of socially skilled and

unskilled peopler wê must have some way of deciding who is

skilled and who is not. The rnost freguently used means of

classifying people are self-report questionnaires and

observerst global judgments of a personrs laboratorlt

social interaction. These modes of assessment corfelate

poorly with one another (Hersen & Bellackf I976) and appear

to be inconsistently related to social behavior in natural

settings (BeIIacl<, Hersen & Lanparski, Not,e 2¡ Glasgow &

Arkowitz t Ig75). Because of thisn the validity of these
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aSSeSSment procedures is questionable (BeIlackf Hersen &

Turner, t97B). Curran and Mariotto (1980) ' noting the

criterion problem, have even suggested that a behavioral

definition of social skill is perhaps not possible.

Whilerecognizingtheseproblems,theexisting

literature on the behavioral components of social skilI

has produced some tentative conclusions, several covert

States are correlated with social ski1l and some overt

behaviors haVe been replicated as social skill conponents'

Covert asPec't s; of: soc;ial skil'l deficit

Two chief categories of covert processes have been

linked to social skill: anxiety and cognitive processes.

Anxiety. self-rated anxiety correlates rvell with

self-ascribed shlrness (l4andel & shrauger, Note 1), but the

findings on its relationship to indices of observable

socialbehavioraremixed.otBanionandArkovliLz(L977)

found people high in self-reported anxiety to be low in

judged social skilt but other studies have faíled to

demonstrate this relationship (clark & 'Arkowitz, L975¡

Curranr \{allander & Fischetti, Note 3), The onllz physio-

logical index of anxiety which has been investigated is heart

rate. There is some evidence that shy or unassertive

people experience greater heart rate increases during

social interaction than do normals (Schwartz & Ggttmanf

Ig76, Twentyman e lr{cFalI, 1975). Several treatment studies
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demonstrating improvements in self-reported anxietlz and

social activity have faj-led to show corresponding

improvements in judged social skitl. It may be that

subjective anxiety interferes with the observable social

performance of only some people t oY that it affects only

some of the behaviors involved in social skilt. It is

clear, nonetheless, that self-repor:ted anxiety correlates

with self-reported shyness but does not necessarily imply

poor social performance.

Cogn itive processes. The cognitive processes \^/hich

have been linked to socíally skilled behavior are m.any

and varied, and no single cognitive mechanj-sm has been

extensively researched. l{uch of the existing research

has attempted to associate cognitive processes and sub-

jective anxíety, both via self-report instruments.

Expectations exert a powerful influence over behavior

04ischel, L973¡ Mischel, Ebbeson ç zeiss I L976) | and

socially anxious people expect to be negatively evaluated

by others (Smith & Sarasonr Lg/5) " Socially anxious people

have been shown to be highly fearful of this negative

evaluation (S.rnitfr, I972¡ Watson ç Friend, L969) and

exagigierate the prqportions of neqative evaluati'on'when

they receive it (Clark & Arkowitz, 1975; Smith & Sarason,

1975). The-only study which examined the behavioral conse-

quences of this sensitivity did not detect an effect

(Mehrebian, 1970).
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The literature on normal nonverbal behavior suggests

that eye gaze may be a meaningfut behavioral index of

negativeevaluationexpectations.ArgyleandDean(r965)

have hypothes ized that fear of seeing the rejection of

others causes Eaze avoidance. Exline and trrlinters (f 965)

demonstrated that negative evaluation by others produces

a decrease in other-directed gaze'

Another cognitive property thought to charactertze

sociatly unskilled people involves self-evaluation.

Socially anxious and lone1y people give excessively

negative estimates of their social performances

(Clark & Arkowitz, Lg75; Schwartz & Gqttmanr L976) '

Whennormalpeoplewe]îeinducedtomakenegativeself-

statements, their social behavior came to resemble

that of shy people (Mandel & Shraugero Note 1)'

The cognitive variables discussed above all involve

fears and concerns about the self and may be víewed as

components of an "overconcern with self !' syndrome.

Shy people attend to themselves, showÍng a corresponding

decrease in attention to the other person (Hatvany'

Souza e Sitva e Zimbardo, Note 4¡ Souze e Silva' Note 5)'

since adequate social behavior involves monitoring the

other person's behavior (Argyle & Kendont L967) ' inter-

ference with this function has serious imptlcations for

someone's level of socÍal skill"
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Performance var:iabl,es :in socia'l skill

In order for soneone to learn and be successful at

social interaction, he or she must engage in contact i{ith

other people. Active avoidance of social interaction

characterizes people r,vith extreme social skitl deficits

(Bryant & Trower, L974¡ Pilkonis, 1977a). Lack of

initiative, perhaps a milder form of avoidance, is found

in the behaYior of people with moderate levels of social

difficulty. shy people take a long time to initiate

conversation in a waiting room (Mandel & Shrauger, Note I;

Pilkonis , Lg77b) and they avoíd initiating social contact

when allowed to do so (Twentyman & McFall | 1974). Avoidance

of social situations has serious implications for social

skill, as onets skil} in avoi ded situations cannot improve

(Bryant & Tro\^/ert L974).

speech quantity has been consistently associated with

social skilt and many studies have examined this variable.

There are several indices of speech quantity; total time

speaking, length of utterance, number of utterancesf

number of wordsl rate of speech, latency to begin speakingt

and the number and length of silences. Socially unslcilled

people are generally inactive during social interaction

(Giffingham, Griffiths & Care , L977 ¡ Shrout, Note 6¡

\{eiss, 1968) | implying low speech procuction. Total time

talking emerged as a sensitive and effective predictor of
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social skill level in several studies (Glasgow & Arko\^/itz 
'

L975¡ Minkin, Braukman, Minkin, Timbers, Timbers, Fixsen,

Phíllips & I¡7o1f , I976i Pilkonís I L977b) , Length of

utterance (Arkowitz eL -aI. ¡ L975; Bellack, Hersen & Turner

I97B; Eisler, Miller & Hersen, I973i Trower, Bryant &

Argyle, l-97B) and number of utterances (Pilkonis, L977b)

have also been found to covary with social skil1 level,

Socía1ly unskilted people allow long silent periods

before beginning their speaking turns (Arkowitz' eL: al,,

Lg75; Eisler et. al,, Ig73; Jones, idote 7'; Trov/er, Bryant

& Argyle, L97B) " Several of the studíes just cíted,

however n failed to detect significant effects for at

least one index of speech quantity and several additional

studies have found no speech quantity effects (Borkovec

et al. , 1973¡ Fischetti, Curran & Wessburg, L9l7),

Overall, speech quantity appears to be a.bnormally Iow

in socially deficient individ,uals, The rnost appropriate

index of speech quantity i=n however, stil1 in question,

The quality of speech (ioe., its volume, tone, pitcho

etc,) has been infrequentlv studied, but may be important

in soclal skilI. Soctally unskilled peoole speak mere

softly (nisler et 'al", itgl3¡ Trower *atàt,, L97B¡

Zimbardo I L977) and with less intonation (Bellack, Hersen

& Turner ü I97B) than skilled people. Several researchers

have tested the hypothesis that speech disfluency is
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indicative of socíal skill deficit. but these studies

have produced uniformly negative results (Bellack, Hersen

& LamparskirlJote 2¡ Borkovec et al., L973; Borkovec et â1.,

l-97 4) .

Speech content ís difficult to study because the

content areas which have trans-situatíonal relevance to

social skill are difficult to identify" The small amount

of research to date indicates that unskilled people ask

few questions and talk excessÍve1y about t-hemsel-ves

(Jones,ìJote 7; Minkin et al. , 1976¡ Trov¿er et a1-, f97B)'

They choose dullf stereotyped topics (Trorver et a1." I L97B) |

and change the topic frequently (Jones, Note 7). They also

use fewer short verbal affirrnations (e"g,, "yes", "thatts

interestingt', eLc" ) (l'iintin et' ¿1, r 1976; Shroutn Note 6) -

While social ski1l deficit was initially thought to

involve avoidance of intimate subjects, empírical studies

have failed to confirm this hypothesis (Fischetti' et' ¿l " I

1,977; Glasgow & Arkowitz F L975) ^ The behavioral constella-

tion described above can perhaps be sumrnarj-zed as excessive

concern about the self and lack of attention to others, a

syndrome also seen ín the covert processes of socially

unskilled people"

Some nçnverbal behaviors have been inplicated in

social skill. socially unskilled psychiatric patients

manifest blank expressions anC s¡nile infrequently (eellackt
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Hersen & Turner, L97B¡ Trower et al., l97B) ' Shy

college women¡ or the other hand, srnile and nod a greaL

deal (Pilkonis, lg77b) " There may be an optimal frequency

of such nonverbal behavíors and extreme devíations from

this frequency indicate socíal skill deficit, There may

also be normative gender differences in skill-related

behaviors.

The most frequentllz studied nonverbal behavior has

been eye contact or gaze" People who habitually avert

their gaze are seen as nervous and lacking self-confi-

dence (cook & Smith, Lg75). Total amount of gaze ís

lorv in socially unskilled psychiatric patients (Gitlingham

et' al", lg77; Trower 'et aI,, 1978) and shy college students

(Mandel & Shrauger r ldote I; Pilkonis L977b) " Social skitl

researchers have studied only total amounts of qaze. The

general Iiterature on the functipns of gaze suggestsn

hov/ever, that the pattern of gaze may be as ímportant as

its absol_ute amount. specifically, Iong glances are

preferred to short, frequent glances (Argyle & Cook,

1976), Also, other-directed Eaze which occurs at the

ends of phrases and utterances is thought to Serve the

purpose of monltoring the reactíons of other people

(Kendon I 1967), This type of gaze fiay thus be a behavioral

Lndicator of other-dlrected attention (Argyte I L969) | a

property whose relatíonship to social skill has Ìreen

discussed,
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Summary and hypothqgeq

Researchers have used many different constructs and

methods to study social skill. Two general syndromes

appear to be associated with social skill deficit. First

of all, unskilled people are inactive in soclal interaction.

SpecifÍcally, they fail to initiate interaction and

tatk comparatively little once the conversation begins.

The underactivity syndrome in social skill deficit has

been replicated several times using differinq constructs

(e.g., social anxiety, shyness, etc. ).
Other isolated findings on social incompetence,

taken together, point to a second theme: overconcern

with the self. Covert aspects of incompetence exemplified

by this overconcern syndrome include excessive anxietlz,

sensitivíty to negative social evaluation, and prominent

negative covert monologue. Overconcern with the self is

manífested overtfy by excessive talk about oneself, few

questions, few short verbal affirmations, and litt1e

other-directed gaze. The overconcern with self syndrome,

has not been comprehensively investigated.

Based on the literature, the following hypotheses

are advanced:

1. Different global indices of social skill will

demonstrate distinctive relatLonships with

observed social- behavior.

2. Skilled people will have a higher activi'ty level

in interaction than will unskilled people,
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3. Socially unskilled people v¡i11 demonstrate signs

of overconcern with themselves and modification

of this quality will affect their social performance.

4. Socially skilled people will adapt their behavior

to their partners, showing more inter-Partner

correspondence in behavior than that demonstrated

in dyads of unskilled. PeoPle.

5" patterns of ongoing behavior will differ between

skilled and unskilled PeoPle'

The present study comprehensively examined the social

skill construct in an exploratory fashion. Its aims were

twofold: First, it sought to understand the social skill

construct itself by examining the correspondence among

several specialized constructs and technigues of measuring

social skill (Hypothesis 1). second, the study attempted

to discern behavioral differences between people who could

be defjned. as socially skilled versus people defined as

socialty unskilled (l{ypotheses 2 through 5). A v¡ide

variety of social skill measures and behaviors were analyzed'

The investigation of observed behavior was broken into

two parts. Study I was purely observational. Study II

contained a true experiment wherein attention direction was

manipulated in a test of Hypothesis 3. The study utilized

data from both members of the interacting d¡zads to evaluate

dependencv between Partners"
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METHOD

Study I

Overview. The purpose of this study was to make

detailed observations of social interaction. No experi-

mental manipulations \^Iere done. After filling out self-

report questionnaires, participants were instructed to

conduct two short two-person conversations. Each participant

was paired with one shy and one non-shy partner. The

interactions vrere videotaped and the tapes rated for

global social skilI and selected behaviors.

Participants. Students of both sexes currently

enrolled in an Introductory Psychology course at the

University of Manitoba participated in this study. They

received course credit for their participation. Two

Iarge classes \^Iere adrninistered the Stanford Shyness

Survey (Zimbardo, L977), the UCLA Loneliness Scale

(Russell, Peplau & Ferguson, L97B), and the Fear of

Negative Evaluation Scale (tr^latson ç ¡'riend , L969) .

Copies of these instruments appear in Appendices A through

C. The order of adrninistration of the scales was varied

randomly.

Respondents were classified as either shlz or not shy

based on their responses to the sinple self-assessment in

the first section of the shyness instrument. After an

interval of three weeks, respondents from the two shyness

lists were telephoned and asked to participant in the
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laboratory conversations. The studlz !^/as presented as.an

examination of natural conversational behavior. No connection

was drawn to the administered questionnaires, although this

was not disavowed to respondents who questioned this.

I^Iilting participants were scheduled to come to the next

observation session convenient to their schedules. Four

people were scheduled to attend an observational session:

two listed as shy and two reporting no shyness. When all

four scheduled participants did not appear, those present

were either taken through the procedure to generate training

tapes or vrere given credit and dismissed. Data from one

group (four participants) was disregarded because the

quality of the videotape did not allow accurate recording.

Apparatus. The study took place in a suite of rooms

with one-way mirrors for observation. Sony videotape

recording equipment was placed behind the one-way mirrors.

A visual-display digital timer was used to encode tirne

onto the tapes. Participants sat in classroom-style chairs

placed along adjacent sides of a table. A 14" x 24" mirror

was positioned on the tabte to reflect a ful1 face view of

the side\^/ays participant into the camera. Two such roorns

vzere used. Figure 1 shows the layout of the laboratory"

Procedure. The experimenter (the author) greeted the

participants in the waitíng room. Vlhen all four had

arrived, she explained the purpose of the experiment and

obtained participants' written permission to videotape

their interactions for research use. The experimenter
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conducted the first two participants.u" one shy and one not

shy, to the first observation room. After they \¡7ere

seated and the mirror adjusted, the participants \^¡ere

given a neutral topic (e.g., travel, stlÍlmer activities,

movies, etc.) and told to spend the next ten minutes

discussing this and any related topics that they wished.

The experimenter adjourned to the control room and started

the videotape recording. she then returned to the waiting

room and repeated the procedure for the remaining two

participants. After ten minutes of conversation, parti-

cipants were re-paired and a second ten-minute conversation

recorded. The pairings hTere arranged so that each partí-

cipants interacted with one shy and one non-shy person.

Dyads in Conversation I were heterçgeneous for shlzness '

whereas dyads in conversation 2 involved two shy or two

non-shy peoPle.

Followíng the two conversations, the participants

\^/ere given a simple questionnaire (designed for this

study) asking them to rate the following on a scale from

one to five: (1) their own level of social- skill'

(2) how well they liked each of their partners, and

(3) their comfort during the interactions. A copy of

this instrument appears in Appendix D. Participants,

upon handing in their questionnaires' were thanked, given

course credit, and excused.
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Study II

Overview. Study fI, like Study I, used observation of

two separate conversations to studlz social interaction'

study II, hov¿ever, was designed also to experimentally

assess the ways in which attentional focus affects social

behavior. The first conversation occurred as in St'udy I.

prior to the second conversation, attentional focus

(thought to be self-directed in shy people and. other-

directed in non-shy people) was manipulated in the

direction opposite to that indicated by a participant's

shyness status. The manipulation dupticated that used by

Hatvany, Souza e Silva & Zimbardo (Note 4) , who assessed

memory for a speech delivered via videotape.

Proc,edure. The procedure was identical to that in

study I until the completion of the first conversation.

At that time, the self-reported shy participant in the

first dyad was conducted back to the waiting room" He

or she was verbally instructed that, in the next conver-

sation, he/she was to serve as a judge of his,/her partnerrs

personality and, therefore' to pay ctose attention to the

partner. This participant was then conducted to the

opposite laboratory room and the dyad g,iven a different

topic to begin Conversation 2. The non-shy participant in the

other dyad was then instructed to focus attention on

his/her own emotional and visceral responses during the
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Second conversation. That participant was then conducted

to the first laboratory room and that dyad started into

conversation 2. The pairings in study IT were thus all

heterogeneous for shyness. The sessions ended as in

Study I.

Data coding

The videotapes of the interactions \'vere coded for

two kinds of data: global perceptions of social skill

and specific behaviors. Separate groups of raters were

employed for each of these types of ratings.

Global perceptions of social skitl were obtained from

five undergraduate students. These judges were recruited

by Posted advertisements around the university campus.

None of the three \domen and two men had extensive experíence

in psychology. No special instructions on how to evaluate

social skill \^/ere given to these ratersr âs this type of

rating was intended as a analogue of real-life social

evalution. In gTroup sessions, raters viewed all taped

conversations and rated each participant on a Seven point

scaÍe of overall social skill from extremely hígh to

extremely low social skill. The summed rating of the five

judges was used in subsequent data analysis.

A second group of raters was employed to rate and

record specific behaviors. These were three honours-Jevel

psychology students. Two of the raters \^lere trained by
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the experimenter to make frequency counts of certain

behaviors hypothesized to be relevant to social skill.

They were also trained to use an event recorder to make

moment-by-moment recordings of speech and gaze behaviors.

These two students also judged several specific personal

qualities of the videotaped participants. A third honours

student replaced one original rater (who had competing

demands for his time) to finish the frequency counts of

specific behaviors. She was trained in the use of the

remaining categories by the two original trained raters.

Approximately one-third of all the videotaped conversations

hzere rated by two observers for the purposes of formal

reliability assessment. The event recorder data were

only collected oncer âs there are no conventions for

estj-mating the reliability of this data form.

The non-usable videotapes (generated when less than

the required four study participants appeared for a session)

vüere used to train the raters. Training sessions included

a review of the behavior categories to be rated. These

categories included four utterance tlzpes: guestions,

ans!^/ers to questions, voluntary statements and short Verbal

affirmations. Also counted were Lwo classes of personal

pronouns, silence breaks, smiles and head nods. The

written definitions of these categories, which appear in

Appendix E, represent definitions worked. out during the
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training procedure. Two planned cateqories, laughs and

abrupt topic changes, were not pursued because definitions

promising reasonable discriminability were not achieved.

During the training sessions, the author and the raters

practiced counting the behaviors of the videotaped conver-

sants using hand counters. After each taped conversation,

counts were cornpared and t.he category definítion reviewed

for necessary increases in specificity. This process

continued until a consistently usable definition was reached

and the frequency counts were above B0% agreement (smaller

score/Larger score) for each of the four participants in

two continuous conversations.

Additionat training sessions focused on the operation

of the event recorder. This is a mechanical device which

prints multiple pen tracks on a continuously-moving strip

of paper tape (the variety used in adding machines). The

Lwo raters practiced making ongoing behavior records of

the videotaped conversations. Viewing one taped conversant,

one rater recorded a track denoting the presence or absence

of audible speech, while the other rater recorded the

occurrance of partner-directed gaze (discernable gaze toward

the partner r s face) . No complex definitions were involved

here and, as noted above, ûo reliabitity criteria were

available to estimate accuracy. The training sessions

aimed at achieving familiarity with the equipment and

provided practice at the task of using the audio and visual

cues from the tape to discern speech and gaze.
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At the completion of training, each rater was given a

tist denoting the order in which he or she should rate the

videotaped conversations. Selected tapes used to assess

inter-rater reliability appeared on both lists. Raters

were also given two structured rating sheets, copies of

which appear in AppendÍx F" Besides counting the behaviors

on which they had been trained, the raters \^/ere provided

with four five-point Likert-type scales on which they

rated conversants' personal qualities from low to high.

These were voice quality, dominance, hostility and friend-

liness. Raters were i.nstructed to rate overall voice

qualitlz primarÍly on the basis of the intelligibifity of

the participant"s speech, including appropriate volume,

clear articulation, pleasant tone and moderate pacing.

The other rated qualities reflected the ratersTown personal

judgments of a participant!s apparent characLerological

dominance, evident hostility (toward partner, task or life

in general) and evldent Lnterpersonal friendliness toward

the partner. Each rater viewed a recorded conversation

multiple times until the first data sheet for that conver-

sation was complete. These viewing sessions were conducted

separately by the two raters.

The records of ongoinE speech and gaze were made with

one rater recording each behavior. These records were

therefore made during viewing sessions where both raters

were present.
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The replacement of one original rater occurred after

completion of the first data sheet and the behavior stream

event recordings. The second data sheets, used to record

frequency counts of pronoun use' silence breaks, smiles

and head nodsr were completed b¡¡ one original and one newly

trained rater. This ne\d rater was trained in the use of

these categories by the original two raters using the same

training format described ea::Iier.

All the rating described above was coded on the basís

of an eight-minute interval starting thirty seconcls into

the tape. The digital time displalz on each taped conversa-

tion permitted exact timing. t¡lhere this displalz was

illegible (due to equipment malf,unction), the rater tirned

the sequence himself, noting the event beginning the eight-

minute interval. Subsequent vlewings of that conversation

used the noted event to begin timÍng.

Several taped conversations \úere unusuallv short,

due to inaccuracies in the timÍng durlng the taping sessions.

For these conversatíons, the thirty-second waiting period

was eliminated and, if necessary, the data prorated.

Four of thírty-six conversations (11%) were shorter than

eight minutes. Only one, about six minutes long, was

shorter than seven minutes.
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RESULTS

The examination of a large number of variables in

a descriptive study carries with it. the problem of

maintaining a defineable error rate. In traditional,

hypothesis-testing research, only relationships directly

relevant to specific hypotheses are tested. The error

rate can be set per hypothesis or per experiment. The

spirit of the present investigation \^/as more exploratory

than hypothesis-testing, and many relationships

lvere examined. The hypotheses offered v¡ere general.

The traditional methods of error rate control were not feasible

for this type of analysis.

The general problem of drawing conclusions from

seemingly strong rel-ationships which could occur by chance

was dealt with in this study by executing analyses on

several samples, thus providing a cross-validation of

results. The structure of the study allowed for several

cross-validations. The most obvious of these was the

separation between Study I and Study II, each of which

used its own sample of participants. ft was also possible

to cross-validate between the two conversations, rvhich were tv¡¡

samples of behavior from a single participant group.

Data were, therefore, neither pooled between Studies I and,

TI nor, for the most part, between the first and second

conversations of each study. This wayr cross-validation

could be used as a means of selecting truly signíficant

findings.
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Reliabil-ity of ratings

Inter-observer reliability was assessed for the four

rated characteristics (Voice Quality, Dominance, Hostility,

and Friendliness) and for the behaviors which were counted

(Questions, Answers, Statements, Affirmations, Self-

referent Pronouns, Other-referent Pronouns, Silence Breaks,

Smiles and Nods). Of the ]-44 rated conversations in the

two studies, 44 (318) \^rere subjected to a formal assessment

of reliability between raters.

The variable Silenee Breaks was given special treat-

ment. Because the number of a participant's breaks

in a conversational silence depended on the mmber of joint silences

which occurred, the latter had to be taken into account.

The complex task of countíng breaks in sj-lences was divided

into its components: (1) determiníng how manlz conversational

silences occurred, and (2) determining how many of those

were broken by the given subject. The number of Silences

was computed by adding the Silence Breaks of the conversa-

tion partners. A second new variabl-e was computed reflecting

the proportion of occurring silences which were broken by

the subject. Both the allowing of silences (Silences)

and the breaking of silences (Breaks) were carried forward

as variables. They are the only variables having an inherent

computational inter-partner dependency.

since total scores on the above behaviors \^/ere used

as. dependent measures/ a summary index (rather than an
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event-based index) of reliability was selected. I^lhile the

Pearson correlation is the most widely used. summary measure

of reliability, it does not reflect differences in means.

With the Pearson r, any constant bias in a rater is not

regarded as a problem in reliability. An alternative

reliability index was therefore selected for which rater

þias lowers the reliability coefficient: the intraclass

correlation. This statistic uses analysis of variance

procedures to estimate a reliability coefficient rtrrr

(see L{iner, I9ZI, pp. L24-L32, for details).

Tntraclass reliability coefficients for the above

ratings and frequency counts are summarized in Tab1e 1.

Of the rated qualities, Voice Quality (5.Sf ¡ and Hostilitlz
(r = .90) were clearly reliable from rater to rater. At

.72, the reliability of Dominance was borderline. Friend-

Iiness, with an r of .39, was clearly unreliable and was

disqualified from consideration in the analyses.

The behaviors Questions and Answers, both with rs of

"87, were easily discriminable responses for the raters.

Raters had a more difficult time teasing out Statements

(r =.76) and Affirmations (å = ,77). A possible reason

for this borderline reliability of Statements is the

difficulty in distinguishing Statements from Answers to

questions. \le¡-prornpted statements of ten occurred in the

same speaking turn as answers to questions, Raters had

difficutty deciding whether to code the entíre turn as an
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Table I

Intra class Reliability Coefficients

Ratings

Voice Quality

Dominance

Hostility
aFriendliness

Frequencres

Questions

Answers

Statements

Affirmations

Self-referent Pronouns

Other-referent Pronouns

Silences

Breaks a

smiles a

Nods

t P*.Irrd."d from further analYses

r

. 81

.72

.90

.39

. B9

.89

.76

.77

.97

.92

.76

.49

.4L

. 83
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Ansv¿er, or to dernarcate the latter part of the turn to code as a

Statement. fhe utterances cÐded as Affirmations were sirnilarly

hard to distinguish, perhaps because they c-orccsurred with all

other types of verbal response.

The variables with the highest inter-rater reliability were

those involving specific words. The reliabitity indel< for nunber

of Self-referent Pronouns \^/as .97¡ frcr Other-referent Pronouns,

the correlatíon was "92.

The dyadic variable of silences showed passdcle reliability

(r =.76). Ttre individual varfable Breaks i¡r occurring silences was'

however, r:nreliable across raters (r =.49). It was, therefore,

dropped from furthen consideration. These results seem to indicate

that the two raters \^rere identifying different occasions to count'

Thre variable Silences should therefore be regarded critically in the

following results.

The tr^¡c nonverbal behaviors, Smiles and Nods, were difficult

for the raters to code. They denonstrated good agreement, though ' on

coding the nrunber of Nods (r.=.83). The¡z were unable to reliably cotlnt

Smiles, trowever (r =.4I), and this variable was not included in analyses.

IYlethodological checks

Four factors exerted a potential bias in this investigation:

pa.rticipa.nt self-selection, gender of par-ticipant, seating ¡nsition,

and conversation nunlcer.

Participant self-selection" Recruitment for the live

conversation sessions required volunteers to make

special plans, to know that they would be put in a
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social situation, and to actually appear for the session.

Participation in the conversation studies \^7as' then'

more stríctty "voluntarv" than responding Lo the ques-

tionnaire battery administered in an assembled class.

Mechanisms for self-setection had greater play in the

recruitment for the conversations than in the questionnaire

administration. To the extent that self-selection

occurred, the sarnple of conversation participants vlas

unrepresentative of the surveyed classrooms. To determine

the presence of such bias, the questionnaire scores of the

conversation participants were contrasted with those of

the people who responded. to the questionnaire but did not

particÍpate in the conversations. Two-sample t-tests

were performed on the questionnaire scores for the parti-

cipating and non-particÍpating respondents. The results

appear in Table 2.

The Stanford Shyness Survey and the Fear of Negative

Evaluation scores \,vere not signifícantly different in

the participant and non-participant samples. The participant

group reported significantly less loneliness on the UCLA

Lonelíness Scale than the group who were ngt (for whatever

reasons) recruited for the conversation studies. This

finding supports the idea that avoidance of social sÍtuations

occurs among people with social problems. This result

also predisposes the conversation study to have weak effects

using thè loneliness measure, since individuals reporting

more loneliness were not proportionally represented.
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table 2

oifferences. on questionnaire measures in the
participant and ttsn-participant respondents

Pa.f t.icipants
(.n=7 2 )

Non*parti.cipants
(n:I32)

Mean

113, Bf

75,82

1-6 .47

SD

72,63

7 "09

t-8.37

Mean

112 " 09

].6,42

20.27

SD

84.06

7 .46

15 .52

,14

.56

2.3Lb

.df

2.02

202

20I.9

P'
,891

.57 3

.022

t

SSS

FNE

UCL

b

a AIl probabilities are two-tailed.

Because sample variances
employed 

"

were unequal, separate variance t-tests were

l{ote: SSS : Stanford Shyness Survey; FNE = Watson-Friend Fear of Negative
EvaluatLon Scale; UCL = UCLA Loneliness Scale
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Gender differences. In order to determine if a

sizeable proportion of the variance on either the global

or the behavior measures could be att.ributed to gender,

t-tests were performed on all of these variables in the

Study I sample.

None of the t-values shows significant gender differences

on the global social skill measures. The t-tests performed

on the behaviors observed are reported in Table 3. Silences

\^ras excluded because it is a dyadic variable. AII but one

of these t-tests vüere nonsignificant for both Conversation I

and Conversation 2. There is some indication that v¡omen

emitted a greater number of Affirmations ("uh-huh"r"yes")

than did men in the study. This findinq was only significant

for Conversation f (9¡¿ = 2.65; p =.0I2) | although there

was a similar trend in Conversation 2 (r- 34= L.23; p =.225).

Another finding of note is the nonsignificant but consistent

trend for women to nod their heads more than men (Conversa-

tion tr 9:n=1.80, p =.082i Conversation 2: L=r=L.75r p=.089).

Both of these behaviors may function as facilitators for

partner speech,

Another set of analyses was performed to assess the

effect due to the gender of the person with whom each

participant spoke. The results of these t-tests are shown

in Table 4" Of the global social skill measuresn only

Peer R.ating was specific to conversation and, therefore,

suitable for the assessment of partner gender effects.
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Table 3

Gender Differences in Conversation Behavior

MaIes Fe¡nales

Mean SD Mean SD
bt df

.13

.66
34
34

2.70
3. 05

9.97
7 .75

11.55
B. 98

24.92
22.L7

25.3L
22.83

30.56
30.62

L6.02
18.65

l9.27
25.L7

23.75
22.58

L.L7
1.23

8.24
7.87

8.16
10. 01

T2.7L
l4.63

8.10
8.19

13.39
25.06

6.19
7.43

23.L2
L6.74

B. 03
7.49

23.60
LT.49

.898

.5l.2

.805

.793

.204

.379

.r47
347c

.784

.655

.012

.22s

.554

.865

.116

.748

.082

.089

.447

.078

.835

.167

.602

.691c

p

aVoice Quality

Domi¡ance

Hostility

Suestions

Afisv¡ers

Statements

Affirmations

SeIf-pronouns

Other-pronouns

Nods

Speech
Duration

Speaking Turns

Gaze Duratd-on

Iooking Turns

2.85
2.80

.25
-26

1.10
1,10

CI
C2

ct
C2

CI
c2

ct
C2

cl-
1)

CI
C2

c1
(,)

C1
c2

c1
C2

C1
C2

C1
C2

c1
c2

C1
c2

cl
c2

2.75
2.75

l-3.44
L0.44

9.87
8.37

25. B0
23.75

L.L2
1. 30

r. 13
r. 48

2
2

1
t

0. 99
L.24

0.31
0.45

6. 36
5.4L

.86

.35
T2
13

3
11. 95
L2.87

94
69

00
00

34
34

34
34

l'4.66
17.56

7.67
9. 06

6.95
7.98

11. 0s
10.97

10. 97
9. 81

9. 00
B.2L

10. 39
13.31

1.30
.89

.70

.24

.60

.L7

I

I

.53

.40

34
23.2

33
32

00
00

59
68

0
0

5
6

I
t

4B
05

28
45

65
23

34
34

.490

.809

34
34

34
34

27.99
29.69

20.69
19. 56

25.44
27.40

74.94
60. 33

34.37
30. 14

12.46
L8.23

.2

,1

1. B0
1.75

1 62
32

33
32

34

29.07
20.32

L2.59
L4.02

35.10
35. 89

2

34
31

34
16. 5

25
2L

6B
55

77
82

77
B1

2L
4L

34
32

34
32

.447

.426

49.L9 rB .7 4 53. 00
47.93 26.79 44.84

a
b
c

Cl = Conversation l; C2 = Conversation 2
All probabilities are two-tailed.
Because sample variances \,üere unequal , separate variance t-tests were used.
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Differences j¡r Conversation Behavior and Peer Rating
Due to Gender of Partner

It4ales Fsnales

Mean SD Mean

Voice Quality

Domi¡rance

Hostility

Questions

Ans"i,r¡ers

Statenents

Affirmations

Self-pronouns

Other-pronouns

Nods

Speech
Duration

Speaking Turns

Gaze Durati-on

Looking Turns

ciä
c2

2.63
3.56

16.34
16. BB

2. B0
2.40

3.15
2.70

1. 05
1. 00

12.52
9.05

27.50
23.66

22.77
L9.37

29.79
32.23

17.28
21. 03

16. 33
13 -22

26. B0
26.53

75. 05
55. 16

35. 90
29.L7

54.70
47.6r

21. B0
20.40

bp

34
34

.653

.008

.091

.793
2.56
2.BT

10. 25
B.B2

13.04
10. 45

22.58
2L.89

17. B3
2L.89

28. 85
27.88

1. 03
L.L7

0.25
0. 50

5.67
7.0L

r0.64
10. 38

15. 01
Ls.24

7.r7
8.25

L2.67
27.59

5. 63
7. B3

19. 91
24.07

I0.92
7.84

22.04
T7.2I

dftSD

.06

.23

.99

.34

L.26
L.2t

6.07
5.25

7.9L
10. 48

44
64

77
T4

I
1

0
1

0
0

.45
2"84

L.74
.26

.16
L.L2

r.72
L.2L

1. Br
.50

1. t4
.58

.22

.Bl

.89
r.52

.16
1. B0

2.55
1. 53

r. 00
.77

.74
2.46

r. 07
.47

2.25
.39

.875

.270

.347

.928

.094
.7 .237

C1
c2

c1
C2

C1
C2

c1
C2

c1
c2

c1
C2

C1
C2

cl
C2

C1
C2

CI
C2

C1
c2

C1
c2

C1
C2

CI
C2

1
I

22
00

06
13

01
32

34
34

34
34

34
34

34
22

34
34

34
34

33
32

33
32

34
IB

34
32

B. 05
7 -59

.95

.09

7
9

L2
L4

93
16

9
7

c

67
01

.223

.618

.262

.565

L0.77
16.05

9
7

6.35
7.75

13. 09
12.04

9.64
12.96

.829

.424

.382

. 13B

15.63
26.32

2r.63
22.40

66.44
60.40

33.38
38. 60

47.06
44-40

17.03
19. 50

.870

.089 c6
12.
10

34
31

34
34

OB

54
7
6

29.58
L2.25

34
L9.7

34
31

.0r5

.135

.326

.451 c

.467

.019

.293

.640

.031

.700

20.74
21.08

5. 59
7.20

Peer Rating

Cl = Conversation 1; C2 = Conversation 2

All probabilities are two-taíIed
Because sample variances \{ere unequal, separate variance t-tests were used.

a

b

c
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Of these fifteen variables, only one showed a gender

of partner effect in both conversations. Speech Duration

\^/as higher for those talking to females in Conversation I

(Lrn=2.55i p =.0I5). VJhiIe this effect was not statistically

significant in Conversation 2, the trend there supports

the Conversation 1 effect (LlZ: 1.53i p =.135).

The stable gender effects are weak, but indicate

that women tend to emit more verbal and non-verbal encouragers

and that (perhaps because of this) people conversing with

women tend to talk more than people ínteracting with men.

Seating position. A check on the effect or seating

position was necessary because there was not a conplete

counterbalancing of seating posÍtion in the conversation

sessions. Using data from Study I, a set of t-tests was

conducted comparing the behavior and Peer Rating scores of

participants seated on the left or on the right. The

results of these analyses appear in Table 5.

Of the 28 individual t-tests conducted, only two

were statistically significant. In Conversation 2t people

seated facing the one-way mirror had a lower number of

Speaking Turns (LZS.Or=2.4l-, p =.024) and a lou¡er number of

Looking Turns (L,=r=2.07 , P =.047) " l^lhile these f indings

may indicate a seating position effect, this number of

significant dlfferences would be expected by chance.

Furthermor€r these differences were not replicated across

conversations.
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Table 5

Differences j¡r Conversation Behavior and Peer Rating
Due to Seating Position

Left Rioht

Mean SD IITeAN SÐ
1-

p"

Voice Quafity Cla 2
2

Dorninance 3. 00
2.6L

1.06
1.1r

11.63
6.84

10. BB

r0. 76

27 .97
2L.89

32.89
30.90

18.56
17.53

14. B5
15.35

26.22
22.I8
77.89
50-42

35.6r
35.06

1. 09
1" 34

2.67
3.06

2.78
2.89

1. 06
1.00

11.39
11. 05

L0.72
6.66

22.77
23.85

24.77
21. 83

2s.68
29.47

17.72
20.63

17. rB
23.42

22.78
27.24

33.94
3L.75

52.28
52.94

2L.BO
29.LL

.29

.62

.07
r.73
r.74

.56

2.O3
.62

.28
T.L2

.55
T.L2

.774

. s41

.528

.513

7B
7B

L.26
1.31

07
5t

6t
1B

9
B

5.30
8.15

64.56
64.s3

28.35
TL.74

1.
1.

1.
1.

03
39

00
IB

74
B5

49
2T

6
5

051
537

df

34
34

34
34

34
34

34
34

34
34

34
34

34
34

t

I
Ilcstility

Questions

Answers

Statsnents

Affirmations

Self-pronor.rns

Other-pronouns

Nods

Speech
Duration

Speaking Turns

Gaze Duration

looking Turns

Peer Ratinq

c2

cl
C2

C1
c2

c1
c2

c1
c2

CT
c2

c1
c2

c1
C2

c1
C2

C1
C2

cl
c2

C1
c2

ct
C2

c1
c2

ct
C2

.24

.47
.24

0. 00

8.16
8.32

13. 06
L4.45

13. 89
12. 8r

7.95
7.93

L2.47
25.98

7.26
6. 0B

2L.75
2T.L4

9. 05
9.22

24.r7
18.18

4.49
6.45

.10
L.79

64
66

00
00

.9L9

.083

1. 000
.324

5B

51

6
5

7
B

7
11

.73

.L7

11. 75
IT.22

10.35
18.34

T2.87
L4.28

11.36
13. 87

18. 81
t8.37

10
9

.948

.092

.091

.s77

33 .090
32 .793

16"38
19.15

r.75
.26

1. 63
1. 93

32 .113
32 .062

33 .778
32 .270

34 .584
32 .270

.629

.429

.789

.047

.605

.924

1. 59
.2.4L

34 .L22
25.01 .024c

34
31

34
3t

34
34

OB

3B

.49

.80

50.33
39.7 6

)'7
2.07

.52

.10
L7.06
19.89

7
7

a

b

c

Cl = Conversation 1; C2 = Conversation 2

All probabilities are tu¡c-tailed
Because sample variances were unequal, separate variance t-tests were used,
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Conversation order. Differences in behavior between

the two conversations are also of interest. In Study I'

each participant conversed with one shy and one non-shy

person, The pairings \^/ere made so that the dlzads in

Conversation I contained persons of differing shyness.

Dyads in conversation 2 were homogeneous for shyness.

Said another wâY, a shy person always spoke first to a non-

shy and second to another shy person. A non-shy person

had the opposite order of partners. Conversation number

was, then, confoundecl \,^/ith dyad type (mjxed versus

homogeneous). Systematic differences between Conversation 1

and Conversation 2 would reflect both practice effects

and effects due to dYad tYPe-

The differences in behavior from the first to the

second conversation were analyzed by paired t-tests on

the behaviors measured. These results are presented in

Table 6.

For the most part, the t_-tests in Table 6 do not show

significant differences between a behavíor in Conversation 1

and that behavior in Conversatíon 2" However, the number

of Questions asked in conversation I was significantly

higher than the number of Questions asked in Conversation 2

(!¡S=2.44¡ p =.020), Also, participants decreased their

number of Speaking Turns from ConversatLon I to Conversation 2

(t.rr=2. 6I i p =. 0I3 ) .
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Table 6

Oifferences Between @nversatlcn 1 and Cor¡¡ersatÍon 2

Conversation1 Conversation2 Difference
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD r p t df p

Voice Quafi-ty
Domihance

Ibstility
Questions

Answers

Statements

Affi¡:mations

Self-Eonours
Other-Pronouns

tVcds

Speech Duration

Spealçr-ng Ttrrns

Gaze Duration
fooking Turrrs

2,72

2.89

l_, 06

11.51

l_0, 8 0

25,3r
20.58

29,l-64

L8.27

]-6.25

24.32

67,06

34,67

5I,82

r,37
r.04

,23

7.09

6.15

9,42

\2.96
L2"68

B.B2

L2.73

6.62

l_9. 55

10.34

2I.62

2.92

2.75

1.06

8.95

8 .71

22.87

20.49

20"LB

19,0B

19.38 '

24 "7I .

57.47

33.46

46.15

L.34

L.2s
.33

.,6.28

; 7.31

10.32

12.82

15.59

B. 09

2r.05
7.94

18. 30

l-L.79

19.79

- ,19

.14

0.00

2.57

2.09

2.44

.09

-f. 02

- ,Bf
-3.13
- ,38

9.59

7.2L

5.67

1.01

1. l_5

.4L

6.32
g,39

L2.27

12.90

13.23

9.18

2L,9I
B"87

?f .39

11. B6

30.38

.679'

.507

-.041
,613

,156

.230

.500

"579

"4L4
q233

,269

.363

,433

-, I05

.000

,002

.812

,000

,363

,166

,002

,000

.015

,185

,r24
,035

"0.2r
,562

1.16

.72

0.00

2.44

r,34
1.19

,A4

.45

,51

"83
. ,25
2"6r

"59
L,07

35 .255

35 .474

35 1.000

35 ,020
35 .190

35 .240

35 .969

33 .657

33 .612

33 ,4LT
33 ,803

33 .013

32 .56.1_

32 .292
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Because of the confounding of dyad type with occasions,

it is not clear whether these changes should be attributed

to a practice effect (i.e., people habituate by the

second conversation) or to an effect due to dyad type

(i.e., dissimilar partners act differently together than

do similar partners). fn any case, this result leads one

to expect these two variables to behavior differently

depending on conversation number. Caution is suggested in

interpreting the results of the experimental manipulation

in Study II, which uses between-conversation differences

to assess an effect.

Hypothes,is 1: Global, mea,su.res,, their interrelationship l_n
the part:ic'ipant sample

Hypothesis I predicted that different ways to evaluate

overall social skill were not equivalent. This investigation

utilized four different modes of measuring social skill:

self-report questionnaires targeting general social behavior

(the Stanford Shyness Survey, the Fear of Negative Evaluation

Scale, and Lhe UCLA Loneliness Scale), self-assessment in

the specific situation observed (comfort and ov¿n social

skill questions of the post-session questionnaire), Ín-vivo

evaluation (liking by partner) and judgments of uninvolved

peers (ratings by a team of peer judges) " The interrelation-

ships ameng three of these means of indexing social skill-

are present in the form of Pearson correlations in Tables

7a and 7b (partner liking is presented separately). Alt



.40
(p=,005)

.40
(p=.005)

1. 00

.30
(p=. o¡a)

.26
(p=.063)

.38
(p=. oo8)

1.00

.2L
(r¡.100)

.40
(rt=.005)

.06
(p=.386)

.30
(p=.038)

1.00

?oJO

-.28
(p=. 04 B )

.08
(p=. 317 )

.08
(p=.228)

-.11
(æ.228)

- '))
(p=.097)

l. 00

SSS

FNE

UCL

Self-rate

Comfort

Peer Rating

SSS

FTüE

UCT,

Table 7a

@rrelations Anucng Six Global Measures of Social Skill:
StudY I

SSS

t. 00

FNE UCL Self-rate Comfort Peer Rating

.33
(FF.030)

1. 00

Table 7b

@rrelations .Arnong Sjx Global Measures of Social Skill:
Study II

SSS FNE UCL Self-rate Comfort Peer Rating

1. 00

1. 00

SeIf-rate

@mforb

Peer Rating

Note: SSFStanford Shyness Survey;
UCIFUCLA lcneljness Scale

FîüFFear of Negative Evaluation Scale

.42 .29
(p=.003) (c=.040)

1.00 .15
(p=.Iga)

.48
(p=.002)

.49
(p=.002)

.26
(p=.063)

1. 00

.28
(rF.04B)

.29
(p=.040)

-.02
(w .641)

.49
(p-.002)

1.00

-.29
(rp.040)

.2L
(p=.100)

-.20
(cç.I00)

-.2I
1p=.100)

-.47
(|F.002)

1. 00

A1l p-values based on one-tailed tests.
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rneasures were coded in the same direction (with low scores

indicative of more effective functioning) except for

Peer Rating (where hiqh scores reflect better functionitg).

The generally negative intercorrelations with Peer Rating

occur because of this direction reversal.

Of the thirty meaningful Pearson correlations,

nineteen \^/ere significant at the pS'.OS level. The three

inventories intercorrelated rnoderately: only one correla-

tion of six failed to reach significance. Similarly, the

two IÞ st-session questLons (Self-rate and Comfort) were

significantly correlated in both tests of the relationship.

The nonsignificant correlations appeared mostly in the tests

between different types of social skil-l measure. The

general inventories correlated significantl-y with the post-

session questions in only eight of the twelve tests of

these relatÍonships. The chief demonstration of a modality

effect is seen in the low number of significant relationships

between self-assessment and other-assessment of social skitl.

In only three of ten tests were these correlations significant.

Hypothesis 1, which predicted differences among

different ways of measuring social ski1l ' hzas partially

supported by the weak cross-inodality correlations" The

generally sígnificant correlations betleen self-report

measures of social skil1, however, point to commonalitlr

amongr these. Even though these instruments utilized
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different sub-constructs of social skill, they tended to

co-vary. These data, thenf support Hypothesis I most

clearly when the measurement devices utilize different

methods of evaluating social skil1.

Being liked by the people one interacts with is

another indicant of social- skiIl. On the post-session

questionnaire, each participant rated his degree of liking

for each of his partners. This liking rating can be attri-

buted either to the person makíng the rating or to the

person being rated. In Table B / the intercorrelations of

liking are presented with liking interpreted in both senses.

In Table B, "Liking fort' rows show ratings as attributed to

the rater, viewing the rating as a behavior. The "Being

liked" rows regard the ratinq as an indicator of the social

skill of the person beínq rated. Extreme dislike received

a high score. Other ratings were scaled as in earlier tables.

The table of intercorrelations provides little sup¡nrt for

viewing liking as a behaviqr related Lo the social skitt of the rater.

On the other hand, there are significant correlations between Being

tiked and the skill ratings by peer judges (three of the four correlations

significant at the p: .OS leveI). Further¡ being liked by one's partner

was fairly stable across cr¡nversations (and, therefore, partners), as

indicated by the correlation of .48 (p:.::.05). The negligible inter-

correlations between being liked brz the partner and self-rated social

d(ifl provide further denonstration of the nodality effect mentioned

above: self-ratj¡rg does not appear to covary wíth rating by others.
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Table B

Correlations BeLween Lìkihg Variables and Social Skitl lr4easures¡ Study f

Conversation 1

I;ikìng Being li'ked Peer Rate

Conversati.on 2

Liking Being liked Peer Rate$e1f=rate

t. 00Self-rate

Liking for Par-tnen 1

Bei¡g Liked by Partner 1

Peer Rating--Con\¡. I
Likirrg for Pa-rtner 2

Being Liked by Partner 2

Peer Rating--Conv. 2

,10

1,00

.20

,26

1.00

,2r

.17

"15

,18

1.00

,26

"08

.48*

-.32*

,15

1.0c

*.03

-.22

1.00

-,01

-, 36*

-. 04

-.46*

J_, 00

05
xl p *::
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Liking by the partner has not been previously used as

an index of social skill. The analysis presented above,

a preliminary test of the usefulness of partner rating,

suggests its usefulness as a social skill measure. Partner

rating is not further utíl ízed. as a social skill measure

in this investigationr âs this was its first test in that

capacity.

Relation'sh'i ojf: oba'l social- skil1 measr.rres to conversation
e V r

The relationship between global measures of social

skill and what people actually do is the central concern

of this paper. Hypotheses 2 and. 3 posited two particular

social skill-related behavioral syndromes: low activity

level and overconcern with self. Before testing these

hypotheses individually, the main body of data was examined

for an overall relationship between measures of social ski11

and observed social behavior.

Overa,l'l, r'el,at'ionship. Canoníca1 correlation procedures

were used to relate two groups of variables: global

measures of social skill and the behaviors recorded.

Canonical correlatiOn is a complex multivariate routine

which produces the weighted combination of variables maxi-

mizing the correlatíon between the two giroups. The

^2canonl-cal t< reflects the degree of association between

the two groups of variables, while the obtained weights

reflect the relative impor:tance of each of the predictor

and criterion variables in the overall relationship.
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Canonical equations were produced for both of the conversations

in Study I and for the first crcnversation in Study II. The seocnd

conversation of Study II in¡clved a manipulation and could not be

used. One canonical variate was extracted for each analysis. Íhre

statistics reflecting the strength of the canonical relationships

are sttor^¡n in table 9. Each of these canonical equations dsronstrates

statistical significance at the pr.l'.OS level.

The utilÍty of the canonical correlation technique

rests on whether the linear combination of variables con-

stituting the prediction equation make any theoretical

sense. Table 10 shows these coefficients, which represent

the weights given to the various variables in the equation.

There is no apparent consistency of pattern across these

replícations of the canonical technique. Since cross-

validation was chosen as the prirnary means of evaluating

results in this invesLigationr oo attempt is rnade to

interpret the inconsistent patterns seen here.

CanonÍcal correlation techniques provide useful

inforrnation where there are strong patterns of both

inter-relatedness and independence. Where the relation-

ships among variables are moderate and diffused throughout

the variable set, canonical equations tend to be

unstabl-e. The latter situatipn characterizes these data'

These results conf,irm the existence of an overall relation-

ship between measured social, ski.ll and behavior, but are

not useful in specifying the particular nature of thís
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Table 9

Canonical @rrelations between Social Skifl
Measures and Conversation Behaviors

Eigen-
value

)R- Chi-square df p.

Study I
Conversation I

Study I
Conversation 2

Study II
Conversation 1

"847

.9I1

.920

.920 L40.43 LIz .036

.958 L52.04 l.I2 007

.959 155.17 rLz 004
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Canonical Variate Coeff icients

Study I
I Conv. 2

45

Studv II
Conv. IConv

Stanford Shyness SurveY

Fear of Negative Evaluation

UCLA Ioneli¡ress Scâle

Self-rating

Comforb

Peer Rating

.397

.318

-.LL2

-.019

-.428

-.654

.103

-.18r

-.424

-.426

. t03

. BIB

-,328

-.562

.460

.508

.195

.094

Voice QualitY

Dor¡r-inance

Ilcstility'
guestions

Answers

Statements

Affirnations

Self -ref erent Pronouns

Other-referstt Pronouns

Silences

Nods

Speech Duration

Speaking Turns

Gaze Length

Gaze Turns

.060

- )\)

,381

.300

^.239

-.4t8

-.390

.L42

-.579

.L46

-,058

-1. 584

L.243

-r" 870

2.L36

. r01

. IBB

,257

.109

- "278

-.205

.068

.400

.053

-. 3Bl

,142

.224

.615

-.295

-.07L

-.7L7

.389

-.331

-]..224

-.026

-.789

.500

-.440

.257

-.038

-l-.097

,346

.238

l. 589

-1. rB4
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relationship. The specific hypotheses on activity level

and overconcern with self are therefore neither supported

nor denied by the canonical correlations.

In order to test these hypotheseS more precisely, the

behaviors relevant to each were selected. ldo one skill

measure emerged as a good summary index in the previous

analyses, so aI1 were tested for their relationships to

the behavioral syndromes hypothesized.

Hypothes:ls 2: Acti.vlty level. Of the behaviors cointed by'raters,

the following were used to test the hypothesis regarding

activity level: Speech Duration, Speaking Turns, Questionsf

Statements, Silences, Nods, and Voice Qualit:¡. These

behaviors were analyzed as a group for their relationship

to each g-tobal skil1 measure, using linear regiression

techniques.

Three replications were conducted: the two corlv€rsâ-

tions in Study I and Convefsation 1 in Study fI. Regression

equations were constructed using all

variables. Then, variables were elimi.nated if they made

contributions to the equations of less than g 4 . fO

significance levels. The fÍnal equatÍons we're examined for

the important behaviors remaining in each, If the final

equatíon had an overall significant B (P " 05) , then

the contriþution of each variable was evaluated, using

its beta weight as an index of importqnce. Equations vüere

first produced for the tv¡o conversations of Study I' Íf,

for a given social skill measure, both regression eguations
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were nonsignificant, that measure was not replicated

on the Study II data.

ïn Table 1I, the results of these regression analyses

are summarized. Only one of the six measures of social

Skill was consistently related to behavior across all

three replications. That measure, Peer Rating of social

skill, \^Ias consistently related to Speech Duratíon, a

measure of the total amount of tÍme a participant spent

talking. People who were rated more highly showed more

time spent talking.

Several other measures of social skill could be predicted

by behavior variables in two of the three replications.

Shyness related to Speech Duration in Conversation I of

Studies I and II: the shyer the person, the l-ess he or

she talked. In both conversations of Study T, the number

of head nods was lower in people with high social anxiety

as measured by the Fear of NeEative Evaluation Scale.

Post-session self-rating was hígher in people emitting a

high number gf Statements, This relationship appeared in

the first conversations of Studies I and II' Two social

skill measures, Lhe UCLA Loneliness Scale and post-session

comfort rating, had no signÌficant or no consistent relation-

ships with behavior.

Inspection of the correlation mEtrri'x !n Table 12

allows one ta judge the true distinctiveness of the

different reqresslon equ4tions, Speech dupation is
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Table l-1

Activitv' Level I Predictors of Social Skill

Ð ÞredictorS ànd'ássociated beta weightsP::
$

I
I

I

I

I

II

I

lI

2

.37 5

" 529

.37 0

.529

.357

.345

.284

? tr?

.440

.623

.447

.348

.351

.496

.322
,.683

5" 55

6,4L
5,39

,024

" 004

,026

" 032

.029

.003

" 026

.037

" 036

.001
,055
.,000

-."375

-"363
*"370

SD

ST

SD

SSS

F}TE

UCL

Self-
Rating

Peer
Rating

4 .97
3 .97
4-93

I
1

2

4.16 .0r4 ST -,439 SD

4.98 "032 NOD -.357
lTo significánt predictors found

2 "22 ,L24
2.98 .090

Not testecl

,4L6 NOD -.288

NOD -,29 6 SD -.266

I
I
2

1

2

sMT -3.57
SIL .314

QUE ",429

SIL .383
sr4T .34e
St4T :. 3 51

srl, -.424
sD .322
sD .683

vQ -.287
SMT :.341

sT .279

sD .336

Cornfort I 2

ï

r

4.ll_
4.70
4.77

9. 0B

3 .94
29-75

TI 1

I
2

Note: SSS=Stanford Shyness Survey; FNE=Fear of Negative Evaluation Scalei UCL=UCLA Lone-
liness Scale; SD=Speech Duration; ST=Speaking Turns; NOD=Nods; SMT=Statements;
SÏL=Silences; VQ=Voice Quality; QUE=Questions
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TabIe l-2

Activity Ï-evel: Correlation lfatrix

Ouestions Statements Silerrces llcds
Speech

Duration

1.00

Speaking
Turns

,23
.L9
.05

1.00

.27

.13

.02

.59

.40

.24

1.00
4^

l1.IJ

-.09

t. 00

-))
-.20
-.02

-.L2.
.08
)L

-.36
-.05

')')

-.4r
.02

-.L7

r.00

-" 18
.L4

-"25
.03

-.05

.L2

.20
--32

-.31
-. 0B
.t0

1.00

Voice
Qualitrz

.t5
,08
'))

"01
.19

-. 06

-.18
-.07
-.r4

.38
ÕE-zJ

.09

.50

.32

.28

09

Speech
Duration

Speaking
T\rrns

Questíons

Statements

Silences

IIods

43
3B
13

11
07
t9

l5
03
30

17
t5
T2

vor_ce
Qualittz

1.00

l{cte: For each cell, the to¡xnst correlation coefficierrt is derived from Studlz T, Conv. 1;
the middle coefficient from Study l, @nv.2i Lhre botton coefficient from Study II, Conv.I.
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substantially correlated with Statements. The equation derived which

linked ¡nst-session self-rating to m¡nber of statements, then,

reflects the same essential relationship as shovn by the two Speech

Duration relationships. I¡lhile both Speech D:ration and Statements

are measures of verbosity, their strong intercorrelation causes one

variable to be sup¡:ressed when the other is o<tracted. In nost

cases, Speech Duration had the stronger relation to socj-al skill,

so that it appeared in the regression result and Statements was

suppressed. In the first equation predicting self-ratino, læwever,

Statsnents had the stronger predictivity and Speech Duration \^,as

suppressdd. The relationship of self-rated social skill to behaviors,

then, is essentially the same as the relationships of shlaress and

peer-rated social skill to beLravior. Tt should be noted that these

three srlnnary indices of social skill, while rnanifesting a similar

relationship to behavior, have slrown dÍfferences aÍþng themselves.

The relationship between head nø1 freguency and social anxiety,

on the other hand, appears to be distjlctive. As shov¡n in Table 12,

Nods does not generally correlate consistently with other behaviors.

Its strongest association, marked by tv;o of three correlations .25

or over and i¡ the same direction, was to Voice Quality. Nods is

unrelated to S¡:eech Duration. The association between self-reported

arxiety and nods is, then, a different aspect of social skill than

evidenced j¡r the other regression equations.

Hypothes is 3: Overconcerri with setf/nirection of attention.

Htzpothesis 3 predicted that people low in social skilt vpuld

focus excessively on themselves, whereas skilled people would
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direct their attention toward those with thom they interact.

This hypothesis was tested in two ways. First, a series

of l-inear regressions was calculated as in the foregoing

test of the activity Ieve1 hypothesis. The behaviors

included here as ind.icators of attention direction were

the following: Gaze Length, Gaze Turns, Self-referent
Pronouns ("me" r "I") , Other-referent Pronouns ("you") ,

Questions, Statements and Affirmations.

The results of these linear regressions are shown in

Table 13. The behaviors related to attention direction
failed to predict the three self-report inventory measures

of soclal skill for either of the conversatíons in the

Study I samplè (no behavior variable related to social

skill with a probability of less than'p.1i.fO). These three

social skil1 measures were therefore discarded from

further consideration of the hypothesized relationship.

The regression procedure also failed to produce a marginally

significant eeuêtion fqr post-session rating of comfort

in Conversation 1 of Study I. The significant rel-ationship

found for Conversation 2 failed to be replicated in Studlz II
and will nqt be discussed further.

The regressíon results for the skitl measures of

post-session Self-Rating and Peer Rating are consistent

across all three replÍcations. Post-sessÍon Self-Rating

\^Ias predlcted by the frequency of Self-referent Pronouns

in all three replications and by freguency of Questions in
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Table 13

Attention Direction: Predictors of Social Skill

Study Conv. R F p : Pre.dictgrs.and. associated beta rcei.ghts
ô¡
LN T

I

I

I

T

I
2

ì{o significant predictors found
No signlficant predictors found
lrlot tested

SSS

FNE

UCL

Sel f-
Rating

1

2

I llo signíficant
No signifLcant
IJot tested

No significant
No signi-ficant
Not tested

predictors found
predictors, found

I

I

1I

I

I
2

pred ictors
pred j'ctors

found
found.

II 1

Comfort I

I
2

2

.37 6

.498
; 519

5. 6r
LL.22
6.10

.024

.0c2

" 006

YOU

YOU

YOU

.37 9

,502
.5V 4

I

SSS:Stanford Shlzness Surveyi FNE=Fear of :{egative
Scale; M,E=Se1f-referent pronounsi GL=Gaze length;
SMT=Statements ; YOU=Other-referent pronouns

significant predictors found,
4.10 .037 sMT .348

10,40 .003 r::IfE -.483

GL .342 QUE -.331 AFF -"305

¡{E -.351

QUE -,13Bl-:

Evaluation Scale; UCL=UCLA Loneliness
QUE=Questions ; AFF=Af f irmations ;

I
2

.659

.366

.479

No

"348

" 484

5. 96
tr ttr

4 ,92

.001
,028
. 014

t{E

¡{E

QUE

-,598
-.374
-.403

Peer
Rating

IIote:
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two of the three replícations. Participants who rated

themselves poorly \^/ere people who used very few self-
references (i.e., talked little about themselves) and who

asked few questÍons of the other person. peer-rated

social skill was predicted b¡z use of Other-referent

Pronouns. Participants rated ],ow in socíal skill were

those using relativelv fel second-person pronouns (i.e.,
talked little about their partners).

Hypothesis 3 predicted that people with low social
skill would talk about the¡lselves but not about their
partners. The relationship between peer-rated social- skíll
and Other-referent Pronouns supports this hypothesis.

The relatÍonshíp between Questions and Self-nated social
skill was also in the hypothesized direction. Other

findings on self=Rated socj'al skil1 are contrary to this
hypothesis, as people who talked about thernselves rated

themselves more, rather than Iess, skilted.
The intercorrelations, shown in Table L4 , are helpful

r*n Ínterpreting the regres'sion results. As expected,

the verbal indices of self=dírected attention (use of
self-referent Prenouns and statements) correlate positively.
similarl¡¡, the other-directed indicesr üsê of other-referent
Pronouns and Questions, also correlate positively. Holvever,

of the correl ations between indi-cators of opposite attention
direction, only one \,vas clearly negative; that between



Table l-4

Attention Direction: Correlation l,latrix

tn Gaze
L€ngth

1. 00

Gaze
T\rrns

-.4L
-.29
-.62

1. 00

.15
-.26
-.29

,L7
-.18

LA

.36
)1

.24

.44

.13
-. 09

,LJ
,07

^.L7

-.07
"04

-.07

-"I0
.04

-.07

.05

.07
-.22

l{e You Questions Statsnents Affirmations

Gaze
L€ùìgth

Gaze
Turns

You

Questions

.38

.31

.47

.20

.15

.06

09
32
24

I4e

"10
-.32
-.18

-.09
.27
.35

r, 00

.25

.16
-.L6

1L

-.0r
.13

1. 00

.34

.2L
,c3

,13
.05

-, 06

-.25
-.25
-.20

00
03
04

1,00

Statqnents 1.00

Affirmations 1. 00

Note: For each cell, the to¡zn:st correlation coefficient is derived from Study I, @nv, 1;
the niddle coefficient from Study I, Conv. 2; the bottom coefficient from Study TI, @nv. 1.

L2
06
II
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Self-refererrt Pronouns arrd Questions. The others were either mildly

positive or mixed. Since rncre of a behavior indicatinq self-directed

attention did not necessarilv implv less of an otherdirected indicator,

these behaviors carrnot be said to reflect only one djmension of

behavior. A second dj:nension operating here is nrobably verbal

activity level, since the frecn¡ency of particular tlpes of verbal

behavlor deperrds on the qeneral frequencv of verbal behavior.

It has already been dencnstrateC that behavioral activit¡¡ level

predicts rated social skill. The attention direction results,

therefore, o\^/'e some of theír strength to the role of activity level.

Yet, the correlations between Self-refererrt Pronouns an<l Other-

referent Pronouns are too snall to clajrn tLnt the prediction equations

for each are rnerely different reflectÍons of the same essential relation-

shlip. There appearsf rather, to be a tme contrast betv¡een the

behaviors affecting self-rating and the behayíors affecti¡g rating

by others. People whc talked about themselves thought thev had

done v¡ell, but independent judges ratd perfprmance highly when

people talked abouL thejr partners.

Another test of the hlzpothesis concernjng the salience of

overconcern vrith self in social skill deficit was the rnarripulation

of attention. Hl4nthesizing.that sh1z 6¡ unskilled people direct

their attention toward thenselves, half the participants in Study II

were instructed to direct their attention oppgsite to that indicated

by their sh¡rness statusn Shlz'peqple were red,irected to attend to

theÍr partners; non-shy people were redírected to attend to themsehzes,
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The manipulated participants were expected to chanqe

toward resembling the opposite shyness group more closel1z.

This experimental nanipulation was 'tested

using a two-factor Al'lO\¡4. Shvness status (Shy, Non-shv) and

Attention manipulation (l4anipulated, Nonmanipulated,) were

the two factors. The analyses of variance were contlucted

on three behaviors thought to indicate attention direction:

Gaze Duration, Questionsf and Other-referent Pronouns. The

same test was conducted on Peer-rated socÍal- skill. In

each case, the change in behavior frequency or rating frorn

Conversati-on I to Conversation 2 was er"lployed as the depen-

dent variable in the design. The specific test of Hvpothesis

3 was the interaction of shyness status and attention

manipulation.

The results of these two-\,valz ANOVAs on the attention-

relevant behaviors are displa.yed in Tables 15 through L7.

As can be seen there, none of the interaction'F--ratios v¡as
\statisticalllz significant (a1I ps' '.20), These negative

resul,ts force the conclusion that either (I) attention v¡as

not effectively manipulated or (2) direction of attention

was not nanifested behaviorally, at least not in the behaviors

rneasured here,

The analysis of varÍ4nce on Peer rating of social skill

appears in Table 18. Agaín, the effects are not significant.

An experimental test of the effect of attention-direction in

social skil1, then, failed to demonstrate the existence

of the effect.
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Table 15

Analysis of Variance on the Effect of
Attention-Di¡ection lt{anipulatÍon on Anrount of E\ze Gaze

Source of variation
Sixn of
squares df

Mean
square F e

Mai¡ effects
Attention
rnanipulation

Shyness

TVic-way interactíon

Ð<ptained

Residual

Trotal

48.225

13. 636

35. 886

L22.727

777.575

3089,107

3266.698

24.LL3

13.636

35.886

L22.727

59.L92

99,649

96.079

0.242

0.137

1. 360

T,232

0"594

2

I

1

I
3

.787

.7]'4

,553

.276

,624

31

34
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rable 16

Analysis of Variance on the Bffect of
Attention-Direction l,lanipulation on Nufiùcer of Questions

Source of variati-on
Sr¡n of
squares

Mean
squaredf g p

I4ain effects
Attention
nanipulation

SL¡ness

TVo-way interaction

Fkplained

Residual

T'otal

265.889

152, lr1

TL3.77B

75. 111

341.000

2306.887

2647.886

2

2

I

I

3

r32.944

152.111

LT3.77B

75.111

LL3,667

72.090

75.654

L,844

2. I10

1. 578

I.042

1.577

.l_75

.156

.zLB

,3r5

.2].4

32

35
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Table 17

Arralysis of Va-riance on the nffect of
Attention-Direction -lfaniputation on Otherrreferent Pronouns

Source of variation
Srm of
squares

Mean
squaredf F p

Mai¡r effects
Attention
nnnipulation

Shlzness

Thrf-v¡ay i¡teraction

B<plained

Residual

Total

496.944

90.250

406.694

3. 361

500. 305

3924.44r

4424,746

248,472

90.250

406.694

3.361

166.768

L22.639

L26.42L

2,026

0. 736

3.316

0, 017

1. 360

2

I

1

1

)
J

32

35

.LAB

,397

.078

.870

,273
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rable 18

Analysis of Variance on the Effect of
Attention-Di-rection lt{anipulation on Peer Rating of Social Skilt

Source of varíation
Sr¡n of
squares

Mean
squaredf pT

Mai¡r effects
Attention
rnanipulation

Shlmess

T\ro-way i¡rteraction

Ð<plained

Residual

Tbtal

T2B.2B

38.03

90.25

42.25

170.53

7sL.7B

922.30

64,r4

38.03

90,25

42.25

56,84

23.49

26.35

2.73

r.62

3.84

1. B0

2.42

.080

.2r2

.059

.189

. 084

2

1

I

1

3

32

35
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The foregoing results provide rnixed support for Hypo-

thesis 3. Behavioral indicators of attention direction

predicted social skill as rated by peer judges. Significant

results contrary to Hlzpothesis 3 r.vere found when the skill

rating used was post-session self-ratíng of social skil-1.

An experimental manipulation of attention direction had

no apparent effect on behavior or rated social skil1.
Htipot þs:g:j:5 ;{:.. r 4flaptat,io,n: tO, partn'er

H¡zpothesis 4 predicted that skilled people rvould

conform to others better than unskitled peoOle.. In other r''ords,

their behavior would come to resernble that of their

partners. It is not Passible to assess this phenomenon

on an individual level using conversation total scores,

as adaptation occurs betv¡een two people. I^lhich individual

is doing the adapting and which is being adapted to is

impossible to distinguish.

This hypothesis was tested using Study I

dlzads classified accord'i,ng to the social skill of the two

participants. The dyads vrere classified using a rnedian

split on Peer-rated social skilI. D¡¡ads with both partners

above the median \^zere designated as skilled; those dyads

with both below the rnedian were designated unskilled.

Dyads v¡íth one skilted and one unskilled partner were

designated as mixed. This classificatÍon scheme lrielded

nine skilled dyads, seventeen mixed dlzads, and ten unskilled

d.yads.
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Each dyad represents a conversation grouping, of which

there were two per person, one for each conversation., Each j¡dividual

partiòiparrt was represerited twice jn this analysis" Because'

of this unusual dependency in the design, the probability

levels yielded in these analyses should be regarded as

approximate.

In order to test the behavioral similarity betr.veen

partners in the three different types of dyads, the absolute

value of the difference between partners was used as a

dependent variabl-e. A srnall inter-Partner difference in

behavior indicated adaptation, a large difference, non-adaptation.

Using these difterence scores on the observed behaviors,

several one--\^Iay anallzses of variance were conducted'

The results of these ten univariate ANovAs are shown

in Table 19. Only one of these appro¿ches significance;

the partner similaritlr on Speech Durati'on (E = 3..24 ¡ P:.052).

Inspection of, the g:roup means shown in Table 20 reveals this

effect to be due to a linear tendencv for partner discre-

pancy in speech amount to be lower as the dlzads become more

skilled. Skilled dlzads, in other words, had more balanced

speech durations (shared the flSOr rnore equitabtlz) than

unskilled dyads. This result supports Hypothesis 4, that

skilled individuals adapt to their partners. This single

sÍgnificant result may be due to chance, however, and no

other sarnple is aVailable to use for crossr,VêIidation.
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Table 19

O1e=$Iêy S¡r¿lyges of variarrce en Par-tner Behavior Differences
@m¡nred ê¡rpng Skilled, Unskilled and Mixed D)¡adS; gtudy I

(n = 36)

SS SS MS MS
explained residual exptained residual F df p

Questions
Statsnents

Affirmations
Self-Pronouns

Other-Pronouns

Ncds

Speech Duration
Speaking T'urns

Gaze Duration

Iooking Turns

1003. 84

2405,46

4311. 87

2BB0.7A

1804.03

LI226.43

1339.39

L223s.I2

2565.32

I204L.t2

46,72

r73.43

99,77

47.9r
I52,7I
512 " 55

27L.36

948.02

118.12

52.30

23,36

86.72

49,89

23,95

7 6,36

256.27

135. 68

474.0L

159. 06

26.I5

30,42

72.89

130" 66

92,93

58,19

350. 83

4I,86
382 

" 
35

82.75

388.45

0. 768

1.190

0,382

0" 258

1,312

0.730

3.242

r,240
0"7r4

0, 067

2 t33
2 t33
2,33

2 t3r
2 t3r
2,32

2 t32
2 t32
2t3r
2,3L

.472

,347

.686

,774

"284
.490

.052

.303

.498

,935
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rabl-e 20

Means and Starrdard Deviations of Three T\rpes
Dyads on Partner Differences in Speech Duration

Dyad type l4ean SD N

Unskílled

Mixed skill
Skilled

L4.89

11. 94

7,22

7.00

7.32

3.31

L7

9

9
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Hypot:hesi,s' 5: Ongo'ing, behavior

H¡Tpothesis 5 predicted that the pattern of ongoing

behavior would be distinguishable according to the social

skill of the behavjng person. To investigate patterns of

behavior, six conversations \^/ere selected for a nolecular

analysis of speech and gaze. Conversations were selected

rvhich (1) had hiqh qualitlz behavior stream recordings

(i.e., clear timingr fo off-camera events, exactllz matching

tapes, etc"), and (2) contained one participant with an

extreme social skill score. These records were analyzed

as examples of the patterns of speech and gaze in high-

and low-skilI people. In order to understanC possible

partner effectÊ¡ two of the selected conversations were the

first and second conversations of one participant.

The social skiIl scores of these selected participants,

converted to standardized scores foq comparability, are

shown in Table 2L. Among these participants, there \4lere two

having 1ow' self-reported skill who v/ere al=so nated as

unskilled by the peer judges; numbers 113 and 38. Parti-

cipant 237 had average self-reports, but ruas rated low in

social skill. These three were treated as an unskilled

group. There \,vere four participants who rvere high in

skill; numbers'7, LBAt 92, and L76. The behavior patterns

of these four are regarded as a skilled group. The rernainÍng

selected pêrticipants are considered to be r.rqderate in skill.
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Table 21

Z-scores on Social Skitt Measures jn Selected Partícipants

Ski1l Participant
leve1 Jf SSS FI\E UCT, Self-rate Comfort Peer natjnq

I-ow

It4ode-
rate

237

113

3B

- .85

I.67
1.51

-1.14
- .29

.L4

- .50

.63

1. 50

.13

. t_3

l1

-1. 55

.27

.27

-L.75

-1. 57

-l-. B3

I
1

1

1

1B

1B

1B

1B

,o

.L4

.00

- .43

43

L64

169

B

I.84
- .04

.58
_ .40

't ¿?

.47

.29

- .7L

-L.25
2.13

.00

-1. 00

- .BB

.63

-- .BB

-- .BB

.13

1. 3B

. l-3

.13

-1.13

"13

-1.13
-l-. 13

7

184

92

176

-1.56

= "66

- .55

-1. s6

-I.43
- "29

,)o

to

-t. 55

a1

.27

- .64

.00

-L.s7
.86

.00

HÍqh

Note: SSS = Stanford Sh¡¡ness Survey; Fl{E = Fear of Negative EValuation
Scale¡ UCT, = UCLA Loneliness Scale
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The event recordings of ongoing speech and gaze were

prepared for statistical analysis in two steps. Firstn

the record for each indivídual particÍpant was divided

into intervals. Second, the records of the interacting
partners were placed sid.e by side and ner,r' intervals
defined according to the joint behavior of the tv¡o partners.

Tn the first stepr âr interval v¡as defined whenever

the speech or gaze behavior stream changed status (i.e.,

talking or looking onset or offset). Four tlzpes of
intervals were defined here: talking only, Iookinq only,

concurrent talking and looking¡ ênd neither talking nor

looking (silent gaze aversion). In the second step of

codlng, these four event t;ypes were further broken down

according to the behavior status of the partner. For

example, while Person A engaged in talking onl¡2, her

partner could be doing .one of four things. I^lhen the four

types of categories were broken down by four t¡gpes of
partner category, sixteen joint behavior categories resulted.

The interval definition ptrocess outlíned above is
event--based¡ every tine a behavi.ar ÇhAngedr a new event

occufred. This d.iffers from a time--based coding system,

in whÍch' a new interval is defi ned as Specified tine
intepvals. A tirne-based systen requfres a more refined
coding sy-stem than was used hefe. It also m¿kes the task

of specifying geguences more diffricult, since each behavior

is al-lowed to cvcle into itself . Ln an event-based system
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like the one used here, a long-lasting event is treated

just like a nomentary event. Ðuration of behavior was

not captured in these data. (See Bakernan and Dabbs, L976,

for a useful discussion of event-based and tíme-based

behavior stream data. )

The codes generated from the above interval demarcation

process were subjected to a cornputerized seguential analvsis

of ongoing behavior. This computer program (Bakeman, L979)

first calculated the probability of a specified behavior

event vrithin the string of events (in this case, conversation

speech and gaze) for a single subject or d1zad. The program

then regiarded adjacent events and cornpared the observed

probability of the two-event seguence to its expected

probability, given the simple probabilities of each event.

For exarûpler if one v¡anted to know about the probability

of behavior chain A-lrB in a given string of events, the

observed frequency of the sequence would be compared to

the probability of such a joint event A*:58, given the

base'l,ine probabilities of A anC B.

In the present data, the sequential progrem was used

to o<amine speech-g4ze patterns in the beginnings and endings

of speaking turns,' unfortunately, the number of events per

conversation was not sufficient to provide,',conclusive evidence

gegardÍng these behavior secJuences. The computatÍons

of freguencies and probabilities generated try these analyses

are of interest, however, and are presented below.
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The oYoportions of events represented bv the sixteen :oint behaviors

appear in Table 22. This table shows the four categories

of speech-gaze for a given participant, each broken down

into the four possible concurrent partner behaviors. The

cells represent the prooortion of events in which the subject

engages in the main heading behavior while the partner

engages in the secondary headinq behavior. The verba1

interpretation of a cel1, then, is the proportion of events

in which the subject engiages it * ---": while his/her

partner simultaneousllz engages in These cateqories

refer to the behavior of the d1zad, This dyadÍc behavior is

presented, however, for each individual in the dyadr so

that individuals can be compared. Tn row l-n for example,

#43 is the subject and +237 is the partner, In row 2,

the same dyad.ic proportions appear, but arranged to regard

+237 as the subject and #43 4s the pa::tner.

The devj ant scores in T4ble 22 were designated as

low or high if the cell proportfqn differed. bv more than

one stanclard deviation f,rom its column mean, Table 23

shows these trlerl and lthir! designations with participants

grouped b1r social skill Ievel. The table is divided into twelve

nurnbered blocks for purposes of reference.

I^lhile the numhrer of subjects here is too snall for statistical

er<amination of grouo differences, these deviant joint evenLs r¡rovide sorae

cl-ues about the jnteractive aspects of social skill. particípants of

lov¿ social skill show hiqh proportlons of looki¡q rvhile their partners
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Pro¡nrtions of Joint Speaking and Looking Behavior i¡r Sjx @nversing 4¡ads

Subj.
x#

1t

everrts

Subj ect:
PART

SGA TALK

SÍ1ent
gaze aversion
NER
I.COK T+L

Subject: Talking
PARTNER

SGA TALK I.CIOK T+L

Subject: Looking
PARTNER

SGA TAüK I.,OOK ßTL

sub-ìect: TgLlk- +
- l-ooJ<
PART}TER

SGA. TAIJ( IÐOK T+L -

43

237

34L

237 355

7

1l_3

184

L64

92

t76
L69

38

Mean

2.6 14.1 7.0 0

2.6 0

.6 2L.7

.6 0.9

10.0

r0.0
6.7

3.2

0

6

?Ê7.0

4.9 3.5 0.9

0. 6 14 ,1 2L,7

3.7

B.s 3.B 3.2 2.r
2.L

4.5 2.0

3.7 9.0 2.0

B

ô
Õ

4

4

6

0

B

0

0.6

5.9

B

3

L2.4

12.4

396 8.3

8.3

348 0.6

0.6

307

11. 3

3.9

6.8

3.5

11.6

9.0

0.3

11.5

3.9

11.3

3.5

6.8

0.6

0.3

1.6
2.9

B

B

l-.1
1.1

5.1

7.0

4.6

13. r

L.4

L4.7

15" 6

8,1

2.8

9.0

11,6

6.3

4.6

7.0

5.r

13.1

4.6

5.6

5.6

5.8

5.8

7.0

2.3

4.6 2.8

6.3 6.3

2

2

8, 5 8.8 6.7

9, 0 2,3 2.8

4.5 6.0

1.0
1.0

0.3

0.3

1.3

1.3

B1 3

B

5

2

6

0

2"8

L2

13. 6

10.4

4.6
l_. B

L.7

10.4

13. 6

10. t
4.2

6.6

6.6

0.3

0.6

2.3

¿.J

2.9
1.6

0

6

4.6

0.3

5.5

7 .B 2.3 8.1

1.0 8.5 15.6

.3 3,1

.9 L6.7

11.5 L4.7 14.7

0.3 L.4 74.7

17. 5

13, 5

5.5

0.3

1.0 9.

7 .B 14.

13.5 L2.

17.5 12.

8.5 6.5
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talked (see block 3, column 2 ín Table 23) and of silently
looking ar'üay while their partners talked (see block l,
column 2). They show low proportions of talking while their
partners looked at them (see block 2, column 3), as well as

talking and lookinq together while their partners looked at
them (see block 4, column 3). participants in the other

ski11 groups manifest more balanced or opposite patterns of
these joint behavior proportions.

These apparently skilr-based differences may be primarily
functi.ons of the aforementioned tendency for low-skilr
people to do little talking (and, t,herefore, for their
partners to talk a qreat deal). I{hen the cell proportions

reflecting subject talking are combined, it emerqes that
these 1ow skill participants spent, on the average, 37>" of
their total events speaking. These rnedium and high-skil1
participants spent 53S and 50U, respectively , of their
events speaking.

Consideration of the row- denoting participant 237 | s

two partners (#43 and #7) shows a noteworthy simirarity
betr¡een them. Both pa.rtners show low scores in the two

cel-1s denoting gaze while the partner speaks. participant

237 had q low number of speqking and speaking plus looking
intervals, and this depressed the frequency of his partnersl
looking intervals" This is a small demonstratir:n of the
j:nterdependency of behaving partners.
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These results, while not definitive, replicate the

finding that social skitt is related to speech quantity.
Methodologically, seguential analysis using joint speech/

gaze intervals requires behavior samples of much longer

duration than those gathered in thÍs investigation. Employing

the speech,/gaze categories used herer ân interval of at
least 30 minutes would be necessary to yield useful data on

speech/gaze sequences.

'fnter Aftner, ,e'f,f:ectS

No specific hypoLheses were advanced regarding the

influence of behaving partners on one another. The investi-
gation was designed to alrow such infruence to occur freely:
no attempt was rnade to control one partner or to use a
confederate" since all but one of the hr¡pothesês used

indi'vidual- participants as the unit of analysis, inter-
partner influence was not taken into account. The following
sectj'on takes up this subject,.

Tn order to gain an idea of, the role of partner

inf,luence on the studied behaviors, each subject behavior

\^ras analyzed separately.. partner effects were estimated by

using partner behavlors as predictors of subject behavior.
since no hlrpotheses were made about whi.ch partner behaviors

would aff,ect a gi'ven subject behavior, arr partner behaviors

welîe us:ed ¿s predictors. Partner effects were estimated and

contras.ted wj-'th indivi'dual effects by first casting partner
behawiors and the subject!s sociar skirl scores into a
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regression equation predictinq a given subject behavior.

Partner behaviors wer:e dropped from the equation as a group.

The test of their importance was the change in the multiple
')R- when this group of predictors v¡as removed.. For purposes

of comparison, the extent to whích social ski1l scores could
predict a given subject behavior rvas tested in the same way.

The results of these regiression analvses are shown in
Tables 24a through 24n. Examination of the p_ varues for
conversations 1 and 2 show that several behaviors were not
predictable from either social skill or partner behavior.
The behaviors failing to show any regression effects include
the three rqted qualities of Voice euality, Dominance, ancl

Hostility¡ Other-referent pronouns; and Looking Turns.
Another two behaviors, euestions and Answers, had a dependency

inherent in their coding clefinitions, so their significant
partner influence is considered trivial.

Two beha.vigrs n Af f irmattons and speech Duration, showed

an interrpartner influence across both conversations. rn

addition, statements, serf -ref erent pronouns, Ir'lods, speaking

Turns and Gaze Dur4¡19tr show 4n inter-pa::tner influence for
one of the two conversations tested. only one behavior,
self':referent pronouns, showed a relationship with global
spcial skill as well as partner behavior

rt is cle4r that there are important partner influences
i'n sociìar behar¡Ío¡" Tn fact, the behavior of the partner
m4V be a I1lore powerful determinant of an individual's behavior



Source of variation
Chanqe
in R2

Change
in Rz

75

Conversation 2

df

Table 24a

Voice Quality; Relative Contributions
of Social Skill and partner Behavíor

Conversation I

qdrg pT

Social skill
Partner behavior
Tbtal regression

.L42

.374

.568

0. 819

0.929

O"98B

.572

.552

,519

.170

,224

.460

0.784

0.443

0.638

.600

.932

.B2B

6

L4

20

6

74

20

Source of variation
Chanqe
inR2 F df p

T¿51s 24b

Domj¡rance: Relative ContribrrtionS
of Social Skill and Partner Behavior

Conversation 1 Conversation 2

Chancre
in RZ Fdfp

Social skill
Partner behavior
Total regressíon

.058

,290

.669

0,438

0.939

r.519

.843

.544

"206

.LBA

.L97

.544

1" 009

0,463

0"893

.456

,92L

" 600

6

L4

20

6

L4

20

Source of variation

1¿þls 24c

Hostility; Relative Contributions
of Social Skilt and Partner Behavíor

Conversation 1 Conversation 2

Chanqe
itr nZ Fdfp

Chanqe
in n2 gdrP

Social skill
Partner behavior
Ibtal regression

.107

.186

.561

0. 610

0.4s4

0. 958

,7L9

.926

.544

.156

,577

,656

1.133

7.799

r,432

" 
390

.136

.242

6

T4

20

6

I4
20
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Tabte 24d

Questlons; Relative Contributions
of Social Skifl and Fartner Behavior

ConversatÍon 1 Conversation 2

Chancre
i¡ n2

Chanqe
in RzSource of variation

Social skill
Partner behavior

Tlotal regression

Fdf dfF

.004

. B68

,961-

0.262

23.567

L8,246

"946
.000

" 000

6

T4

20

.002 1.195

.879 229.693

.996 176.06L

6

L4

20

361

000

000

Table 24e

Ans$rers: Relative Contributions
of Social Skill and Partnen Behavior

Conversation 1 Conversation 2

Sor.irce of variation
Change
in R"

Chanqe
irr R2Fdfp FdfP

Social skill
Partner behavior
Total regression

.014

.854

.97L

r,240
3L.392

24.967

.343

.000

,000

.073

.000

.000

6

L4

20

.003 2.467

.90s 290.683

.997 224,L70

6

L4

20

Table 24f

Statemerrts: Relative C,ontributions
of Social Skill and Partner Behavior

Conversation 1 Conversation 2

Sor.rrce of variation ldrP
Chanqe
in R2

Chancre
inn2 F df p

Social skill
Partner belravior
Tbtal reqression

,037

.394

.77L

0.4 03

L,842

2.524

.877

.L26

.035

,178

.508

.799

2.2TL

2,7r0
2,986

" 010

.033

,018

6

T4

20

6

14

20
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Chanqe
in R2

Chanqe
in R2

tabLe 249

Affirnntions: Relative Contributions
of Social Skill and Partner Behavior

Conversati-on I

77

Conversation 2

FdfpFdfp

Social skill
Partner behavior
Tlotal regression

.2L2

.601

.798

2.6L0

3.180

2.9s0

.062

.017

.018

.0s7

.703

.811

0. 755

3 -979

3,2r2

.615

.006

.013

6

T4

20

6

14

20

Table 24h

Self-referent Pronounsr Relative Contrij¡utions
of SocÌal Skitt and Partner Belravior

Conversation 1 Conversation 2

Change Change
source of variation in R2 g" df p jJl R2 L df p

Social skill
Partner behavior
Tbtal- regrression

.314

.39r

.792

3.782

2.024

2,859

.0r7

.095

.021

.2I2

.474

,803

2,694

2.578

3, 056

.056

.040

" 
016

6

I4

20

6

14

20

Tabte 24L

Other-referent Pronouns: Relative @ntríbutions
of Social Skill and Partner Behavior

Conversation 1 Conversation 2

Source of variation
Change
irr R2

Chanqe
in Rz IdfPdfF p

Social skill
Partner behavior
Total regression

"I73
.429

.603

1.091

1"159

T,I4I

.4r2

.389

.403

.270

.395

.701

2.264

I,4T6
L.762

.093

,256

.134

6

14

20

6

14

20



rable 24j

Nods: Relative Contributions
of Social Skill and Partner Behavior

Conversation 1

7B

Conversation 2

Source of variation
Chanqe
in n2 Idrp

Chanqe
in n2 Fdfp

Social skill
Partner behavior
Total regression

.198

.482

,705

r.676

r.752
L,793

.195

.L47

.726

.449

.314

.758

4.628

1"389

2.34s

.008

,267

.049

6

74

20

6

T4

20

T¿51s 24k

Duration of Speech: Relative Contributions
of Social Skill and Partner Behavior

Conversation I Conversation 2

Source of variation
Cleange
in R2

Chancre
inR2 F df ptdrP

Social skitl
Partner behavior
Total regression

.034

.443

.862

0. 615

3.445

4.694

.7l-6

.0L2

" 002

.061

.665

.846

0, 983

4.62r
4.111

"470
.003

" 004

6

I4
20

6

L4

20

Table 241

Speaking Tbrns: Relative Contributions
of Sociat Skilf and Partner Behavior

Conversation I Conversation 2

Source of variation
Change
in Rz

Chanqe
in R2 FdfpPr df

Social skill
Partner behavior

Total regiression

.]..Lz

.445

,797

L.376

2.348

2.946

,287

.056

.019

,IL2
,434

.653

0. 807

1.340

L.4I2

,580

.290

.250

6

T4

20

6

L4

20
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Table 24m

Duration of Gaze: Relative Contributions
of Soclal Skilf and partner Behavior

Conversation 1 Conversation 2

Change Chanqe
Source of variation in Rl F df p in Rz Fdfp

Social ski1l
Partner behavior
Tbtal regression

.t4r

.49s

.665

1.051

1,582

I.486

.432

.L94

.2L9

.I57

.638

.752

1. 583

2.750

2.269

,220

.03r

.05s

6

74

20

6

L4

20

Table 24n

Iooking T\rr¡s ¡ Relative Contributions
of Social Skill and Partner Behavior

Conversation I Conversation 2

Chanqe Chanqe
Source of variation in R2 I df g in R2 Ð df p

Social skill
Partner behavior
Tbta1 regression

.194

.363

.481

0.935

0. 750

0.696

.498

,702

.779

"279
,351

.556

1. s70

0,847

0,940

.223

,620

,560

6

T4

20

6

14

20
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than knowable qualitíes about that individual. These results
point to a strong association in the behaviors of interacting
people. Since the findings reflect concurrent events and

are correlational, Do causation is implied here. The present

discussion has used "partner influence" as a theme, but

the effect can best be thought of as social conventions

and other interpersonal phenomena which entwine the behavior

of the people in conversation. It is well known, Lor

example, that people in conversation have little tolerance

for either mutual- silence or simultaneous speech. If one

person talks, the other lístens. If both are sil-ent, each

is trying to think of what to say. It is thus not surprising
that Speech Duration showed an inter--partner dependency.

This does not negate previous findings showing this
variqble to be related to social skill " In the foregoing

regression analv'ses, the association of speech Duration with
social ski11 was evaluated once its association with partner

behaviors had alr:eady been taken into account. Since

Speech Duration had a strong inter-partner association, its
relationship to social skill was evaluated using little
remaining variance. The relationships between social skil1
and behavÍor still stand" The present findings si'nply

de¡nonstrate another important source of variance.
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DÏSCUSSTON

Like so manv studies of the behavioral referents of

social skil], the present investigation emplolzed many

variables and found a srnall subset to be important. Both

the means by which socía1 skill is evaluated and the behaviors

invotved were simultaneously investigated here. No

one measure of social skill emerged as the best, and

findíngs on the relationship betv¡een skill and behavior

\^/ere therefore somewhat complicated and unclear. I^/hile

premature simplicity can be achieved bv selecting one best

social skill measure, a better approach would be to focus

future social skills research on the mechanisms by which

peopl-e are classified according to level of social skill.
The strongest finding Ín the present study was that

skilled people talk more than unskilled people. Since the

situation assessed was a somewhat constrained conversation,

this result lends strong support to the activity level
hypothesis, thqt skilled people are actÍve relative to

unski'lled people. Yet, a subsequent result of analvsis on

dyad behavior showed that dyads characterized by one very

active and one Very i'nactive partne¡ tended to contain two

unskilled peoplen rather than one skilled and one unskilled
person" This: and other resufts compel examination of
inter--partner dependence in this investigation"

There vüas mixed support for the hlzpothesis that unskilled
people attend excessivellz to themselves. The findings here

were both in support of and contrarv to hypothesisn the
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direction apparentrv dependent on the modality of skilt
measure beíng employed as a criterion. I{hire sorne of the
questions arising frorn these mixed findings might have

been addressed by analysis of speech and gaze patterns,

the conversational sarnple proved too short for pattern
analysis.

Global a:s;s:es:smen,t, o'f soc'ial, skill
It was hypothesized that the various indices of

social skill measure different qualities. This hypothesis

\^¡as tested directly b¡¡ intercor,relating the varLous

measures" The patter:n of intercorrelations among skill
neasures showed a crear effect due to modality (serf-report
vs- other-report; general inventory.vg. rating of specific
incident). The corretatiçns between measures within a

modaf it\¡ were .more likely to be signÍficant than correla-
tions between measures of different modalities. In
particular, self-..ratinqs of social ski1l tended to correlate
more highly v¡ith one another than with socÍal skill
ratings mqde by othel:s.

rt i's v¡e].l known that the .method used to evaluate a

phenqmenon iq. a gignificant influence on the findings
qenerated. The rel,ativelv. weak correspondence seen here

between se1!-svrfuation and other-evaluatton rnay simply

exempllfy' this general effect Cue to netho-d.

The three self-report inventories employed in this
study have All b-een used by researchers in studies of
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social performance. T¡ühile the intercorrelations among:

these measures were generally significant, the actual

correlation values, ranging from .15 to .42, can only be

described as moderate. Furthermore, these values are

probably positivelv biased by their cornmon and sinulta-
neous administration. I'lhi1e all these measures are used

to assess overall sociar skilI, they are clearly distinc-
tive from one another. Their differences could be mainly

psychometricr âS the three employ different scoring

schemes. They could also be true differences among the

constructs of shyness, social anxiety and loneliness.
Future research could address this question by analyzing

the content of the items, examining item-b1z-item overlap

betrveen the measures, and by castinq each into the same

scoring format. The results obtaíned here demonstrated

thatr et present, it is prematufe to discuss these three

inventories as if thelz v/ere eq.uivalent .neasures of social
skil1. This i.s unfortunater âs it reduces the comparability
of. prevfeus studies using di.fferent measures, fragmentíng

the liteçature en social skill.

The lntefcorrelAtion of gocial sl<il1 measures has

pravided a direct test of Hypothesis l, that skill measures

are distinctiwe. More tnfçrmation relevant to this
h¡¡pothesis can be gleaned fçom the ways in which the

dirfferent measures corresponded in the tests.of other

hypotheses. Reviewing the results testi'ng Hypotheses 2
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and 3, two patterns stand out.

In the test of the activitv level hypothesis, three of
the skill measures manifested essentially the sane rela--

tionship to behavior. The Stanford Shlzness Survey, the

post-session self-rating of social skil1, and. the rating
of social skjl-1 by peer judges were all related to arnount

of speech. There is, then, some commonality among these

three summary indices of skil-l, even though each represents

a different modality of skill assessment.

The findÍngs on attention direct.ion provide a different
perspective on social skill measures" Here, self-.rated
skill was associated wÍth talking about oneself, whereas

other-rated skill \^/as tied to talkinq about the other
person. The intercorrerations among globar measures had

shown that self-rating and other-r:ating were different,
but these findings may say somethinct about the nature of
that dif,fe¡ence. ft ma¡¿ be, fçr example, that someone

self-rates according to how nuch he impresses himself
(via se-l-f-talk), where judges are more attuned to his
attentiveness to others.

There is; evidence here that varyíng soci4l skill
measures,function differently. There is also evidence

of cçsFçnalttv between them.. The question to be addressed

i's not, perhaps, vrhethe¡ they afe similar or different
(as Hypothesis I atternpted to posit), but the nature of
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those similarities and differences. Findings here provide

some basis for formulating hvpotheses regarding these

specific interrelationships among measures.

One reason for employing so many measures of social

skill in this study was to provide some empirical basis

for choosing among the various assessment methods. There

are e nough differences between self-feport and other-
report methods to recommend use of both modalities. Of

the three self-report inventorÍes, the Stanford Shyness

Survey, by virture of its associatiqn with overt behavior

and with the othef-rated skitl- measuref appears to be

the best choice. The advantage of an inventory form of
self-ratinq measure is that it can be administered prior
to the behavioral observation, allowing respondents to
be classified as hiqh or low skil1 before being observed.

rf a researcher did ngt need such.å'pir'".i classification,
a si¡ple post-session self=rating of social. skill is a

good altern4tive to the longer¡ more general inventory

for ê seI!-.rated secrral skitl measure.

Ln this study, only one kind of, other-rated measure

was used.- Peer judges rathef than !'expertrr or trained
judges were ug,ed to rate the partÍcipantsf social skill.
The success of thÍs strategy is indic¿,ted by the signifir
c4nt correspondence between the ratings of these peer

judges and the extent tolwhich a parti.cipant v¡as liked
by Lris or her partner.- I{hite one could argue that
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being liked by others is not the sole outcome of success-

ful social performance, it is certainly primary for many

people. Il7ithin a college sample in particular, the ability

to generate liking is a defensíble validity criterion for

social skill measures. Partner rating of liking, used

here as a validity criterion, deserves to be tested further
as an index of social skill in its own right. Meanwhile,

peer rating is recommended as a useful and valid, though

expensive, method of obtaining an other-rated measure of

social skil1.
Activft 'l'eVe1

The relationship of activity level to social skill

r^¡as confirmed in this sLudy. The effect was seen chiefty

in measures of verbal- activity. Speech duration was the

strongest behavioral variqble in the constellation of

activity-relevant behaviolîs. These results replicate

earlier studies (ÇlaSgow & Arkolritz, Lg75; Pilkonis, L977b)

demonstrqting a strong link between araount of speech and

social skÍll " The onlv othen index of verbal activitlz

which emepged as i4portant was the nunber of statements

(excludivrg Answers to questions) made by a p¿rticipant.

The redundancy between number of statements and overall

ti'rne Spent speaking waS qo s.ubstantial that the importance

of the StatelBents va::,iahrle was ecl jpsed in the .multivariate

methodology,
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The speech duration index was shown in several findings
to be hiqhly influenced by the partner. It was shown that
participants who were paired with females had higher amounts

of speech than those who spoke to males. If women, through

their behavior or their stimulus value, elicit hiqh

amounts of speech, then partnen gender should be controtled
in future studies.

In other evidence that partner behavior affects speech

duration, speech duration was highly predictable from the

complex of p4rtner behaviors. In a more specific finding,
dyads containing two skilled peo-trle had .more even speech

durations than dyads of low skÍl1 participants. In order

to make ss.nse of these results, individual-based tests and

dyad-based tests must both be considered.

Si'nce both silence and simultaneous speech are rare
events in conversation (,faffe & Feldstein, I97O) , the

amount one person talks bears an a-l-most arithmetic rela-
tionship to the amount of speech by the other person.

This is seen empirically in the present data, where the

correl,atiþn between the speech duratipns of partners

a.r¡eraged -."74, Someone whose partner talks little will
naturally- tend to increase his o¡ her speech. Since high

anounts of speech are assoÇj"ated v¡ith high skill ratings,
the 4ssignnlent of a low--sr¡eech p4rtner could inflate a

peçsonl's skill rati'ng. Yet, such lopsided conversations

tended tA occur i.n dyads where both participants \^iere
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rated relativel¡g unskilled. This seems to be a ceiling on

the linear relationship between speech amount and social

skilt. It is possible that/ among oeople with adequate

speech amounts, ski1l at qetting the other person to

talk ls important. The precise mechanism at work here

r¡¡ilI only be ascertaíned using statistical methods which

can account for both individual and dyad behavior.

Kraemer and Jacklin (1979) , using the example of
sex difference research, have outlined one such technique

whích is applicable to simple factorial designs with a

single dependent variable. Their technique involves

estfmating the dependencv between partners prior to testing
for group effects. This technique could not be applied to
the data Ín the present study because of the number of
variables and the absence of a clear and valid wal¿ to

creqte low= and high-skill groups prior to testing.
Since speech ameunt was found he::e to be related to both

individual and dyad 5s¡¿r¿ior¡ i't would be an excellent
candid4te as, a dependent variable in a factorial desiqn

usfng Kraemer and Jacklints r4ethod. An observer-rated

social ski'll index would be needed for assignment to

skill groupsr so +" yryg- pretesting wourd be necessary to

generate the factorial structure"

There has been much diversitll among researchers in
selecting an operational definition of quantity of speech.
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The present studt¡ employed four different indices ¡ time

spent speaking, number of speech episodes, frequencles of
various tlzpes of utterances, and the frequency of silences

in the dyad. Some measures used by other researchers

were not employed here. For example, no word-based measure

of speech 4mount was used. Arkowitz et al. (1975) used a

simulated social situation in which counting words was

easier and made more intuitive sense than in the present

study. hlord counting for a conversation task of the length

employed here would be very difficult" If a word-based

measure were des-ired, one coul.d count words f,or random'l.I2

sampl-ed utterances and then count utterances to y.ieId an

approxirnate words per resÐonse or total words index. The

role of wgrd number in sociql skill- has been neither
confirmed nor denÍed in the present study and may be worthy

of furthe.r investigêtion. þlhether a wordrbased or a tir¡e-
based measure of speech amount is chosen wil1, however,

re4a,in largely dependent on which best fits the task at

hand and eq-ui.pment availablen

Jn the pfesent study,, feW nonverbal behaviprs were

found be he irrlportant in sÇcial skl:ll, Only the social
anxi-ety. Jneasure rel-ated to nonverbal actiwity¡ less

anxious. people nod<1ed thej'r heads more frequentlv tha,n

di'd people Í'dentiflz.i¡nq theqselves as soci.allv anxi'ous"

I¡f mor:e indices of nonverbql behavion had been rated ¡

the findirgs may have contq.-r.rned a more balanced proportion
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of verbal and nonverbal predictors of social skill.
Another possibilíty is that nonverbal behavior exerts its
interperson influence through communicating specific
meaning rather than through its sheer amount.

Overconcern \^Iit:h 's,e,f f

It was hvpothesized that unskilled people would be

shown to d.emonstgate excessive self-attention and reduced

attention to others, a constellation labetled here as

overconcern with self. This hlzpothesis was tested both

observation¿lly and experimentally (by manipul-ating

attention direction).

Itihen attention direction behaviors \^/ere related to

the three Self-¡sr¡6t¡ inventories, no relationships were

found" People evaluating themselves as shy, socially
anxiou's , or lonel-y did not appear to be excessively

selfroriented. This is a surprj'sinq result for the

shyness measure, since Zi4bardo, the developer of the

inst¡ument, lalzs heavy enlphasis on overconcern v¡ith self
in his theo::izing on shvness.

I¡Ihen r4tings of the specific obgeryed situation
\^/ere related to attenti on variables,, relatilonships were

found which both supported and contpadi.cted the hvpothesis.

Inlhethe.r social skill was bei'ng judged b1z the participant

himself or by- jndependent r4ters BAde ¿ decisive difference.

l¡7hen independent juciges did the rating, those participants

who referred often to their partne.izs \,vere judged as skillful,
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consistent with the hypothesis. On the other hand, people

who rated themselves as skillful were found to have a

high frequency of broth self-references (contrary to the

hypothsis) and questions (consistent with the hypothesis).

As discussed earlíer, these results provide valuable

information regardinq different modalities used to rate
global social skill. The findings also compel us to
consider that there may be several dimensions of social
skill. one dimension mar¡ be the abilitv to cause others

to feel good. A second dimension malz be the abi]ity to
create a positive impression of oneself. Tn the present

research, the partner-directed behaviors would relate to
the first dimension; the serf-directed behaviors to the

second dimension.

The attentional effect hypothesized here stressed

only one of these theoretical diBensions of skill. Further,
the operatipnalization used here of tlyo dimensions tended

to pose then As antithetical to one another. Other-

directed s.kil1 courd be orthogonal to selfrfocused skill
(that i's, skill at the first could be uncorrelated with
skil1 at the second),

P¡svious theoretl'c¿1 and. empi¡r*c41 work has pointed

to the i¡4portance of çther-dí'rected eye gâze as an index

of attention to partner and as En irnportant behavior in
sociul skil1. Yetr ño gaze variables reached significance

in the present study. Three explanations for this absence
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of a gaze-social skill rel-ationship present themserves.

first, previous work on the importance of qaze may have

been based excessively on supposition. second, the confi-
guration of gaze patterns, and not the overall amount or

freguency of gaze, may be important in social skill. It
is unfortunate that this could not be successfully inves-

tigated here by sequential methods. Third, the methodology

used here may have been insufficiently precise in recording

the amount and frequency of gaze. Data on inter-rater
reliability¿ not gathered here, would increase confidence

in the accuracy of this gaze recording, but would not

eliminate the possibility that raters were both guessing

in similar fashion"

Virtually the only way to circumvent the methodoloqy

problem in recordíng ongoing behqviors is to círcumvent

the hu'rnan recorderi automate the recording. This is
accomplished easily with speech recordinE. Jaffe anC

Feldstein (r970) t for example, used individual microphones

to activate a device which punched holes in a continuously-
mov'rng pApef tape. The qutg.nation of gaze recording,

howêver, i= a lllajor obstacle to thi-s kind of research.

Instruments like the puillometer preciSely detect gaze

direction" Such devices surround their human subjects in
machinery, however, naking llnaturallt socÍal interaction
impossible. Th+*s. is a formidqble probleq whose solution
may have to await the development of new technology"
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The experimental test of attention direction in social

skill failed to produce results. The directions to the

"manipulated" participants produced no discernable change

in the attention-relevant behaviors of qaze, guestions,

and amount of talk about the partner, It thus appears

that the directions were not sufficientl-r¡ potent. The

directions used replicated those used b1z Hatvany, Souza e

Silva, and Zimbardo (Note 4). In that research, significant
group differences were found using the content of a video-

taped speech as an outcome measure. Shy people who were

specifically instructed to attend to the speech overcame

their previous deficits at speech recal1.

The present experÍment differed from the Hatvany et al.
study in two respects, First, the dependent variable was

actual social- behq.vÍor, either .meas-ured directly or through

judges!, ratj'ngs" Secend, the change from self-attention
to other-attention was more difficult here than in the

Hatvany et aI" study, whe::e the lrother" was not a live
pe.rson. .In this study, gocial beha,vior had to take place

concufrently with attention to the other person. Said

another way¡ participants in this study had to deaf with
a person who talked back, asked questions, and otherwlse

put them "on the spotill' The single instruction r¡as

probably not pOwerful enough to overr:ide the self-conscious-

ness occ4sioned. by the presence of a live partner.
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Given the apparent need for a more powerful influence

on direction of attention, future investigation of this
hypothesized factor in social skitl malz require a different
method of study. One possibility might be to actually
conduct intensive multiple-session training. on attentÍon.
For example, unskilled people could be coached via a

bug-1¡-¡he-ear device while engaging in social interactions.
Time-series analysis of interactions could be used to
detect an effect due to the attention direction coaching.

Adaptation to others

The hypothesis that skilled people adapt more closely
to others than do unskilled people \^/es only supported bV

results on one behavior: duration of speech. Time spent

speaking was shared fairly egually in skitled, less equally
in mixed, and uneqrrally in unskÌlled dyads, This result
should be inter:pgeted with caut j'on: the signif icance lever
was slightly over the conventional, cut-off for interpre-
rqtaion and no suitable cross-vêì.lidation sample was available.

Assuming the effect is rea1, it could reflect either
adaptation to the other or reciprocity in speech. I¡Iithout

A series of data points, it i.s inpossjìble to distinguish
adaptation fr:om reciprocity. An alternative way to study

adaptatÍen to partner woul d be to divide the conversations

into thi:ee olr more seqmentso. rf behaviors r^/ere talried pen

segnent, then partner correspondence could be plotted
over time, This v¡ould allow the adaptation process to
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be viewed more clearly and perhaps allow investigators

to differentiate the adaptor from the adaptee.

Patterns of b,e'hav;ior

sequences of behavior could not be studied as planned

because the behavior samples were too short to afford
meaningful analysís. Analysis of behavior seguences in
interacting pairs requires a long conversation sample

for the speech and gaze behaviors of interest here. A

large number of data points are required when the number

of behavior codes is rarge or when the sequences of interest
are complex. Both of these cqnditíons were present in
this study and utterâncê-êrrd qaze, a behavior of considerable
theoretical import, could not be studiecl.

The dat4 gathered here did, however, allow a view

of joint behaviops and, therefore/ aff,orded some very
tentatiVe conclusions" The resujts corroborated the
associration between skilr and amount of speech. These

data also indicated a strong behavioral- dependency

betleen interacting people.

or factofs affectin the soci sk'i1J.-behavior f indÍh S

There are five major factors rvhich have potential ly
obscured f j:ndings ln this studr/" Three of these are

aspects of the investigation process: reriability, recruit-
mentn and demand characteristics of the observationql
situatton. Another two factors are aspects of natural
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social behavior: normative intra-Person dependencies among

behavior classes and the inter-dependence of interacting

people.

Relia,bility. The inter-rater reliability of the

frequency measures used ranged from '72 to '97 ' Variables

with lower reliabilities had diminished power in the data

analyses, since they owed a good portion of their variance

to rater behavior. Tn this study, the power of the variables

Dominance, Statements, Affirmations and SilenceS was

hampered because of borderline reliabilities. It is

possible, then, that these would have emerged more strongly

as behavioral aspects of soclal skill had they been coded

more rel j'ably. The general speech and gaze variableS were

not tested for ínter-rater reliability and their power

may have also been depleted by inaccuracy in recording. It

is noteworthy., though, that the rrost important social

skitl-related behavior, speech Durationf came from this

unasseqsecl group of variables'"

.Rec:ruitment" There was a difference in self-reported

-'--.."....---_l-oneliness between psychology- class members who agreed to

particip¿te in the cQnvers4tiong and those who did not

partiìclpate. This dj fference may have been due to chance

samPli'ng op 4ay reflect a self-selection effect" If the

Iatter is the case, some qf thoSe \,fjìth problem l.oneliness

stayed out of, the study. Since the nature of the conver-

sation study.wEs clearly explained on the telephone, it
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is Iikely that such differential self-selection represents

a social avoidance phenomenon. Social avoidance (a hypo-

thetical aspect of social skill deficit) probably took

place outside the observational bounds of the study. The

loneliness measure, showing virtually no relationship to

behavior in this study, may be an instrument sensitive

to social avoidance.

Several strategies could be employed in future research

to capture the avoidance effect. Careful records of

particip4tion refusal and failure to show up for the

session could further confii:rn a self-selection effect.

In order to açtual1)z capture the behavio.r o.f difficult-

to-recruit people for observation¡ âh experimenter could

use unobtrusiye nethods like partlc jtpant-observation,

albeit at some sacrifice of experimental control " Exami-

nation of the behavi'or of socitally ayoidant people is a

challenql.ng task requirj'ng a good deal of inventiveness.

"Demand c'hafact'eristie s.. The physical sÍtuation in

rhi"h;;;" ."*;; may have exerted powerrur

cues elicit!'ng nornal socr'al behavioro People were

seated quite cloÇe together, nearl¡¿ facing one another.

Participants knew the¡r'were going to gtay thetre for ten

minutes:. Short of flight (requesting to withdraw), there

wqs little choice but to talk to the other person. There

may.thus have been an environmental pregs to interact

more activety than'might normally occur" In f.acL, the
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original plan to unobtrusively videotape participants

before they thougrht the "experiment" had begun had to be

abandoned because there was so much spontaneous interaction

in the laboratory room.

Arkowitz and his colleagues have found repeatedly

that practice dating is an effective treatment for the

social skills deficit manifested b1z minimal dating behavior

(Arkowitz, L977) . One explanation for this effect is

that people become more skillfu1 with practice in situations

to which they do not regularly expose themselves. The

practice dating treatment hag not, however, been aSsociated

with increqses in judged skill. A second interpretation of

the i'rnprove¡qent in dating behavior is thatf once in the

situation, people behave close to normally. A similar

phenomenon in the present study may explai n why so few

social 
,:Ottts 

defrcits were identrfref.

'{ntra behavÍor de endencies. $ome behaviors

are mutually exclusiye" Tn Such casesr âfl increase in one

behavior causes ¿ decre4se in the other. l4utually exclusive

behavi.ors are easy tq anqly'ze and underst4nd, as their

effect on ene anpther +js Siryple. Other behavior c4tegories

have a nuch rnqre complex relationship with one another.

An exarople frçm this study.r,vilt serve to highlight the

analy-tical proble¡s caused by a sgnplex inter*behavior

dependency, speech and gaze are not 'mutually exclusive¡

one can talk and lo9k at solneone simultaneously. Neither
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are these behaviors exclusively co-occurring: one looks

white talking as well as while not talking. Speech and qaze

are dependent, however: people look while listening much

more than white talking (Kendon I L967), The amount of

other-directed gaze, then, is normatively negatively

dependent on the amount of speech, Both a high amount of

speech and a high amount of gaze were hypothesized to

be manifestations of high social skil1 " Detection of

both effects was difficult, in part, because the two

behaviors incompletely suppress one another. The afore-

'mentioned absence of oJaze finclings in this study may be

due to its link to speech.

The dependency between speech and gaze is used as an

example because of its relevance to the present research

and because the nature of the dependency is well known.

There çould be ntany such intra--person behavior dependencies

yet ta be de4onstrated, Social skills reseafchers can be

alent to s.uch dependencies by.staying in touch with the

Iiterature on the molecular study of nornal social behavior

(Duncan & Fiske , 1977 ¡ .Iaf fe & Feld.stein, l-970) , Such

dependencÍes can obscure i4portant effects qnd may'require

sBecl'al analytical techniq.ues.
'''

.I.nterpartner dep'ende y. The data in this study

.r"uri 
'interdependency 

of people

engaged socially with one another:o Since both meqbers of

the dyad were allowed to interact freely, the inter-
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partner dependency could occur much like it. does in

everyday Iife.

Overall, a person's behavior \^las more hiqhly related

to his,/her partnerts behavior than to his,/her own social

skills scores. This interpersonal dependency in social

behavior is so strong that social- skill-behavior relation-

ships became difficult to dlscern. The fact that rela-

tively few social skill-behavior relationships were found

in this and other studies is undoubtedly due, it larqe

part, to this dependency between interacting people.

The extent of the inter-partner dependencv in the

present investigqtion reveals the fundamental error in

individual-based thinking about social behavior. Each

indi'vidual brings his or her own behavioral ::epertoire

to the social situation. Once in that situation, howeve::,

the behavior of two interacting oeople can best be des=

cribed as reciprocall_rr causative. Rather than trying,

perhaps in r¡ain, to remove partner influence from subjectst

behaviorr researchers could address themselves to the

interaction itself. To study- an indiwidual characteristic

liìke soci'al skifl i'n the context of a conlplex interactive

system is di'fficult and confusing. one developmenL in

future research might fnvolve foregoÍng the individualistic

frame qltogether, studyinq successful and unsuccessful

dyads.
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Implica,t,ions fg_r soc:ia'l sEilI's lra'ining
The applicabitity of this research to social skills

training is limited by several factors. First of all,

the current findings were derived from an existing group

with no known social problems. It is not known how the

social skill levels of the low-skill designates in this

sample would compare to those in a sample of college

students seeking help for their social problems. Further-

more, the role of many behaviors in social skill deficit

may ha,ve been overlooked because of aforementioned demand

characteristics, interpartner dependency, and so on. Still,

the present study stimulates some thought about the

enterprise of socl.al skilIs training.

There are two aspects to soci41 skills training:
(1) behavi'ors to be changed, and (2) the process by which

di'fferent beha.vior is produced. l4any studies of social

ski'lls traininE have foçused on the second aspect, how

behaviors are learned. Tv¡entyman and McFall (Lgl5) have

b.roken doWn the training into its corrtpenents and evaluated

whi:ch cgmbl*nation of learnj'rng methodg best leads to behavior

change.

The sma1l nurBber of effects denonstrated in the present

study suggests that a siryilar nethqd might be tried on the

behavì'.ol's which are taught in sqclal skil1s training,

Amount of s.peech w¿s' strongly associ:ated wi.th social skil1.

It could be, then, that social skill-s training programs
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could achieve their ends by teaching people to increase

their speech. The increments in outcorre added when addi-

tional behaviors are taught could be assessed as in the

Twentyman and McFaIl study.

Much remains to be learned about the behavioral

components of social skiIl. Researchers of social skills

training could add va1uable information about socíal

skill as a construct by crÍticatly evaluatJ:ng the teaching

of behaviors whose relatLon to social skill has not yet

been empiric¿Ily dernonstrated,.
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LTTERATURE REVIE\^]

The social behavior Of hrm'an beings has alWays been rega-rded as

an irn¡nrtant aspect of, hunan psyclology" Yet, this fanilier aspect of

life has rarely been directly studÍed. The very fanilÍaritlz of the

subject area has çrerLnps contributed to its neglect. Recently' tvo

research trends have energed wkrose ainÌs are tç understand hrrtran socÍal

i¡rteraction ¡¡þre fully. The fjrst. is the qtüdy of nonverbal com'nuni-

cation. I¡teresÈ in the djrect study of hr¡nan gqcial i¡teraction has

also come from the advent of spci-al skirls training as a clinical

intervention.

Social skÍlls rese¿rchers initiallv tLcught that there Were

obvious behaviors indicative of sOcial- ski.Il. tnpiriçal v¡crk has

failed to confirn that behaviors decided upqn g PI¡g:-l by the researchers

'¡ere indeed indicative çf social skill as m@sured by other neans'"

$ome studies have found only a snall minoritr¡ of the g Priori

i:eha.viqrs dffferentially in socially skilfed and unskilled people

(Arkowitz, Licht*rgÈein, )4ccorrer_n, & Hines, L975; Glasgow A Arkowitz,

L975¡ l4andel e SLrrauger, Note 1) " Othefs have failed to confirm

the signffÍcance of an;¡ qf the tested behaviors (Borko'wec, Freischnenn

& Caprto, 1973; Borko.vec, Stone, OtBrie¡ & Kaloupelc , Ig74). Globat

judgments of social ski1l have dífferentiated criteriçn gÉouPs

better than specific behaViors (Arko,witz et al. , I915i l'landel ç

Shraugerr }Ipte 1) 
"

Slig,htfy .mere seccess in enr¡nerating the s¡æcifiç topggraphy

of social ski}l has been net jrr studies uqÍng assertiveness, a

restricted definition of sociat skill, Eisleç' ,¡{rller and Hersen

(1973) found thAt h6tf of the behayiops initially coded as indices
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of assertiveness did, in fact, covêry lyith judgments of overall

assentiveness. Ttris result is hardly surprisingr as the construct

of assertiveness is specific as to what assertive behaviors look

like (f .e., clearly audible speech, elze contact, refusing unreasonable

requests/ etc.). The broader cencept of social skill cannot, at

this point, be so specific.

The aim of the pres"ent reviery is to develop an understarrding of

the behaviors c-omp:ising social skill, Ttre prablem appears deceptively

simple. T{e l<tov thnt pegple differ arrÐrrg thenìselves in their skill-

fulness in social inte¡action. TLre nr-¡s.t stralg'htfprward approach

vould be tq identify socially skilled and unskilted people and then

to loqk at wþt they do dlfferently. Ttre tvp tasks involved here are

actually cornplicated. The first task in pgcial skills research is

the developnent of devices by which people can be identified as

skilled or tmskllled. The s.econd task is to examine in detail the

cha-racteristics of theqe people. The present pqper revis¡rs these

tv¡¡ tasks i¡ turn. Part I discusses glqþal classífication methods"

Part rI reviews the surrrent research findlngs on vûrat specific

behaviors cqnstÍtute social skill.

Pa"rt Ii GroÞal ÇraFsiflcatiol

Socia1 skill can be defined as the abi'Iity, to function effectively

in social interactions" SocÌally skilled peogle u¡s gonfortable with

others and behave in a manner facilitating nrutual=ly satisff ing inter-.

personal exchang.e.. The above definitiqn includes. ttrp aspects of

social skitl; the subjective (i.e., feelings of comf,grt) and the

objective (i.e., overt behravior and its effects on çther peçple).
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Researchers in social s Jill have usually employed only one of these

aspects in the classification of their research particípants.

Subiective Aspæts of Soclal Skill

A personts subjective feeling state jn social situations is

one aspect of his or her social skill. Various constnrcts have

been employed whr-ich describe subjective social distress; social

a,nxiety, shlzness, and loneljness.I Tho" are differences in enphasis

afiÐng these three co.nstructs; the arxiety- cOnStfuct has a fær/

arousal ønphasis, shyness connotes heçitancv- and self-consciousness,

and loneli¡ess is: a feeling of a¡rartness fro,.tl others:, There is

probably, lowever, a h¡rgh redundancy an¡lng these three constructs,

but nx¡st studies Lrave ønplÇyed only one Qf the consÈructs and thus

faited to assessr the degree of overlap. T\':¡c studies, however, have

found social anxiety and shlmess to be highly associated (¡4andet a

Shrauger, Npte 1; Pil-kp.nis, L977b). ênother strong contrnnality is

tllat people who re¡r¡gt any of the zubjective states of social

anseity, shyness, or loneliness aLsQ re¡:?rt that the¡z age socíally

nnskilled (Jones, Nqte 7; t4artinez & Edelstein, IlOte B; Zj¡nþardo ' L977) "

Because subjective distress is q priyate event, it must be

assessed by self=rep?rt metlrpds. These inslfræents. are paper 9¡d

pencil questionna,ires rnÍrich ask the suþject about hislher social

interactions" \rpicallyr guestìons about the subjectts freguency of

Some gesearcheps have treated Social, arxiety and sçciAl skill as
se¡rarate G)nstructs (Conger, ItTal-la¡der, I'Vard & ¡4arriotaf Note 9).
Tn the present ¡evÍew, however, social anxiety is discussed as
a subconcept of social skill deficit. The covert and overt
aspects of sOcial arxiety are thu5 discussed in sepa.rate sections
along with other corres¡nndÍng social ski] I subconcepts. Nc
effort is rrade to retain the integríty of the social anxiety'
construct"

t
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social j¡teractions (and feelings ahnut the frequmcy-) , i;ris/lner social

behavior, and his/her feelings wh-ile in social sltuations are asked.

Frequently used i¡struments are ltratson and Friendrs (1969) Social

Avoidance and Distress. Scale and Fear of Negative Evl-auation Scale,

TLre UCI,A Ïoneliness Scale (Russell, Pep]au, & Ferguspn, 1977), and

the Stanford Shlznes-s Survey (Zinbardo I 1977). The specif,íc properties

of each of these instr-unentg are ngt discussed here, as' sev€ral

comprehensive reviews docrmenting their psychometric properties are

avaílable elsev¡here (Arkowitz , Ig77 ¡ He¡sen & Bellack, 1976) "

There is not a one-.to-one relatienship between self-repprted

socÌal difficulty- and'n"ere objectiv-e EJ-obal .measures of social

skill. Borkovec et al, (1973) fpunA no relationshi*o between self-

rated arxiety and overt a,nxiety signs (trernbling lcrees and go e.1 .

OrBa¡ion and Arkowitz (1977) for:nd that peopte vfrro re¡nrted thsnselves

to be h-ighly- soci4lly anxious received ratings of 1o¡¡¡ social skill

by their ¡nrtners i¡ oçnvefsation" Self-re.,æftec1 shv people were

seen by obsen¡ers as being npre anxious, less friendly, less assertive,

and less relaxed than their non-shy countertrnrts" Several studies,

hornzer¡er, haye shown that socially anxÍous and lone1y people evaluate

their own secial perfor¡nances as p?or/ but that independent judges

do not necessarily see these people as sacially i¡competent (Clark

& Arko'r¡¡itz, 1975¡ Curran, t{allander & Figchetti, Note 3; Jones, Note 7).

The independence of s.ublective secial distress and objectively judged

social sklll as also been denonstrated by several treatment studies

which re¡nrted tlnt clients impr-oved on subjectivel-y- felt anxiety,

but not on objectively evaluated social skills (a¡kowitz, Hinton, Perlr

& Himadt, t9B0; byce & Arkowitz, L97B).
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TWo studies have exa ined the relatiçnship between dating frequency

and self-reported sqclal aru<iety, sho.wing contradictory findings.

o'Banion and ArkowiLz (L977) foirnd no dÍffererìces in dating frequency

between high- and low-arxious groups. l4artjnez and Edelstein (Ilcte B),

on the other hand, found that high- and low-frequency daters differed

on self-re¡nrted social arxiety, In sup¡nrt of the latter finding,

the tvçq treatrnent studies cited earlier (Arkov¡tz et 41", 1980; Royce

c Arko.witz, I97B) for:nd a co-occurrance of social activity increqse

and a¡xiety decreqse wiËh their treatm.ent progÉenq

There is not a cl-ear patter-n to the reg,ults just. cited. û'le

can only conclude that sarnetimes subjecti'vely felt dr*sco-mfort

tead,s to observable disruption i¡ social behra¡¡íqr and sometimes it

does not--Ïnrdly an inforrrnaliye conclusion. Øe reAsOn for these

contradictory fj¡dings naV be that tlrB InssíbJ.e grocesses are operating.

Subjective social distress Íìay be eithef an Accurate res¡nnse to

one!,S trÐAr SOclat S"kill- or it nny indicate a tendency tO r¡-rderestimate

one's soclal skill. Curran, I¡Tallander, and Fischetti (Note 3) found

tvo such groups. i¡ their study. l4ost spcial- skills studies,

however, cannot detect these two grpups because their employ sirnple

sr¡r¡ned scores. Fesults may thus depend on whether a given stud¡'

sample included flpre IÐer performers Qr lTpre underestilnators"

A second mettp-doloqical- problq¡ which n.ray contribrrte to the

poor corres¡nndence between self,-repBfted soclal difficulty and

obser.vable skill deficit is the situqtional nature of spcial difficult¡',

People have troubte in E wide vqriety çf different situations, and

a probl-en situation for one person nay be an easy one for someone

else (eryant & TroÌrerr 1974; Zj¡bardo I Ig77). Vlhether or nQt
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someone relÐrting social dtfficulty is judged ag befng behaviorally

incrcmpetent thus depends on whether the objectiy'e assessTìerìt situ4-

tion happens to be one vf:ich that perison fi¡ds difficult.

Änother possibility is that subjective shyness, anxiety'r ot

loneliness affects overt social behavior, but not in a way which

affects global ratinEs by observers. Instead qf retaining a¡

implici! requirernent tnat subjective ¡e¡rprt sf dtfficulty corres¡nnd

with objectively-judøed diff,iculty, we should adopt 4n open-ended stance.

We might simply ask hov shy, q¡xlous., or lone1y people act in social-

situations:. Subjectir¡e difficulty nray'pro_ve tq be assoc+'ated with

a discrete behavior patter:n having inco"nplete oyerlap with observable

globà1 social skill deflcit.

O. bjective aspects of,Social Sklll
Social skill can alæ be defined and mpasured by objective

methpds. A secpnd person can observe and rate the subject 5>erçnrs

social behavior. Ttre observer rnay be a long-standing friqrrd of the

subject, or a speci¡ally-ønployed rater who has. no direct contact with

the subject. The lpst colnrnnly used objective method for globàl

social skills classification is to set up a social gituatfon in

a pl4ce where Videotaping or obser.va.tio.n is ¡nssìJrle, The interaction

can be an interview, a rgle-played situation (or ge4Íeg of situations)

or a.n unobtrusiyely staged situation, These procedures dif,fer

anong themselves as tg the specífícyt of the sttuqtion, the perceived

ar,tificiality of the pfocedure, and the particípantst ]crowl-edge of

being observed. For o<ample, the Situation Test (Rehrn 6 f,þrston,

1968) pgesents a serigg af, terì sitrratfons by audiotape. The
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trprticÍpant listens to the descriptign gi-ven ty'' tape and then

res¡nnds as if he or she were actuall1z in that situaÈion. IrI

this test, the situations are specific, the proceduge is perceived

as clearly artificial, and the subject is: a\^Jare of being observed.

A contr¿sting procedgre has been used b1. $4andel and SLrrauger (note 1) ,

Mel-nick (1973) and Pilkonis (1977b). participants wefe unobtr-usively

observed i¡ a taiti¡g rqom where a second personf a confederate of

the ocperimenter, vas pfesent., In this asses.g4ent têSkr the situation

is somewhat nonspecific and mininelly artificial, wilh observ4tion

putside the participants I' awareness.-

In al1 these assessnent prgcedures,' obsegvers rate the participants

on their overall levels of social skill. The observers may be

lltxperts" like rnental health p@fessionals, spcial skills reseqrchers

of tay people trained in detection of social skills. thelz naY

atso be r:ntrai¡ed lay people vfrro are peers of the subjects being

rated. Unti] ÍÐre iË ]arown about tJre properties of spcial skill,

reliance on hlzpothetical expertise in this area is groundless. Iü3

studies com¡nrinE the accuracy of trained and untrained judges have

been c''onducted. In the face of th-is dearth of empirical data, iudges

stpuld be chosen wþ are roughly repçesentative of the social judg-

ments of real consequence to the subjects. Thus, mental health

prqfessionals sLpufd be e¡Ip1oy€d to ludge the gçcial skills of

Lrospitalized psychiatric Patients. In npst cases, however, the

snpl-olzment of peer judgeg approxi¡qqtes real lrrrrld social evaluation

processes (xazdin, L977), and is thegefçre the preferable procedure.
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These staged social situations are often used as a means of

both assessíng globâl social skil-Is and discovering the behavioral

com¡nsition of social skí1l. The degiree to v¡hich these artificial

situations mi¡nic real llfe situ4tions has theref,.ore been a matter of

some concer-n. Unfortunately, the corres¡nndence between different

tlzpes of rgle-play (IWent:anan ç tlcFall , 1975), role-play and

interview (Bellack, Hersen, & llUrnerr l97B) and role-play and

natnralistic observation (BellEckf Hersen & þrnpp,rski, I979i

Bellack, Hersen & Turner, L979) has been consistently low* It

thefefore sesns desifable to constr-uct agsesqnent siluations Which

are cçnsistent with everlzday social interaction and to emplol' several

guch situations in the assessnent of social skil]. The j¡rclusion

of ser¡eral assess-nent situations ís particularly cricial, as some

tlpes of social skills deficits rny only a.ppear in selected situations:

(Hersen & Bellack I 19-76) .

Ag presented above, the globat judgment procedure for assessing

sOcial skills is relativety simple. Observers v¡atch someorre in

social interaction and then decide on the adeor:acy of his or her

performance. A complex elaboration sf this procedure has been

proposed by Goldfriend and DtZurilla (1969) as a prelude to sqcial

skills tr:aining. These authQrs proçnsed a multÍ:stage pirQcess

inv-olving constructiCn of a list of problen siLuatlon5r based on

interviews \^7ith mgrlþers Cf the target Snpulatfgn, A different group

of pepple generate ¡nssible responses to those prablen gituatfonst

which are judged o,n their adequacy by yet Another group. Ttre end

result of this process is an assesgnent device feflecting the
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judqment of several gr:oups within a. ¡nrtículqr locale. The

assence of the procedure, though, is the Infornaf judqment of,

"others!'. A rnajor dif,ference between this procedr.:re and tJ:e simpler

one presented above is that this procedure i¡volves judgiment of the

adequacy of v¡ritten v.erbal responses, whereas the fprmer procedure

judges agtual verbal and nonverbal beha¡¿Íor. Use of Goldfried and

DrZurillars syster¡ requires a rn4jor expenditure of ef,fort which must

be repeated foç each t¿rget ¡nprrlatien, lts inrpracticality has

jrnpeded widespread adoption. (It has been used in trp studies,

to the credit of those investigators; Glags, çotürÌan c Shmu,rak , 1976¡

Gotdsrìith & McFalI , L975,) ItÊ greatest usefulness .filay be as a

means of constructing self-retrÐrt instrunents which correlate well

with observed behavior.

A trrr*rd, perhaps nBre natural, way of obtajrring olcservers'

judgments is to simply'record the behravior of people interacting witJ:

the ¡rerson being ass.ess,ed. Líbet and Lewinsçhn (f973) recorded the

social behnvior of group interactants. If qther Efoup m.sidcers

res¡nnded positively to nxrst of the subjectls behaviors, then that

person was classified as socially skilled, ifhis sy'sten is based

on observable beha.vipr, but awids specÍficatisn of the topography

of socially skitled or unskilled behavipf. It ls the only assessmsrt

approach which Lras used a personls ef,fect on o-thegs to assess his,/her

social skil1.

Di.rect obsegva.tign qf behavior is incref,singly seen as a degi.rable

assessnent nodafity. The disadvantEge of these techniques is that

they are time- and effort-consumirig, necessitate specl¿l laboratory'

sessionso and require a coterie of, raters anð,/oç co-interactants"
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Another probl-en wÍth na
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An alternative to the observerst judgment approach is to obtain social

judgrments r,,'hich occur natura-ly in everyday life. There are several

i¡dices of how socially successful someone is. Interagtion frequency

(with the sane or the op¡nsite =*<) r peer rating¿ and ¡npularity
have been used in social skil-Is reseqrch. The adviantage of using

naturally-qccurring social indices is that the social behavior being

judged is free of the dernands of a laborata{ setting, and ranges

over a variety of situatlons. Unf.ortr¡rately, the act of tapping

naturallyrcccurring social judgnents alnpst qlways has been bv

ing sqcial indicators is
thatf like all natural pheno4eno.n, they are confor:nded. Dating

frequency, for e>cample, depends en Írany factors, besides social skil_l:

rncst notably, physical attractiveness (Arkovitz I Lg77). rt is perhaps

fpr th-is reason that nqtu¡al social skills indices have not achieved

widespread use o.utside the res@rch of Arko-rr¡iXz aitC his cçIleagLles,

Yetn their theoretical heterogeneity is offset by the _vqlidity

inherent j¡r naturally-occurring phenomena. TLre deyelopnent of r:nobr

trusive data cqllection methods !1puld p-ignificently add to the

appear of social indicators as rneans of n.raki¡g globál assessnents of

sqcial skitl.
ïn stfinary, theçe are three m.eans by Which a pergen(s ov.erall

socÍal skill level can be assessed, The fifst way'is tq ask the

person himself abo¡t his social functipning, The second is to
ask otheqs abo-ut his Social f,unctioning qfter they haye witnessed

a gample of socia] behravior. A third way- is to use gçmgoner,s
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natural social behavior as a indicator of social- skiIl. In the first

truc irstancesr, social skil1 assessnent is an impressionistic

judgrnent. Hrman judgrnent is, of course, unscientific, but until-

rmre is knor^¡n about the specific behaviors corn¡:2sing social skill,

it is the only alternative. The relqtionship between interaction

frequency 4nd competence in interpersonal occhange needs npre docu-

mentation before intefaction frequency carl be accepted as a valid

index of sqcial skilt. These three globàI mea$ur$Ìent techniques

may have non-redi:ndant relationships. with particular social belraviors"

For ocample, ure could find that self-ascribed shy people only

deviate from norn.nl in gazer that people low in observ.er-rated

social skill sLrow.poor speech quality, ând that people with abnornnally

low sociat activity levels shown lack of i¡itiatíve in conversation.

I{hile it is unlikely ttrat such a distinct pattern will energe, the

relatienship of e¿ch global assessnent technigue to particular

social belraviors stçuld be as.sessed separately.

Part IÏ rs

In Part Ir \d€ diqcussed ways to fprm a surytsry jndex of a personrg

social skill. In Part II, we shall discus.s saciêl skilt in nolecular

terms. Inevitabl¡zn the specific beLraviotrs involved in spcial

competence are those which have proyen to be assOci-ated with some

global i¡dex of sacial skill, Iarowledge about the s.pecific behaviors

crrmprising sqcial skilt is thus gafned tLrrOugh the uSe of imperfect

globat measures, but such is the state of our present research

sophistication,
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Both covert (intra-person) and overt (observable) behaviors

are e;<ami:red in the following sections. While internal processes

are often assrÍned to be the causes of overt behavÍors, no causal

role is desigrnated here. Rather, specif,ic attributes, whethef covert

or overt, are simply examined for theip relatipn to gl-obal indices

of social skill.

Covert Elmqìts af L Sl<ill

The crrvert el-snents thougìt tq be associeted with social skill

largely stem fro:n jnfqrmal thæry about the causes and ¡pintaining

forces of social skill deficit, but only snpifical- fþdings ¡egqrding

these pr-ocesses will be emphasized hef-e. There are three kinds of

covert processes exanined; (1) arousal, (2) cognitiye processes

Iike expectancies and attributions, and (3) pefsOn-enbedded charaç-

teristics like abi-lities and pegsonality attrÍbutes.

ArotiÊat" There are very few studi'es which have measured

physiologicql arougel and attqnpted to relate it to social skill.

All have measuled heaft rate. Schwartz and GotÈnran Q976) measured

heart rate ¡plterns i¡ people classed as high-Or low-assefLiVe.

Non-assertive peopte stro.wed elevated heart rates at the beginning of

a role-playing tasþ, but this decreased tp the levet of the assertive

group as the task proceeded. ngent1zlnan 4nd l{cF¿ll (1975) found that

shy and confident men had equiyalent regting heart rates., The

heart rates of, both Eroupg i¡rcreased during the intefaction tasks

(especially live i¡teraction), but the heart rates: of the shy men

j¡rcreased to siqinificantty higher lev,els. A third study (lnia.rtinez
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ç Edelstej-n, Atr¡te B) failed to detect differences in heart rate

between groups of high-- and lo.w-frequency daters"

The precise relationship between physiotogical arousal and social

ski-l-t is as yet unclear. Ttre evidence cited above i¡dicates that

the pa.ttern of physiological r:espgnding is Rnre likely to covary

with social skill than jndices. of, average arousal (o-verall pulse

rates).

Pattergqn (,f976) propgsed a theofetical of the 5elat'ionship

between arousal and interpersqnal intjrnacy. He noted that a

nunber of studies have shovvn physiolggj'cal arQusal i¡r reg¡:9ns-e to

eye contact (c.f,"¡ LuborskYr glinder, & l4aclcr'¡orthr 1963; NÍchols ç

Cham.¡xress I L97l). Since ey€ gaze has been ttought to be 4 nonverbal

sign of interS>ersonal apprgach (Argyle, 1969), Pattersqn theorized

that everlacne becones aro-used when approached by another pel:Son.

Sone people label their arousaf positively and therefore reciprgcate

the social approach. Obher people perceive theiìr a.rousal as a

negative state and respond by withdrawing fron the interperson¿l

approach (í.e., decreasing their own social approach behaviors).

Sj¡rce lack of reciprpcation and withdrawt are behaViors implicated

in social skí1l deficit, PattersOnls Snttern nra.y describe socially

skilledandunskilledgroups.I{erculdpredictthatsocialllzskilled

and unskifled peçple worrld both shoW increased qrousal at the @in-

ning of a social interactio.n. Socialty unskilled peaple vould then

either show behavioral signs of withdrawl (i.e. I decreasing eYe gaze'

leavinE the gituation) or sho-w continued increqses in p.hysiological

arousal. socially skilled people, on the other ha$d, lould reciprocate
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interpergonal approach and show nrrdulation of their arousal. use of

this theoqf would require furthef research to co.ncr-rrrently gÞ<amine

physiological arousal and owert beha¡¡ior.

Co gnitive proc_e_sfteÉ

evaluation others . The ioqnitive process which has

been nost associated with social- skill defÍcit is an o¡¡erconcern with

being negatively eyaluated by other people. Ttere are three fornÌs

of overconcern; er<-Oectancy that one will be negatively evaluated,

fear of negative evaluatign, and sensitivÍty to negatiye evaluation.

D<pectations f.or a given situation exer-t a powerful influence

over behavior (t{ischel, 1973). Ð<pectancy of success nny exert

even a ryfre powefful influence than pa.st sgccess in that situation

(Mischel, Flcbesorr & Zeiss, L976). Smith and Sarason (1975) have

derX¡nstrated that self-re¡nrted socially anxious: people consider

themselVes r{pre likefy to be negatively evaluated by othefs than

do people lor,v.in social arxiety. U<pectancy of negative consequences

was the nxrst ¡n-werful factqr in intention Lo refuse an unreasonable

request (Fiedler & Beach, J'97B), ând 4ssertive peoole expect .Irore

¡nsitive resfÞnses from others than do n9nas5,ertive peOple (Eislert

Frderikson & Petefson, 1978) ' Further, a treatnrent study Lras shown

that pe9ple who are given positive o<-oectations of the consequences

of assertign change llpre than others in an asçertion training

progran (Loa¡ L97l).

Ttrere is ample evidence from studies erOploying self-r€Port

methods to sug€Íest th4t expectancy- of, negative e-valuatiQn will o<ert

a neg,ative influence on a personrs social beha¡¡ior. There is as

yet little evidence from direct çbservation of, þehâvior that this
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effect occurs. There is some evidence to suggest that this i¡rternal

state rnanifests itself, behaviorally ìn pattern of eye gaze.

E<li¡e and I¡û¡ters (1965) showed that people nade to feel negatively

evaluated by an interyiq/er showed decreases in gaze, and expectation

of negative evaluation nny produce the same gaze av. ersion.

Socially r.mskilled people may alsq be pa.rticularly fearful of

negative evaluatiqn. ThiS notion is so comnpn that one of the nost

frequently us-ed self-¡spo¡t instfrmpnts. is the Feaf of NegatiVe

Evalnation Scale (Vüatsqn a Friend, 1969), Indeed, several investi-

gatoqs þve çepqrted that such fears Are often nentiçned s¡nntaneously

by individuals experiencing social diffiçulty (Gofdsûith & l4cFall,

L975¡ Martinson & Zerfece , ] g70). Ilrrthenrpre, Rirchardson and

Tasto (1975), der¿elppi¡g a nelg self-report techrrtque fçr measuring

social anxiety, found that fear of disapproval and criticign energed

in a factsg analysis ês the r¡pst im¡nrtant facter,

An i¡teregting series of experiments on the role of negative

evaluation fears and friendship pa,tterns. of sociall-y anxious people

has been conducted by Snith and his asgeciates. fn one study,

Smith (1972) found that people high i¡ çociaL arxiety were especþlly

extreme in their asçpciatiçn of similarit¡z and attraction, were

reinforced by statements agreeing w.ith thei.r o!-vn views (nornel people

did not slrow a reinforcenent effect (, and were lTpre strongly i¡flu-

enced by disqgresnent than by agreem.ent. In addition, $nith and

Canpbell (L973) fsund that sqcially anxious. people ar¡oided friendships

where they liked npre than they were liked in retqEn and shrowed an

unusual preference f,or friendships where they liked the other less
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than the other person liked thern. These findings, taken together,

present a picture of the socially arxious person as sorneone particularly

notivated to avoid disapprorral. This research, however, relates

truc urrobservable f4cters, self-reParted anxiety p¡d hypothetical

nptlves. Res.earch linking the relationship between o<cessive fear of

negative evaluatÌon (or disapprov.al) and obsen¡able secial behavior

has not been conducted. FUrtherlrpre, care should be taken j¡r

discussing excessiv,e fear Of negqtive evaluaÍion as engenderative of

social deficity in light of a recent fþding that this fear is

nore characteristic of norn:al people than of psychi4tric pa.Lients

(Pilkonis, FeldÍlan, HirrrnelLroch ç @rnes, Note I0).

Ð<pectatio.n and fear of negative ev¿Iuatio¡r bcth relate to

anticipation of, future sqcial contacts. Sensiti;¡rity of negative

evaluation vdrich has already occurred has been another approach to

ttr-is topic. OtBanion and ArkowÍtz (L977) reported socially arxious

people tq have ¡,pre accurate menories f,of negative tLnn for ¡nsitive

personal feedback. This fj¡ding is consi,stent v/ith Clark and

Arkov¡itz's (l-975) hlzpothesís that socially anxious people selectiyely

attend to negative infor-n.ation about thems-elves. S[ìith and Sarason

(1975) formd that socially arxious people saw a given negative

evalualion as 4tore unfevorable and qe¡nrted feeli¡q vprse about it

than did people loW:in Social arrxiety. Again, these studies related

sensitivity to negative evaluatign and Self-relÐrted arxiety;

neither directly observable. T'he only altenpt to detect the observable

behavioral consequencies qf sensitivity'" to rejectio-n fai-led tO yield

a sigrrificant effect (Mehrebian' 1970).
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Sensitivily to neqative evaluation n1ay- alsq be rnanifested in

gaze. Argyle and Dean (1965) suggested that nmtual gaze (or eye

contact) precipitates a fear of seeing the ::ejection of others,

so that people who are tr4rticularly sensitive to negative evaluation

rnay sholv'av-oidance of mutual q.aze. fhe findlng that other*directed

gaze increases vùren the subject cannet be seen b1z- the other (Argyle,

Ingtra¡n, Alkena & Mccallj¡, L973) suggests that sensitiyity to

beinq obser-ved and evaluated decreqses. çther-directed Eaze. Study

of gaze patterns:¡r-ny- thus proSide evidence aþout both opect-a.tion of

negative ev, aluatie¡ and feaflsensitivity conceçning neg;.tive evalua--

tion. IncorporaÊiçn of gaze into t}is reseaçch Vould o<pand the

v';prk on cogrnitiv.e attributes relAted to negqtive evaluation out

of its'current er<tensive associatio¡ v¡ith the Social a¡xiety construct

and with self-re¡nrt metlrodology.

E*frggl1gt,þl: A second group of cognitive attributes thought

to comprise social skill deficit are those felated to the vrays in

which a person regards herself. Specifically, socially unskifled

people Lrave been thrught to rnake o<cessively negative evaluations

of themsel-Ves:, IrÌake negatLve self-statements, end be er<cessively

preoccupied with thqr¡s_glves.

Ttre tendency for socially unskilled peaple to eyaluate thsnselves

negatively'is ¡elffed to euçectation and {ear of a sjmilar ev4luation

by others. Several studies have indicated that Spcially anxious

people ¡.any times underestjrnate their o.vn perfar.I|ances (Clark c

Arkowitz. 1975; Cufran et al",lücte 3). Angther study i¡v,oh¡ing

lonely crrllege students sho-wed that they rated their ¡rerfogr,nances
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j¡ a conversation \^,orse than their partners did, and rated themselves

sigrníficantly more negatively than did non-lonel-y people (Jones, Note 7).

Self-evaluation is a complo< phenomenon. Rosenthal-, Hung and

Kelley (Note 11) found that evaluqtion of onels own behavior is

based in part on lsrovledge of, the noms used for evaluative tabeling.

Clark and Arkowitz (1975) speculated that socially arxious people

have excessively stringent standards for eval-uating their or,,in

behavior. Arrother study fcund that 9,1oba1 selfrpe¡ception functioned

independently of self-.perception in spefied situations (K. Clark , I|975).

IGnter (f971) has noted that self-r€Irârd is f-unctipnalty independent

of self-criticisn, indicating th4t a given person nray self-evEluate

only in positive situ¿tions Çf only in negalive situptions. FurLher

research on the rol-e of self-evaluqtions in socia,l ski1l deficit

çhould (1) learn the evaluative criteria used by people of differing

social skil-l- level, (2) sepa¡ate globáI self-evaluation from self-

evaluation in specific situations, and (3) deternine not only the

¡nsitiveness/nggativeness ef self-evaluations, but also whether and

in what circi¡nstances these evAluations are s¡nntanqquslv generated.

A pre¡nndrance of negative 'tsel-f-statenents" is algq thought to

cha-racterize people with Ipor sBcial skills. Schr,vartz and Gottr-nan

(1976) showed ttrat unasse:tive peopte rnade fewer positiye and npre

negative self-statements than Assertive people,

In a rare e><pefirnental study. self-stâte{rlent behavio¡ was

directly q4¡ripu1¿ted (It{andel & Shrauger, }Þte 1), The investigators

com¡nred the cqnv€rsatÍ-on behqvior of coltege students induced to

make negative self-state¡nents to the betravior of other læople who
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identified themselves as shy. There \¡¡ere several simil-arities in

the behravior of these tvar grroups; both took a long tirne to i¡itiate
conversation, had low levels of facial o<pressivenegs, and srniled

infrequently. Additfonally, both gïoups were judged by observers

as rnanifesting low levels of ove¡aIl interperggnal skill. The

overlap between the behaViors assgciated with ghlzness, and with covert

self-statement $las not complete, horygver. Shy people, but not

negative Self-staten.Ent people, shoged ¿ lacì< of geS_tufe. Negatiye

self-statenent people, but not shy peode, stçwed gÌall anpunts of

other-directed gaze. The pa.rE1lel-s bet.ween the tvp gEoups, while

nqt conplete, were st¡iking, Ttris study- stnongly suplprts the

idea that a tendency to nake negatiye Self-statements cqntributes to

unskilled socÍal peç-fo¡mance. FUftherlrpre, Blassf Bottrnan, a,nd Shnmrak

(f976) formd that traininq irl replacing negatiVe self--staternents with

¡nsitive o.nes r¡¡as supericr to other folns of secial skills training.

T'he role of negatÍve cowent nonolgure in sociar skill deficit appears,

then, to be a signific4nt one.

The orgnitiVe vafiables discussed abqve gI1 involve fears and

@ncerns about the self. People with pnor social ski1ls seer4 to

slrow [ore of these cro.ncerns than usual. perhap$ alt qf these

cognitive attributeg cen be subsurned under the sjngle cþracteristic

çf overcrcncern wit.h the se1f, Indeed, there i.s ettpirical evidence

tllat o<cessive attention to the setf jnterferes wft¡ the exesution

of, behaviors neÇes-sary to successful perfqqr.nance/ and tlrat excessive

self-attentipn cþractepizes people who identify tae¡ns,erves as shy.
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Þ<cessive attention to the self interferes with perfornnnce by

preventing adeqliate attention to the task at hand. Wine (1971) has

reviewed the test anxiety literature, claiming that self-directed

attentional focus, and not arousal, is the crucial underlying

phenomenon. Other research has s|ror,,n that people experimentally

maniputaLed to self-attend has an increased perception of their ortTn

ongoing snotions (Scheier & Carver, L977), but a decreased accuracy

of perception of the other person (l,undy, 1956). Dis¡nsitional

self-attenders \^/ere unusually sensitive and reacted npre negatively

than others to rejection bv a group (Fenigstein, 1979).

Zimbarilo (1977) ctnracterized shy people as sl¡cwing excessive

self-crcncern, and several studies by Aimbardo and his colleagnres

tnve sup¡nrted this ocntention. Souza e Silva (Note 5) o<¡nsed

self-identified shy peopte to persuasive conrn¡nication. In strnnta-

neous conments, non-shy people mentioned the speaker and the speech

conterrt as reasons for their reactions. Shy people, on the other

fìand, mentioned their or^¡n discomfort and anticipa.tion of theír owr

perfornnnces.

In another series of elçeriments, ttratvany, Souza e Silva and

Zimbardo (Uote 4 ) evaluated m$þry for a speech as affected by

dispositional shlzness and attentional focus. Shy people showed

poor recall of the speech when they felt they wene subjects of

evaluation. This recall deficit did not appear vrhen the shy people

saw themselves as evaluators. (Ttris result is consistent with

Leibling and Shaver's l-973 finding that self-attention is only
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nnladaptive in an evaluative situation.) tr{hen Hatvany et al. mani-

pulated focus of attention, the shlmess dispositional attribute

was overridden: shy people instructed to fosus attention on the

s¡:eech showed everr better recall than normals. Liker¡¡ise, when

norrnal people were instructed to focus their attention on their or,vn

snotional restrÐnses, their recall of the speech dropped to the

levels normally observed in shy people. It appears, then, that the

o<cessive self-attention of the shy person is a ¡nwerfuJ- behavioral

precursor to Snor social performance. I,lhile this relationship

has only been dsronstrated for evaluative situations, IIEmy social

situations are connonly seen as evaluative by shlz people (Zimbardo,

L977). It rønains, however, for self-attention to be investigated

in natural sittrations and for multiple social behaviors to be

assessed.

Both the kind of self-attention (i.e., negative) and the anount

of self-attention have been analyzed as cognitive as¡:ects of social

skill deficit. Þ<cessive negative self-evaluation may be an artifact

of an overall e)<cess of self-attention, and future research slould

differentiate these two coga-ritive properties.

Permn-ernbêdded charact eri stic s

Dis¡nsitional, trait-like attributes related to social skill are

o<amined below. The following sections discuss the lcrowledge,

abilities, and pensonality attributes which have been suggested as

pertinent to social skill level.

xnowledge oå appropriate behavior. A personls social perfornnnce

is related to how he/she perceives the situation and his,/her ability
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to select the appropriate reslÐnse from a potential range of res¡nnses

(I{íschel, l--g73). Unfortgnately, there is little research on the

relationship between lcrowledge of appropriate behavior and socially

skilted,/unskitlecl behavior. I{artinson and Zerface (1970) re¡nrted

infornally tlrat their sample of non-dating college men lacked

jnforrnation about wLrat a wolrrl]l elçected frorn a date. Schwartz

and Gottrnan (1976) , ktowever, for:nd that unassertive people kaew

competent responses to problonatic situations, but had trouble

o<ecuting these responses"

Research in tf¡is area has been hampered by the fact that the

g><act beh,aviors comprising socially skilted betravior are largely

trnlarov¡n. \¡ihen no one l<rows precisely what behaviors are desirable,

it can Lrardly be argnred that such ignorance is specific to social

skill d.eficit. At this point. j¡r our r€search¡ Ì<rrowledge of appro-

priate behavior can bg rnost fruitfulty tested by evaluating ability

to recçlgnize socially skilled behavior i¡r others. Poor recognition

of social skilt could play a causal role in social skill deficit, in

that sorneone who does not lcrorv skilted behavior when he sees it

u¡cu1d be unable to npdel the skilled behavior of others. A nnjor

avenue of social learning is thus obstructed.

Decoding ski4. Argyle and Kendon (L967) have suggested that

social interaction j¡rvolves the constant nonitoring of the other

person's belnvior. The ability to accurately perceive other people's

reactions rnay be a precondition to the execution of socially skilled

behaviors. Indeecl, Trower, Bryant and Argyle (1978) incorlnrate

decodinq training into their social skills training proçËam.
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Decoding has been extensively studied by researchers of nonverbal

connnmication. Efforts to find índividual differences j¡r decoding

ability related to personality variables have met w'ith little

success (Davitz,1964; Ilrrran & Oster, L979¡ Mehrebian,I9T2). Only

tvÀl stirdies have found sigrnificant penson correlates of decoding skill.

Rosenthal, IIaII, Archer, Di-I'{attis and Rogers (1978) found good

decrcders to be better adjusted, nore interpersonally dqrccratic and

encouraging, nþre o<traVerted, more ¡npular, and rnore interpersonally

sensitive accordinq to the judgrments of their peers. I{hile none of

these characteristics is ocmpletely slmonlzrllfus with social skill,

the picture is defjnitely one of a socially skilled person. In a

contrarlz finding, Cunningham (1977) found good decoders to be unusually

neurotic and socially withdravn.

Some of the inconsistencies here may be related to the means by

vfiich decodìng skill has been eval-r:ated. Assessnstt tools tlpically

inr¡clve presentations of people Ð<tribiting predeterrnined snotions.

These presentations are usually fraqmentary: extrernely sTprt in

duration, lacking in auditory or visual channels, or l-acking in some

ccxntrnnents of one channel (i.e., content-filtered s1>eech, inclusion

of only one body part). There is sone question as to rn"hether such

tasks are analogous- to the interpersonal nonitorìng being rpdeled

(Slffan & Oster, 1979). Argyle (1969) has further noted that these

tasks force parbicipants to make judgrnents of expressed enotions, vf:en

it may be nore im¡nrtant to first learn whether anv srptions slpuld be

attributed to a stinulus. Decoding skill may involve deterrnination
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of whether erotions are bejng o<pressed as well as descrjmilating one

srotion from another. It is striking, Ltowever, that the stuCy which

found personalitlz correlates of decoding skilt used peer ratings

as personality measures (Rosenthal et a1., 1978). This measursnent

tectrrique is a direct, tlrough generalr \dâY of assessjng a ¡rerson's

impa.ct on others, and approximates social skilI assessnent nnrch

nore closely than do standard pensonality instruments"

TLre crucial variable in the relationship between person-

perception ability and social skill nny not be decoding skilL per se'

but whethen or not one attends to t-he other person's res¡nnses.

As was suggested earlier, e><cessively setf-focused attention' thpught

to characLerize socially r-rnskitled oeoÞle, j¡rterferes with the

nonitoring of the behavior of others. Another hypotJresis is that

the unusually strong ernotional res¡nnses Q<perienced in social

situations by scrne people interfere with their ability to r'.Ðnitor

other people adequately. Schiffenlcauer (1974) has shov¡n that oners

ov¡ srotions o<ert a strong effect on one's judgments of the srotions

shown in others. This nay be one way j¡r which arousal interferes

with effective social kehaviqr.

There is little research on the decoding abilities of people

ocperiencing real-life social probleras. Boland (1973) found that

non-dating college men crculd specify few cues in a womanls behavior

which indicating that she was pleased with a date. This fjnding was

not, however, replicated in Greerrwal-d's (f978) stud-rz of college women.

Increased ìncrrr¡nration of decoding skill may well be worthlvhile to rccial

skills research, but investigators shoulcl assess both the skill and

the attentional focus of their subjects.
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Affiliative personalitv. A person's social adeptness can be

seen as a rnanifestation of an underly5ng personality characteristic.

Someone having a strong drive to affiliate rvith others may be ¡nrticu-

larly socially skilled. Whrile the concept of drive is perhaps unneces-

sary here, there näy þg dis¡nsitional variables which goven some

aspects of social behavior.

People wlro express high affitiative desires et<hibit ÍNrre pro-

social behavior and are rnore affected by the positiveness of the

othen person than their nonaffiliative cor.:nterSrarts (Mehrebiarr I 1970,

L}Tl). Affiliativeness apparently affects interpersonal looking

behavíor, a behavior related to social skill (Ð<line ç I{inters, 1965).

The personality trait of extraversion-jntroversion has also been

posited as a partial- deternriner of social skill. B<traversion is

noderately negativell¿ correlated with shyness (Pilkonis, L977a).

Ð<traverts also engage in much eye contact and have longer glances

than jntroverts (argyle, 1969, p. 322) -

Oonsistent with the idea ttrat dis¡nsitional characteristics

goveïn social skill level, several studies have shor^¡n that people

with social problons are particularly negative toroards others.

lonely college students whro engaged in short crrnversations were

not rated differentially by others, but rated both themselves and

their partners negatively (Jones, lücte 7). Shy people wlp were given

a case glfirnäïl¡ of a mentally ill patierrt, in conparison to normals:

were less willing to work with the trqtient. as a inraprofessional,

\^/ere m)re likely to reconrnend hospitatizaLion, rated the pa.tient as nore
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passive, abnormal and mentafllz ilf, and s¡nntaneously used fewer

slzmpa.thetic statsnents, nore dehrrnanizing statenents, and more

categorical labels (l4aslach & Solonon, Note 12).

Wtrile social skill appears to covarlr with so¡ne personal attributes,

it is a mistake to clajm" tfnt it is caused by these attributes. It

may be that people whro have experienced social failure jrr the past

have come to e><press non-affiliative activity preferences and developed

a negative set toward other people. Desire may follow experience.

For example, the nu¡nber of dates desired by college students has been

found to be positively related to their present dating frequency

(Klaus, Hersen & Bellack, I9l7). The e><perience of datlng infrequentllz

cou-l-d lower one's desire to date.

A variety of crcvert elsnents hl4nthesized to affect social skill

have now been o<amined. I,rle wil-l proceed to look at the specific overt

behaviors v¡hich malce up the behravioral constellation of social skill.

Ovêrt Performêince Elsnents of SociaÏ Skill

The perfollna.nce aspects of social behavior are tTpse v¡hich are

overt and obsen¡able. Several classes of perforrnance variables are

reviewed below: approach to others, s¡reech, nonverbal behavior, and

reciprocity with others! behaviors.

Approach

In order for scrneone to be successful at social interaction, he

rnust belnve i¡ such a \May as to rnake some contact with other people.

l4arry times one need rnerely "Iet things happen naturally" in order

to have scrne social contact. Several studies, thouÇh, detected a
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$ìa11 minority of people v¡tro actively avoided alrnost a1I sittrations

involving interpersonal contact (Br:zant & Tro\der, L974¿ Pilkonis,

I977a). This behavior pattern was deemed jndicative of e><trerne social

difficulty in both studies. Avoidance patterns are also cLlaracteris-

tic of persons with nroderate levels of social deficit. Pilkonis (L977a)

found tlnt shy people listed avoidance of social situatíons as one of

the four nost im¡nrtant aspects of their sh¡zness' Tïventlzman and

McPall (1975) formd that shlr men chose to ar¡cid npre of the shcrb

vignett sj-tuations on a role-play test than did their non-shy counter-

parts.

Avoiding social situations is not the only way to bring abr¡ut a

1ow frequency of social contact: active approach is often required.

Approach rnay involve arranqing social contact (i.e., asking for a

date or gojrlg alone to a social fi:nction) or simply jnitiati¡rg social

contact rvhen i¡ the proxinrlty of arrother person (i.e., speaking to

Sofiìeone in a seni-public setting). Items concerning the arranginq

of social contact are ccÍTrnÐnly included on self-reinrt guestiorrnaires

designed to assess social skill, but there is alnost no tlirect

observational data on this ki¡rd of behavior. T\,ventynnn and l{cf'all

(f975) found shy men to be less willinq than confldent men to nnke

a telephone call to an unlcao'¿'ln \^,onErn. An jnforrnation i¡dication of

the importance of seekJng out social contact is the jnclusion of such

considerations j¡ social skitls training programs (Garnbrill, Note 13;

Zjmbardo, L977). Arkowitz, Levj¡le, GrosscuP, OrNeal, Youngren, Royce'

and rargay (Iücte 14) noted that this is especiallv important in

prograrns for people vf¡c are not college sturlents.
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The abilitlz to actively seel< out social contact is rnore im¡nrtant

to men than to v¡fmen. Tn spite of the trend toward ec{urivalence of

sex roles, men still usually function as the initiators in opposite-

so< contacts. Arkowitz, Hinton, Perl and Hirnadi (1980) found i¡r

their practice datjng program that, in 90 per cent of the cases,

males rnade the telephrone calls to arrange the practice dates. The

so< difference appeared even tÌrcugh the instnrctions did not specify

which partner was respcnsible for initiating the crcntact. In their

survey of the dating habits of crrllege students, Klaus et al. (L977)

found that it \^Jas men and not !\¡f,merì who re¡nrted particular problems

with initiating contacts.

Initiatinçt social interaction while in the preseù-rce of other

people is another aspect of social approach. Problems in starting

conversation in social settings have been spontaneously relnrted by

non-dating college men (Martinson & zerface, 7970) and sociall¡7

unskilleC psychiatric ¡ntients (Gofd$Lith & McFall, 1975). A

factor anallzsis of a self-report instn¡'oent (eellack, Hersen &

Iampa.rski, L979) yielded a first. factor for nnl-es which i¡rvol-ved

initiation of interaction and accounted for 35 f¡er cent of the

variance. (Iüc sjmilar factor onerged for fennles. ) Pilkonis (1977a)

for:nd that disposítionally shy peoole listed "failure to respond!'

as the rrost important aspect of their sh¡¡ness. The sel-f-relnrt

data, then, clearly indicate that pleoole regard difficulty in

response initiation in a potentially sclcial situation to be an impor-

tant aspect of their social behavior.
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Response initiation also appears to be a factor

involved in determining observers' evaluation of social

skilt. Zimbardo (L977, p. 50) asked dormitory residents

to judge their living companions as sh¡z or not shy.

An important cue contributing to a "shy" evaluation v¡as

that the person did not initiate conversations. Shy

people were also seen as interacting with a consístent

group of people who were also shy. Shy men took a longer

time to initiate conversation in an unobtrusively assessed

waiting room situation (l,landel & Shrauger, Note I¡

Pilkonis, ]-977lo).

In summar)¡, then, approach appears to be an elernentary

and important conponent in social skilI. People with social

difficutty show a pattern of avoiding and/ox failing to

seek out social contact and failing to initiate social

interaction in potentialllz social situatfons. This avoidance/

absence of approach is a very serious aspect of social skill

deficit. Bryant and Tro\,ver (L974) found that alI problematic

situations improved except the ones which were avoided,

consistent with the experimental and clinical evidence on

the persistence of avoidance behavior. Further, such

absence of initiative serves to decrease the extent of a

person's social experience and thus the learning of appro-

priate social responses.

Arkowitz and his colleagrues (Ärkow'itz, Christensen &

Royce, L975¡ Chris.tensen, Arkowitz & Anderson, I975i Kramer,
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L975; Royce 6¿ Arkowitz, L97B) have conducted several

replications of an experimental procedure involving arranged

social contacts. After practice in social interaction,

participants in these studies showed increases in frequency

of social contact and increased cornfort in social situations.

The¡7 were rated as socially improved by their peers. The

effectiveness of the procedure was linearly related to the

number of practice interactions (Thomander, 1975). (These

studies are reviewed in Arkowitz et 41., 1980). That

simple practice in social interactíon leads to such improve-

ments testifies to the serious irnplications of a behavior

pattern characterized by social avoidance and lack of

approach.

Speech

The element of social perfgrmance most commonly asso-

ciated with the everyday idea of secial skill is probably

speech. Indeed, Conqer et al. (Note 9) found that verbal

dues were the ones most frequently used by untrained college

students in evaluating the social performances of their
peers. This section wíI1 examine speech quantity, quality,

and content with respect to social skill.

Quantity. Speech can be quantified in several wavs.

Total speaking time, number of utterances, length of

utterance (in time or number of wqrds), latency to respond,

and number and length of silences are all indices of speech

quantity which have been employed in social lnteraction
studies.
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Overall activity level has been found to be an excellent

predictor of global judgment of social ski11 (cilfinqham,

Griffiths ç Care, I977 ¡ Shrout, Note 6). I^Ieiss (f 968) also

reported that people high in behavioral output were rated

highly by their peers on active behaviors like being "fun

at a party". In a conversation situation, the universe of

possÍble behaviors consists largely of verbal behaviors,

and several studies have found an association between

quantity of speech and social skill.

I4inkín, Braukman, Minkin, Timkers, Timkers, Fixsen.

Phillips and Ì^7o1f (L976) | after informalllz deciding upon

"time talking" as a component of social skill, comÞuted its

correlation with global judgments of social ski1l. Two

separate studies produced correlations of .43 and .65.

Glasgow and Arkowitz (L975) recorded the behaviors of people

in mixed-sex conversations. They found that total time

talking was one of two behavioral indices which successfully

predicted partner's ratinçy of social skill. Bellack, Hersen,

and Turner (1978) rated psychiatrr'c patientst responses to

a series of brief audiotape-presented problem situations.

They found that the duration of response \^ras positivelv

related to judgest rating of response guality- and ef,fective.

ness. The correlations were significant, however, only for
the scenes calling for negative responses. Tn a similar
study, Eisler, Miller and Hersen (Lg73) found response
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duration and latenclz to respond to be associated with

judged "overall assertiveness".

Other studies have employed a contrasted groups

strateglr for the study of the components of social skill.

Ir/hile these studies have employed heterogenous criterÍa

for group assignment, speech quantity has usually been

found to differ between groups. Two studies have contrasted

high frequency daters to low frequency daters. ArkowiLz,

Lichtenstein, Ir{cGovern and Hines (L975) found that high

frequency daters had more words per response to a taped

situation test and fewer silences in a conversation than

did low frequency daters. The groups did not differ,

however, in total amount of time talking in a conversation.

Glasgow and Arkowitz (I975) found that vlomen (but not men)

who were frigh frequency daters talked more in a corlv€rsâ-

tion than did women who dated infrequently. There \ivere

no differences between these groups on silences or initia-

tion of speech.

Other studies have used self-report guestionnaires as

means of differentiating groups. Pilkonis (Ig77b) found

that self-reported shy people had f,ewer utterances, tal-ked

a smafler percentage of the tirne, had longer latencies to

respond, allor,,red more silences to occur and broke fewer

silences than normals in an unobtrusively=observed social

situation. Shy peopte did not differ from non-shy people,
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thoughr on the lengths of their utterances. The total

time talking index was the second most important predictor

of shyness in a discriminant function analysis. Self-

reported lonely people also showed long response latencies

(Jones, Note 7). In a study of psychiatric patients,

cilfinham et al. (L977) found that patients with inter-

personal problerns spoke less and failed to maintain the

flow of conversation in interviews than did other patients.

Trorver, Brlzant and Argyle (f 978) found socÍal1y inadequate

patients to have particularllz short utterances and to

allow more silences in conversation than Cid other patients.

This positive relationship between speech quantitlz and

social skill failed to appear in two studíes. Borkovec,

Fleischman and CapuLo (I973) used a measure of self-reported

social anxiety to compose contrastÍng groups. These

groups díd not differ in their rate of speech (i.e., words

perminute) in a conversation. The authors speculated that

the task was so anxiety-provoking that a ceiling effect

wiped out the between-group differences. In another

study, Fischetti, Curran and T¡Tessburg (L977 ) composed

groups of socÍally competent and incompetent men on the

basis of both self-report and observerst judgnents of

social skill. They instructed these people to watch a

videotape of a woman talking about her lÍfe and to

depress a key when they thought they would verb4l11¿
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respond to her if they were actually conversing. There

waS no difference betv¡een the cornpetent and incompetent

groups in their frequency of hypothetical verbal respon-

ding. It is questionable, though, whether a person's

expressed intention to respond is equivalent to an actual

verbal response in face--to-face interaction.

Speech quantity is clearly an important component of

social skill. There is some question, though, as to what

indices of speech quantitlz are the most important' Much

of the inter-study heterogeneity sterns from the fact

that different investigators have simply coded different

criteria. There aref however, some b"ot. f-ide contradictions.

For example, Pilkonis (1977b) found unskilled people to

talk for a srnall total amount of tíme, but to have utte-

rances of normal length, where Arkol¡itz et aI. (1975)

found the opposite pattern. There is fírm evidence frorn

the general literature on social interaction that different

speech indices have different functions (Duncan ç Fiske,

L977). Future studies should therefore code a wide

variety of quantitlz indices so that the current inconsis-

tencies can be resolved.

I¡IhiIe tentatively concluding that speech quantity is

a component of social skill, several qualifications must

be considered. Fírst, the timing of speech mqy'be more

important than its absolute quantity (Curran, L977 ¡

Fischetti et 41., 1977). Second, there is obviously not
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a linear. relationship between global social skill and

speech quantity: someone can tatk too much. zimbardo

(L977) has quoted several who reported feeling a greaL

degree of social anxiety but who responded by being overly

active. There is probably a U-shaped function here, where

ither high or low extremes denote social skill deficit.

The existing empirical data probabllz show onry the part

of this curve depicting small quantity of speech because

it is by far the more common problem.

Quality. Trower et al. (1978) have developed a rating

scale which includes the assessment of speech quality.

Six aspects of quality are included: volume' tone, pitch,

clarity, pace and disturbances (pp. 146-148) . I,{hiIe this

scale is fairly sophisticated, the empirical data on the

relationship of these qualities of speech to social

skill is scanty.

Trower et aI. (1978, p, 50) found that socially

unskilled pslzchitric patients differed markedly from other

patients in the volume, tone and claritl¡ of their speech

(pitch, pace and disturbances not rated) . Bal-Iack, Ilersen

and Turner (1978) reported a signifícant relatíonship

between degree of intonation and judged qualitlz and effec-

tiveness of response. Eisler, l4iller and Hersen (f973)

found unassertive psychitric patients to have softer speech

with less apparent affect than that of assertive patients.
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Soft speech was frequently mentioned by college students

as an indicator of shyness in their peers (zimbardo,

qouu, p. 50). Conger et al. (Note 9) also found that

speech delivery (encompassing fluency, rate, voice quality

and mannerisms) was the second most frequently used

specific cue to social performance.

Fluenclr has been the only apsect of speech quality

which has been employed in contrasted group studies of

non-psychiatric samples. This is probably because speech

disturbance has been used as an anxiety index in other

research (Mahl , 7967). These studies have not, however'

found fLuency/disfluency to be related to self-reported or

judged social skill (Borkovec et al., 1973; Borkovec

et aI., Lg74). In fact, Bellack, Hersen and Lamparski

(Lg7g) found speech disruption to be correlated with the

positively viewed behaviors of self-disclo.sure, smile

and verbalization, although this result is probably an

artifact of speech quantity. Speech dì sturbance does not,

however, appear to be an indicator of social skill deficit.

While speech qualitv appears to be a component of

social skitl, it has not usually been assessed in the soclal

skill literature. The assessment of speech quality does

not readily admit instrumentation, and thus entails the

subjective judgment of an observer" uany investigators

have preferred to code only behaviors which can be easily

quantified. Speech quality should nontheless be incorporated
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into social skills studies. If it. emerges as a valid

aspect of social ski]1, then measurement techniques can

be developed to explore the matter in precise detail.

Content. Most of us, when we fantasize ourselves

acting in a sociall¡¿ skilled manner, construct many

variations on what we could SaY, should have said, oY

will say next time. vle place qreat emphasis on our own

speech content. Peer judgment of social skill is also

heavily based on conversation content (Conger et al,

Note 9). Content has not, however, been an attribute

commonllz assessed as a possible element of social skill.

One of the major reasons for this apparent paradox is

that the appropriateness of specific content is heavily

dependent on the situation, so that meaningful trans-

situation codes of speech content are difficult to develop.

Even in a single situation, many different topics of

conversation are appropriate and successful. Any effort

to associate speech content with social skill must there-

fore either strictly specify the situation of interest, ot

seek aspects of speech content which miqht prove to be

trans-situational.

The first of these approaches has been taken in the

assessment of assertiveness. Researchers in this area

have developed series of hypothetical situations which

call for response having specific content (i.e., ârl llrlr€â.r

sonable request which clearly calls for some form of
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polite refusal). Using such an instrument, several studies

have found. compliance and requests for new behavior to be

related to observers I judgments of overall assertiveness

(Bellack, Hersen & Turner I L97B; Eisler, Miller & Hersen,

I973). A thorough review of assertiveness studies is

not attemptedr âs the interest in the present review is

in social responses appropriate to a broad range of

situations.

Efforts to delineate conent-related conversation

habits of relatively constant appropriateness across

situations have begun quÍte recently, and the research

findings here are sparse. Conger et al. (Note 9), in

content-analyzing the free responses of people judglng

their peers, derived a classification system for "conver-

sation characteristics. " This schema includes conversa-

tion structure, conversation topic, and personal conver-

sation style, and current findings are discussed below

using this framework.

Conger et al. (Note 9) found conversation structure

to be by far the most frequently used category of its

hÍerarchical level to be used as a cue by which to judge

social performance. Fluency, Keepinq the conversation

going and asking questions, r,ilas the most important aspect

of structure" This finding is consistent with Zimbardo!s

(1977, p. 50) result that ability to keep the conversation

going is used as an indicator of sh¡zness. The specific
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behavior of question-asking has been found to be positively

correlated with global social skill (}{inkin et aI. , l-97 6) .

Socially unskilled psychiatric patients and lonely college

students have also b-en found to ask an unusually small

number of questions in conversations (Jones, Note 7'ì

Trower et al., 1978, p. 50). Another aspect of conversation

structure, topic change, \^/as less important than fluenclz

ín the Conger et al. study, but has been independentllz

found to characterize lonely college students (Jones,

Note 7 ). Topic content, relatively important in the

Conger et al. study, has been reported to differentiate
socially skilled from unskilletd pslzchiatric patients
(Trower et al., 1978, p. 50).

Personal conversatíonal style ranked second among

the conversation categories and third overall as a useful

cue for judqing soclal skill in the Conger et aI. study.

This class was made up of heterogenous behaviors¡ use of
reinforcement, self-disclosure, use of hurnorr self-
centrism, and politeness. Tndependent findings on these

aspects of behavior (excepting humor and politeness,

which have not been investigated) are discusse<l below.

The frequent use of short positÍve Verbal responses

líke "yes", "uh-huh", and "that t s interesting" appears to

be positively associated with social competence. Rate of
verbal reinforcers has been found to be related to global
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rating of social skill (Minkin et aI., L976), especialllz

in the eyes of female raters (Shrout, Note 6). This

behavior did not, however, appear differentially in hiqh-

and low-frequency daters (Arkowitz, Lichtenstein et al. ,

L975).

Self-centrism in the Conger et al. schema refers to

talking about oneself and showing 1ittle interest in

the other person. In that studlz, it was the most important

of the personal style behaviors. Lonellz people and sociall¡¡

unskilled psychiatric patients talk about themselves rnore

than their socially skilled counterparts (Jones, Note 7;

Trower et aI., 1978, p. 50).

People with social problems have been commonly thought

to experience particular difficultlz with intimacy. Tndeed,

self-disclosure was cited as a personal problem bv riort-

daters (Martinson & Zerface, I970). Degree of self-

disclosure and intimacy of topic choce have not, however,

been found to covary with global social skill (Conger

et aI., Note 9¡ FLschetti et al., 1977; Glasgow & Arkowitz'

1975). These negative findings mav stem from the fact

that what one person considers an intimate topic is not

considered b1z another to be intimate (c.f ., Zimbardo, L977) ,

so that sensitivity to intimaclz cannot be tested via

group designs. Tt may also be the case that people who

are otherwise unskilled socially do not initiate increases

in the intimacy of the topic, but do model the level of

intimacy displalzed by others, a pattern which would not
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be detected by commonly used assessment techniques. So,

while topic intimacy has not been shown to be related to

social ski11, demonstration of its possible importance

awaits the development of more sophisticated research

strategies.

ïn summary, the sparse evidence available on speech

content indicates that socially unskil-led people .noo="

dull topics, change the topic frequently, talk excessively

about themselves, ask few questions of others, and give

few verbal reinforcers. This behavioral constellation

can perhaps be described as excessive concern about the

self, a ther,ne also found in the covert elements of social

skill deficit.

Nonverbal behavior

The verbal aspects of behavior can be easily specified,

but recent research on nonverbal behavior shows it to be

\rery influential in social interaction. For example,

Argyle, Salter, Nicholson, I{il1iams, and Burgess (1970)

found that nonverbal cueg were more effective than

verbal cues in communicating inferior or superior attitudes.
A comprehensive review of the vast research on nonverbal

behavior is not atternpted here (see Duncêrr¡ 1969¡

Ekman & Oster, L979¡ Kendon, Harrls & Key, L975; and

Mehrebian, J-972 for reviews). Attention is restricted to

four classes of nonverbal behavior which have been con*

nected to social skill: facial expression, gaze, gesture,

and posture.
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Facial expression. The face is thought to be the

chief means by which humans express emotions. The sub-

stantial research program carried out b1z Ikman, Friesen,

and their associates (Ekman, Friesen & Ellsworth, I972)

has been largely devoted to the face as the communicator

of emotion. Facial expression aIso, however, communicates

a person's liking for another (Argyle, 1969, p. 140).

The smite is the most discriminable liking signal, and

it is the only facial expression whose part in social

skill has been explored.

The findings regarding the rel-ationsh Þ of smiling

to global social competence have been mixed. B1ank

expression and absence of smiling characterizes socially

unskilled psychiatric patients (Trower et al., I97Bl

p. 49). A large number of smiles has been found to be

positively correlated with judgments of overall assertive-

ness in psychiatric patients (Be1Iack, Hersen & Turner,

1978). Of the studies using colleqe student participants,

one railed to find an association between smiling and

dating frequency (Arkowitz et al, 1975), and two others

found, contrary to expectation, that shv wonen erniled

more than normal \^¡omen (Mandel & Shrauqer, Note 1;

Pil-konis , I97 7b) . A simil-ar sex dif ference vvas found by

Shrout (Note 6) , who discovered that smiling only led to

positive evaluation if the smiler was mal-e.
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A possible explanation for the contradictions in

these findings is that only medium smiling frequency

might be seen as socially skilled. Both extrernely high

and low levels would then indicate poor social skills.

Abnormalfy high levels of srniling are also seen in

people attempting to cover anxiety (Mehrebian, i' 97I¡

Schulz ç Barefoot, L974) , people who have high needs for

approval (Rosenfeld, 1966) and ingratíators (Jones, L964¡

Lefebve, 1975) . Overuse of the smile may be interpreted

in one of these ways and thus be negativelv valued.

Psychiatric patients as a group probably have a low

median smile frequency, so that within this groupf

increased smiling is in an overall medium range and

implies greater social skill-. College women tend to

smile a great deal (Mehre ian, 1972) , so that increases

in an already high frequency reflects an interpersonal

skill problem.

The role of smiling in the social skill behavior

constellation is complex. Further research should include

descriptive statistics on the subgroup being studied

(such as the range and mediam smiling freguency).

Separate analyses should be done for each sex. Attention

shoul-d al-so be paid to the context in wh ¡bh smiling

occursr so that the several functions of the smile can

be separated. For example, smiling: can indicate either
a happy emotional state or be a likíng signal " Argyle
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(1969, p. 140) has suggested that it is judged as liking
only when it is accompanied by gaze and by certain body

orientations.

Gaze. The most freguently studied nonverbal behavior

related to social skill has been interpersonal gaze. The

gaze literature ís presented here in detail because of its
aforementíoned possible use as a behavioral indicant of

covert processes.

Gaze during social interaction appears to have

several functions. Looking at another person serves to

gather information from that person, synchronize the

speaking turns, signal liking, and signal threat (Argyle,

Laltj ee & Cook, 1969i Ellsworth, L975; Kendon , L967) .

The information-gathering function of gaze is particularly
important here because a defect in social monitoring has

been thought to be one aspect of social skill deficit.
Kendon (L967 ) demonstrated that speakers look at their
partners at phrase boundaries and as the ends of their
utterances approach. Kendon suggested that such looks

are partly information-gathering in functÍon. Utterance-

end gaze may then be a behavioral ind.icator of a personrs

sensitivity to others (Argyle I 1969 | p. 329) .

Utterance-end gaze also signals that the speaker is
about to finish and that the other person can claim

the speaking turn (Kendont L967). Argyle, Tngham et al"
(1-973) , finding that people continued to look toward
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the other conversant even when the latter was concealed

behind a one-way mirror, speculated that this persisting

gaze functioned chiefly as a turn surrender signal.

Unfortunately, the authors did not describe the exact

pattern of this gaze, although they noted that gaze

dropped from 50 per cent to 23 percent when the partner

was concealed. Abnormal gaze patterns disrupt the smooth

exchange of speaking turns. A speaker who did not look

up toward the intended end of her utterance would fail

to signal intent to surrender the turn and thus cause

abnormalllz long silences--âD effect demonstrated in

Kendon's (11967) studl¡. A listener who did. not look at

the speaker would not receive the speaker!s signal to
give up the floor and would then be late in beginning

his own speech. The preceding evidence that socially

unskilled people are slower to begin their speaking

turns may perhaps be related to a failure to aboserve

the speakerrs signals.

Gaze also sìgnals likínql people look mqre at others

they like than at others they dislike (Exline, 1972¡

Exline & T,rTinters, 1965) . However, gaze has another,

opposite meaning: threat, hostilityr or aggression

(Ellsworth, L975). How, then,. are these two meanings

of gaze differentiated? First, the behavioral context

of the gaze is distinct for aggressive gaze (Ellsworth,

1975). Further, Argyle and Cook (L976) have suggested
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that as amount of gazes goes from zero to normal,

communication of Iiking increases, but as gaze approaches

being continuous, the gazing person is increasingly seen

as threatening. The pattern of gaze may also be important,

as people who give long glances are liked more than

people who give short, freguent glances (Argyle & Cook'

1976). Social skills research may find that gaze

patterns indicating threat are found in socially un-

skilled individuals.

There is some direct evidence on the relationship

of gaze to social skill. People who habitually averted

their gaze were seen b1z peer judges as being nervous and

lacking in self-confidence (Cook & Smith, ]_975) . Socially

unskilled psychiatric patients showed unusualllz low

amounts of ínterpersonal gaze (Giflingham et al., L977¡

Trower et al., 1978, p.49). College students identifying

themselves as shlz also spent a small proportion of time

Iooking at their conversation partners (Mandel a Shrauqer'

Note 1; Pilkonis , l977b) . No differences in amount of

gaze appeared between groups high and low in assertiveness

(Eister et al., L973) or dating frequenclz (Arkowitzo

Lichtenstein et aI., I975; Glasgow & Arko\,ritzr f 975).

All of these studíes exarnined only total amount oÍ gaze.

Since specific gaz,e functions may well be of particular

relevance to social interaction, further research should

attend to the pattern of gaze. The different gaze functions

can thus be separately examined for their relationship to
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social skilI.

Gesture. There are two general classes of gesture

which function in different ways. One class, variously

called illustrator (nkman & Friesen, L974), gesticulation

(Rosenfetd, L966) , or simply gesture (Duncan ç Fiske,

L977), is used intentionally to illustrate a verbal

point. The second class of gesture, cal1ed self-manipula-

tion (Rosenfeld, 1966) or self-adaptor (Duncan & Fiske,

Ig77) , is generally subintentional and serves no illus-

trative function. These movements are seen by others as

"nervous habits". Gestures of the first type enhance

communicatíon and would therefore be expected to be

infrequent in the behavior of socially unskilled people.

Mandel & Shrauger (Note 1) found that gesture frequenclz

was indeed low in shy people, atthough Pilkonis (L977b)

found no shy/nonshy differences. Head nods, like

smiles, appeared more frequently in shy than in nonshy

women (pilkonis, L977b). Head nod frequency was not

found to differ between high- and low-frequency daters

(Arkowitz et aI. , 1975) .

While self-manipulative gestures have been regarded

as anxietlr signs (Waxer, L977) , the frequency of self-

manipulation has not been found to differ between groups

high and low on self-rePorteti anxiety or shyness

(Borkovec, Fleischman & Caputo, I973i Borkovec' Stone

et al., I974; PilkonÍs, L977b; trÌaxer I L977) "
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posture. Rody position has rarely been investigated

as a possible aspect of social skill, even though it is

a frequentl-y studied behavior in the general nonverbal

literature. Body position was a frequently used cue

among the nonverbal behaviors in Conger et aI-'s (Note 9)

study of peer judgments of social skiII. Trower et al.

(1978, p. 49) found that socia11lz inadequate psychiatric

patients were judged to have closed, inflexible postures.

No theoretical link between posture and social functioning

has been proposed. The study of posture will therefore

probably continue to be minimal.

Nonverbal behaviors have been investigated less

often than verbal behaviors for their possible relation

to social skill. When they have been examined, they

have sometimes proven to be less potent components of

social skill than verbal behaviors (Conger et al., Note

9¡ Eis1er et al., L973; Pilkonis, L977b). It is much

too earlyn however, to conclude that nonverbal behaviors

are only minímalIy related to social skilI. Nonverbal

behavior is subtle, and its study requires greater

attention to detail- than social skíI1s researchers have

thus far been willing to pay. The function of nonverbal

behaviors ís sometimes specific to a certain intra-class

index (Duncan a Fiske, L977) , so that analyzing only

the total amount index of a behavior class misses the
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point. Further, the co-occurrance of several nonverbal

behaviors mav have a meaning which is not discernable

from the study of each behavior separately" Clearly,

the comprehensive study of the role of nonverbal behavior

j-n social skill will be a painstaking process.

Reciproc;f:¡'y 9:f: b'ehav;ior

As point out previously, social j-nteraction involves

constant monitoring of the other person's reactions and

subsequent adjustment in one's own behavior (Argyle &

Kendon, L976). The socially skilled person may be

someone who is adept at adjusting his or her behavior

to the responses of the co-corivêrsant. The timing and

seguencing of behavior between individuals may also be

important to social skill (curran, 1977) - The simul-

taneous study of both interactants may thus be necessary

in order to fully understand social skill. OnIy two

simple aspects of the interplay of social responses

have been investigated: the timing of speech and the

relationship between amounts of a behavior class

exhibited by two interactants.

Timing. Tn the stream of another personts behavior,

there are appropriate and inappropriate points at which

one can emit a given response. None of us, for example,

lÍkes being interrupted at the hiatus of an ínportant

point. Socially competent people mav be those whose
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social responses occur only at appropriate points in the

behavior sequences of the people with whom they are

interacting.

Fischetti, Curran and I{essburg (L971 ) investigated

this idea by showing a videotape of a monologue to people

of known social competence. Participants pressed a key

when they thought they would ordinarily respond to the

person on tape. Socially skilled people chose intervals
for their responses which were chosen frequently. The

intervals chosen by socially incompetent people were

unpopular, idioslzncratic ones. tr{eiss (1968 ) has also

reported that unpopular people responded to unique

aspects of another ! s speech.

Choosing appropriate points to respond may be related
to several aspects of social skill deficit which have

been discussed earlier. Self-focused attention could

precipitate an overt verbal response at the end of one's

own thought sequence, rather than at the end of the

other person's speech sequence" rnattention to the person's

nonverbar behavior courd interfere with the perception of
cues indicating a-propriate points to begin speaking.

The relation between response timing and social skitl
should employ face-to-face interacti.on tasks in the

future.

Dependency between interac,tants. It is axiomatÍc

that a person's behavior is inf luencecl by the behavior
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of his or her co-interactants. The exact nature of
this influence, however, is far from beinq known.

Argyle and Dean (1965) proposed that there is an optimum

level of intimacy in a two-person interaction, and that
when one person increases his/her intimacy leve1, the

other person maintains the optimum intimacy level of
the pair by decreasing the intimacy of his/her behavior.

Tests of this theorv have shown that people more fre-
quently move toward matching the behaviors of their
partners (Argyle, 1969i Patterson, L976; Schulz &

Barefoot , Lg74). Patterson (Lgl6) has theorized that
there are individual differences in response to inter-
personal approach, and these depend en covert labelling
processes. As discussed earlier, reciprocation could

be one characteristic of socÍally skilled people.

Partial corroboration of this view can be found in work

by Mehrebian (1970, L97l_) , who found that "afffliative',
people responded positively to a positively-behaving

co-interactant and negatively to a negative co-interactant.
"Nonaffiliative" people did not show this matching-to-
partner behaviorar variability. Further research could

replicate this finding with socially skilled and unskilled
people.

The interplay of social behavior has not been well
studied because it reguires painstaking coding of behavior,

generatinq voluminous and complex data" Normal statis-
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tical techniques are not designed to handte this type

of data. As more researchers begin to take on this task,

however, analytic techniques are being developed which

detect sequences of behavior, both within the behavior

stream of one person and between two peaple in interac-

tion (Bakeman & Dabbs, 1976¡ Bottman, Markham & Notarius,

1977). The current literature on the social skill-

related behaviors of one person could be used to decide

what specific behaviors to analyze while examinÍng the

interplay of social behavior between people.
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Appendix A

The Stanford ShYness SurveY



I

2

Do you consider

If yes, have you
still are)? I =

r67

yourself to be a shy person? I = yes 2 = no

always been shy (were you shy previously and
yes2=no

3 If no to question 1, was there ever a príor
when you were shy? I = yes 2 = no

time in your life

If no, then you are finished wíth this survey. Thanks
If yes to any of the above, please continue.

4. How shy are you when you feel shy?

= qxtremely shy
= very shy
= quite shy
= moderately shy
= somewhat shy
= only slightly shy

experíenceHow often do you
of shyness?

(have you experienced) these feelings

every day
almost every day
often, nearly every other day
one or t¡'¿o times a week
occasionally, less than once a week
rarely, once a month or less

I
2

3

4

5

6

5

1-
'):
3=
4=
5-
6-

6 Compared to your peers (of sirnilar age, sex, and background), how
shy are you?

1 = much more shy
2 = more shy
3 = about as shy
4 = less shy
5 = much less shy

7. How desirable is it for you to by shy?

1 = very undesÍrable
2 = undesirable
3 = desirable
4 = very desirable

8. Is (or was) your shyness ever a personal problem f.or you?

I - yes, often
2 - yes, sometimes
3 = yes, occasionally
4 = rarely
5 = never



9 I.{hen you are f eeling shy can you conceal
believe you are not feeling shy?

168

it and have others

yês, always
sometimes I can, sometimes not
Do, I usually can't hide it

10. Do you consider yourself more of an introvert or an extrovert?
I = strongly introverted
2 = moderaÈe1y introverted
3 = slightly íntroverted
4 = neíther
5 = sl.ightly extroverted
6 = moderately extroverted
7 = strongly extroverted

lt. If you no\^r experlence, or have ever experienced feelings of
shyness, please indícate whích of the fol1owÍng situations,
activities, and types of people make you feel shy. (Place a check
mark next to all of the appropriate choices).
Situations and activities that make me feel shy:

social situations ín general
large groups
smal1, task-ori-ented groups (e.g., semÍnars at school, work groups on
the job)
sma11, social groups (e.g", parties, dances)
one-to-one interactíons with a person of the same sex
one-to-one interactíons with a person of the opposite sex
situations where I am vulnerable (e.g., when asking for help)
situations where I am of lower status than others (e.g., when speaking
to superiors, authoritíes)
situations requiring assertiveness (e.g., when complaining about faulty
service in a restaurant or the poor quality of a product)
situations where I am the focus of attention, before a large group
(e.g", when giving a speech)
situations where f am the focus of attention before a srnall group
(e"g., when being introduced, when being asked directly for my opinion)
situations where I am beíng evaluated or compared wíth others (e.9.,
when being intervíewed, when beíng criticízed)
new interpersonal situations ín general
where sexual intimacy ís possible

12. Now, please go back and indícate next to each item you checked
whether your shyness has been elícíted ín the past month by this
situation or activity:
0 = not in the past month, but príor
I = yes, very strongly
2 = yes, strongly so
3 = moderately so
4 = only mildly
5 = not at all

l=
L_

1-
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Appendix B

The Vüatson-Friend Fear of Negative Evaluation

ScaIe



.I F
l-10

1. I rarely r4rorry about seeming foolish to others.

I worry about what people will think of me when I know it doesn't
make any difference.

3. I become tense and jitt.ery if I kno¡¿ someone is sizíng me up.

I am unconcerned even íf I know people are getting an unfavorable
Ímpression of me.

5. I feel very upseË when I commit some kind of error.

6. The opinions that important people have of me cause me little concern.

7. I am often afraid that I may look ridiculous or make a fool of myself.

B. I react very little when other people disapprove of me.

9 - r am frequently afraid of other people noËicing my shortcomings

10. The disapproval of others would have little effect on me.

11. If someone is evaluating me I tend to expect the worst.

L2. I rarely t/orry about what kind of impression Ifm making on someone.

13. I am afraid that others r¿i1l not approve of me.

J-4. I am afraid that people will fínd fault with me.

15. Other people's opíníons of me do noË boÈher me.

16. I am noÈ necessarily upset if I do not please someone.

)

4



'i' F L7I

they may be thinkingIl. [Ihen I am talking to someone. I worry about what
about me.

18. r feel that you cantt help making social errors sometimes,
r^rorry about ít.

19, r am usually worried about what kind of impression r make.

so why

20, I worry a lot about what my superiors thínk of me.

2L If I know someone is judgíng mê, it has líttle effect on me.

22. I worry that others will think I am not worthwhile.

23. r worry very 1ítt1e about r¿hat others may think of me.

24' Sometimes I think I am too concerned with what other people think of me.

25. I often vüorry that I will say or do the wrong thíngs.

26. r am often indifferent to the opiníons others have of me.

27 ' I am usually confidenÈ that others will have a favorable impressÍon of me

28. I often \^rorry that people who are important hTonrt think very much of me.

29. r brood about the opinions my friends have about me.

30. r become tense and jittery if r know r arn mÍsjudged by my superíors.
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Appendix C

The UCLA Loneliness Scale
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NEVER RARELY SOMETIMES OFTEN

1. I feel in tune wíth the people around

I lack companionshÍp.

There is no one I can turn tq.

I do not feel alone.

I feel part of a group of friends.

I have a lot in coumon with people
around me.

I am no longer close to anyone.

My interests and ideas are not
shared by those around me.

I am an outgoing person.

There are people I feel close to.

I feel left out.

My social relationships are superficÍal.

No one really knows me we1l.

I feel isolated from oËhers.

I can find companionship when I want ít.

There are people who real1y understand
me.

I arn unhappy being so wíthdrawn.

People are around me but not wíth me.

There are people I can talk to.

There are people I can turn to.

me

2

3

4

5

6

4

4

4

4

4

J

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

I

I

I

I

1

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1
7

B

q

10.

tl.

12.

13.

t4.

15.

16.

4

¿+

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

J

3

3

J

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

I

1

I

I

I

1

I

1

17.

lB.

19.

20.

4

4

4

4

4

J

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

I

1

1
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Appendix D

Post-session questionnaire



1 In qeneral, how social-I12 skilled would you say
you are?

175

5

5

Not very
much

5

Not very
much

Not at all
comfortable

1

Very
2

2

2

3 4

2.

Not at all

How well did you like your first conversational
partner?

1

Very
much

1

Very
much

1

Quite
comfortable

43

3. Your second partner?

3

3

4

4. How comfortable were you during this experíment?

542
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Appendix E

Instructions for Raters
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Rating Categories

Global ratings

These four ratings reflect your judgment of the qualities
exhibited by the conversants. There Ís a tendency for people
to over-use the middle of scales like these, so make an
effort to make non-medium ratings here.

Utterance types

Questions: A question is a fairly complete sentence which
ends with a rise in pitch. It is intended to produce a
piece of Ínformation from the other person. Examples:
"tr{here are you from?r'; t'I¡Ihat do you think of that?r'. Do
not class as questions utterances which are comrnents:Tare you serious?"; "Really?". These should be classified
as Affirmations. Do not count statements with short inter-
rogative expressions at the end like "eh?'r, "isnrt it?",
"Excuse me" does not get classified as anything. Sometímes
a subject will make a statement and slide into a question.
In these instances, count both the statement (either a
response to a question or voluntary) and the guestion.

Answers: IrÏhen counting one personrs questions, you can
also count the other subject's answers to questions. An
answer can be short like "yeah" or long like "My family
moved to Winnipeg from RedDeer when I was 3. " In longer
response, stop counting the response after a complete
thought is expressed. In the above example, if the subject
went on to say that her father opened a grocery store here,
that would count as a voluntary statement. Short responses
to questions are sometimes similar in form to short verbal
Affirmations, but they should only be counted as answers
to questions. Head nods and other gestures should not be
counted as answers to questions: an answer must be verbal
to count.

Statements: There are two kinds of voluntary statement.
The first kind is that mentioned above, where a subject
begins an utterance by answering his partnerrs question
and then goes on to elaborate and volunteer information.
The breaking point between these two components of an utte-
rance will be difficult to discern, and you may devise
whatever rules between you which help you to do this.
The other kind of voluntary statement is that which begins
an utterance. In general¡ you should count only one volun-
tary statement per utterance. In order to count two,
there must be a short exchange, like when the partner inserts
"yeah" t or there must be a discernable pause in the utterance
of the subject.
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Appendix G

Total Score Derivation for the

Stanford Shyness Survey
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Total Score

Stanford

Derivation for the

Shyness Survey

The Stanford Shyness Survey includes several types of

questions, some of which fal-l into natural groups. The

first three questions are classificatory, and a certain
pattern of responses (indicating lack of shyness in the

past and present) terminates the questionnaire. Following

are five questions on intensity of shyness which require

multiple-choice response. Next come two additional multiple-
choice questions on ability of hide oners shyness and self-
assessment of introversíon-extraversion. The final section

of the SSS is a l4-item list of situations. Respondents

indicate which are problem situations and the degree of

shyness in the situations so identified"
The first three questíons \^rere used to classify res-

pondents into four shyness categories: never shy, previously

shy, nevrly shy, and always shy. The multiple-choice ques-

tions \^rere scored straightforwardly, except that the

direction of scoring was reversed rvhere necessary so that

a high score indicated high shyness or problem, In the

situation section, all sÍtuations marked as problema.tic

received at least a rrlrt. This number was increased accor-

ding to how problematic that situation was.

The means and standard deviations of the subsections

of the SSS are presented in Table .r,.1,'" " The items are qrouped
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Table 25

l4eans and Standard DevÍations of Grouped euestíons
on the Stanford Shyness Survey

Potential
Range I,trean SD n

Shyness Category
(3 items)

Intensity of Shlness
(5 items)

Abifity to Hide Shtaress
(1 item)

Introvers ion/extrovers ion
(1 item)

Situational Shlmess
(14 items)

r-4

s-60 16. 81

1-3

r-7

0-84

2.77 1.08 20r

6. 31 20I

1.98 o.44 L99

3. 59 I.2B L94

L7.25 L3.97 20I
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as described above. The number of cases is less than the

total- 204 because of skipped questionnaire itens. The

two major sections, Intensity of Shyness and Situational

Shyness, have means at the lower end of their potential

ranges, indicating a "normal" sample"

Two kinds of data were used to decide on an equation

for combining the subsections of the SSS to form a total

score. First, the intercorrelations among the subsections,

presented in Table , \^/ere examined. The introversion

question was quite consistent with the intensity of shyness

group; the ability of hide question less so. The group

of situation questions r¡ras weaP,ly related to the first
part of the questionnaire. It was decided, however, to

retain this group in the total score because number and

intensity of problem situations v/as of theoretical impor-

tance. The hide question was dropped from consideration

because of its very low correlation with situations and

because its content was theoretically different from the

rest of the measure.

A second type of data used to derive a total SSS

score was the dispersion of subsection scores among the

four categories of shyness" The means and standard

deviations for Intensity of Shyness, Introversion and

Situational Shyness are shown within each Shyness Category

(Table ,¡'f ) . The scores for the never shy respondents were
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Table 26

Corref.aticns Anxrng Subsections of the Stanford Shlzness Sunzey

Shyness
Category

Intensity
of Shyness

Ability to
Hide Shyness

Introversíon-
Extroversion

Situational
Sh¡zness

Shlmess Category

Intensity of
Shlzness

Ability to
Hide Shyness

Introversion-
Extroversion

Situational
Shlzness

1.00 .68

1.00

.34

.53

1.00

32.59

.69

.42

1.00

33

.10

-23

r.00



Table 27

Anount of Shyness Broken Dolrin by Shlmess Category:
Means and Standard Deviations

Always Shy

MSD

Newly Shy

MSD

Previously Shy

I\4 SD

IB7

Never Shy

MSD

Intensity of
Shyness 20.63 3.41 19.43 3.90 l6.20 2"93 0.00 0.00

Introversion 4.74 t.z8 4.50 I.75 3.14 L.52 0.00 0.00

Situational
Shlzness

22.64 L2.92 20.56 r0.00 L2.89 9.52 0.00 0.00
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always zero, as the questionnaire terminated for people

:' so classifying themselves" As can be seen in table2.'l ,

the differences in means over the other shyness cateforeís,
while consistent, are srnall. It was felt that the

extreme importance of shyness category v¡as not reflected
in these differences. rt was considered especiarly impor-

tant to distinguish presently shy from formerly shy people.

For this reason, shyness category \,.ras used as a multiplier
in the equation to derive a total score for the sss. The

following formula was applied to the subsection ralrr scores

to derive a total score:

SSS = Shyness Category X (Tntensity of Shyness +

Tntroversion + Situational Shyness)

This total sss score correlates .86 with shyness category,

.64 with shyness rntensity, .51 with rntroversion, ancl

,46 rvith Situational Shyness.


